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Abstract
Context. Due to the uniqueness of software projects there is no single Agile development approach
that ideally fits all project contexts. Each software project is unique, whether in its subject area,
development team, or project size. Because of this, adapting Agile practices according to project
circumstances is a must. There has been a number of literature published discussing Agile practices
adaptation topic. However, it is still unclear how to adapt Agile practices. Therefore, researchers as
well as practitioners need to find out the knowledge of how the Agile practices adaptation should be
applied in software development project.
Objectives. In this study we investigate how companies adapt their software development practices
when they claim they use Agile software development. Knowledge about this can assist Agile
software practitioners to apply Agile practices adaptation in their own context and obtain the most
benefit out of Agile software development.
Methods. We used systematic literature review using guidelines from Kitchenham and survey in this
research study. In the systematic review, a number of relevant article sources were used including
peer-reviewed papers and grey literature. Peer-reviewed papers were searched from several electronic
databases. Grey literature was also included, which covered books, theses and dissertations, white
papers and website/blog articles. The survey was executed using a web based survey tool which
invited Agile practitioners from a broad range of industries. In total there are 79 selected literature
reviewed in the systematic review comprising 63 peer-reviewed papers and 16 grey literature. Data
extraction results were categorized into used and unused Agile practices, adapted practices, additional
practices, importance of practices, adaptation challenges and solutions recommended by Agile
practitioners. Furthermore, an online survey was conducted with a total of 700 respondents of which
468 responses completed the survey. Only the completed and valid responses were considered in the
results analysis. We classify the survey results into several categories: Agile practices usage scale,
importance of practices, details of adaptation, Agile practices instruction/guidelines, and Agile
practitioners‟ adherence to the instruction/guidelines.
Results. Our systematic review shows that some companies used Agile practices in literature with
various degrees of adaptation. Several companies creatively used a hybrid of Agile practices from
various Agile approaches. In addition, we found that most of the Agile practices, especially in the XP
approach, have to be adapted appropriately according to company software development context. On
the other hand, survey results show that most of the Scrum practitioners apply Scrum practices without
adaptation. Regarding importance of practices, unit testing/Test-Driven Development and continuous
integration are identified by XP practitioners as the most important practices. For Scrum practitioners,
the most important practices are product/feature backlog and Sprint.
Conclusions. Many reasons are discovered why adaptation of Agile practice is necessary e.g. to suit
with software development context or for effectiveness reason. Therefore, better support from
management and developers is needed to facilitate Agile practices adaptation. Different degrees of
adaptation also depend on the type of implemented Agile approach. XP as a technical approach
requires more adaptation when compared to project management approach such as Scrum. Findings
regarding respondents‟ adherence to the Agile instruction/guidelines indicate the need to improve
quality of Agile instructions/guidelines and Agile leadership and enforce the implementation of
instructions/guidelines as well.

Keywords: Agile practice adaptation, systematic review, survey
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INTRODUCTION

Selecting an appropriate software development approach is as crucial to a project
success as applying project management best practices. In order to deliver better, faster and
cheaper software products, software practitioners and academics have suggested many
approaches such as Waterfall, Rational Unified Process and Agile. These three approaches
are the most frequently used approaches for software development [1] [2]. In particular, the
Agile approaches have become popular in the industry due to its ability to handle a high
degree of uncertainty in software development project. Rather than relying on the process,
Agile puts the emphasis on people and communication by following the light-but-sufficient
rules of project behavior [3]. It has also been proven to provide high productivity and speed
up the development process beyond conventional development approach i.e. Waterfall [4].
The idea of Agile emerged from experienced practitioners who proposed the lightweight
approaches for software development. They published their common idea in 2001 in the
form of Agile manifesto. The manifesto asserts that Agile software development should
focus on four core values [5]):
1. Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.
2. Working software over comprehensive documentation.
3. Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.
4. Responding to change over following a plan.
The Agile manifesto was introduced after various versions of Agile software
development were defined. Scrum and Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM)
were among the oldest Agile approaches created in the early-1990s. Extreme Programming
(XP) was introduced in the late 1990s and become the most popular approach of Agile
software development at that time [6] [7]. The Agile approaches constitute a set of practices
for software development that have been proved effective by experienced practitioners. For
example, XP is comprised of major practices such as planning game, pair programming,
refactoring, 40-hour week, and more [7]. Scrum requires certain project management
practices in various phases such as sprint planning meeting, sprint review meeting, and
creating/controlling the product backlog [8].
There is no single Agile development approach that ideally fits all project contexts
without adaptation due to the uniqueness of software project. Every project is different
whether in its subject area, development team or project size. Because of this, adapting Agile
practices according to project circumstances is a must. For example, a large development
team cannot be as agile as small one. However, the team can exploit the use of the Agile
approaches to be light and effective, as long as they can creatively adjust the practices to the
situation [3].

1.1 Aims and objectives
The main aim of this thesis is to study how companies adapt their software
development practices when they claim they use Agile software development. To achieve
this main aim we defined the following four objectives:
1. To characterize the actual Agile practices performed in companies. The
characteristics of modified software development practices, rationale to modify, how
1

they are modified and major impacts of modification will be studied. This will help
Agile practitioners to know in which way Agile practices should be adapted.
2. To identify the degree of criticality of individual Agile practices performed in
companies. The criticality is measured in terms of impacts on project execution,
dominance over other practices, and relevance to practitioners' actual needs [S18].
The results will allow us to find out which are the most important practices. Agile
practitioners can use this knowledge to focus on the most important practices.
3. To compare the actual practices reported by companies with the Agile practices
proposed by notable references. For example, we will compare XP actual practices
with XP practices in Beck‟s book “Extreme Programming Explained: Embrace
Change” [7] whereas actual Scrum practices will be compared with their description
in “Agile Software Development with Scrum” book by Schwaber and Beedle [8],
and so on. By making the comparison, we will see whether or not companies are
following the practices they are claiming to follow and how much this
implementation of practices differs.
4. To identify key challenges that companies might face when applying Agile,
solutions to overcome the challenges and rationale of following those solutions. It is
usual that problems will occur when changing from traditional software development
to Agile. One of the research contributions is to identify challenges and solutions to
help companies adopt Agile practices as smoothly as possible and get the most
benefit out of Agile software development.

1.2 Research questions
Table 1 presents the research questions that will be addressed during the course of
this thesis together with their objectives.

Research Question

Objective

RQ1: Which practices do companies Main aim: To study how companies adapt their
follow when they claim to follow software development practices when they claim
Agile development processes?
they use Agile software development.
RQ1.1: Which Agile practices are Objective 2: To identify the degree of criticality
considered most important?
of each Agile practice performed in the
company.
RQ1.2: In which way are the Agile Objective 1: To characterize the actual Agile
practices adapted?
practices performed in the company.
Objective 3: To compare the actual practices
reported by company with the Agile practices
proposed by notable references.
RQ1.3.1: Who defines the
instructions/ guidelines for Agile
practices?
RQ1.3.2: Are Agile practitioners
following the instructions/guidelines?

Objective 3: To compare the actual practices
reported by company with the Agile practices
proposed by notable references.
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Research Question

Objective

RQ1.4: What challenges are faced Objective 4: To identify key challenges that a
when Agile practices are adapted?
company might face when applying Agile,
solutions to overcome the challenges and
rationale of following those solutions.
Table 1. Research questions and its corresponding objective

1.3 Expected outcomes
The expected outcomes of this thesis work include:
1. A list of major adaptations in the software development practices when
companies adopts Agile in various contexts.
2. A list of Agile practices that are considered most important.
3. Guidelines for adapting Agile practices that will help companies prepare
themselves for the upcoming changes and provide potential strategies to
cope with challenges that could occur when applying Agile.
4. A list of challenges that are faced when adapting Agile practices and
corresponding solutions.

1.4 Structure of the thesis
In the Introduction, we present a short introduction about Agile software
development practices. We also will describe the main aim of our thesis and its objectives,
expected outcomes, and the terminology used in this thesis.
In section 2, we describe our research background which will provide required
information and understanding on software development methodologies and Agile practices
adaptation topic before continuing to the next sections. Section 3 underlines a key summary
on the related works regarding Agile practices adaptation and current gap that will be
addressed in this thesis research.
Our research design will be described in section 4 (Research Methodology). In this
section, we will present the methodologies used to address the specified research questions.
In section 7, we will discuss about the validity threats to this research.
In section 5 and 6 contributions of this research will be presented. Section 5 will
present the analysis of the results about Agile practices adaptation obtained from the
systematic review. Section 6 will discuss the analysis of the results derived from the Agile
practitioners‟ opinion in the survey.
All works conducted in this thesis are summarized in section 8 (Conclusion) by
revisiting each of research question and its answer. In addition, the research outcomes and
possible future works are also presented.
The reference system used in this report is explained as followings:
[N] refers to general publications that are not selected from the systematic review.
[SN] refers to publications that are obtained from the selection process in the systematic
review. In other word, they are primary studies.
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1.5

Terminology
Terms

Meaning

Adaptation

The act or process to make something fit by modification of the
original activity [9]. For example, pair programming originally is
performed by having two programmers working at the same
terminal. This practice can be adapted in global distributed
software development by using online collaboration tool between
two programmers in the separate location.

Adoption

The act or process to accept something formally and put into
effect. For example, adoption of Scrum approach in a start-up
company [9].

Agile

Software development methodology that puts the emphasis on
people, communication, adaptability to change, and iterative and
incremental development. In this thesis Agile will be used as a
common term for Agile approaches in general such as Extreme
Programming, Scrum, Crystal, Lean, etc.

Method

The systematic procedure and techniques which are employed by
a discipline or field of knowledge. For example, questionnaire is
considered as one of data collection methods [9].

Methodology

A body of methods, rules, and ideas employed by a discipline
which is defined in a procedure or set of procedures. For instance,
systematic review can be considered as one of research
methodologies [9].

Practice

Activities or set of activities that have become the usual way of
doing something. Activities are developed based on knowledge,
skills or competencies [10]. Practice is the implementation of
principle [11]. For instance, continuous integration practice is
used to achieve continuous delivery in order to satisfy customers‟
needs.

Principle

A fundamental rule or code of conduct that must be followed. For
example, one of Agile principles is to satisfy customer through
early and continuous delivery of valuable software [5] [12].

Process

A series of interdependent and linked actions that use one or more
resources (employee time, energy, machines, money, etc.) to
convert inputs (data, material, parts, etc.) into outputs [13].
Table 2. Used terms and their meaning
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2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Software Development Methodologies
The Chaos reports published by The Standish Group from 1994-2009 indicated that
many software development projects failed. In 2009, 24 % of projects were categorized as
failed which mean that the projects were cancelled prior to completion or delivery and never
used. 44 % of the projects were defined as challenged which indicated that the projects were
late, over budget and/or produced fewer functions and features than required. Only 32 %
projects were reported as successful projects, which mean they were delivered on time, on
budget, and with required functions and features (see Figure 1) [14]. Although the actual
numbers and the validity of the data are still debated among experts, this figure is typically
accepted as a description of the actual situation of software development nowadays [15].

2009
2006
2004
2002

Successful
Challenged

2000

Failed
1998
1996
1994
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Figure 1. Chaos report chart (adapted from [14])
The cause of late, over budget and fewer functions/features delivered projects were
not explained explicitly. However, by a survey of 365 IT executive managers, several main
project success factors were discovered in this Chaos report, namely: user involvement,
executive management support, clear statement of requirements, proper planning, realistic
expectations, smaller project milestones and competent staff [16]. In the present, software
practitioners are still looking for better ways to minimize project failure. One of the most
important ways is to find better software development methodology which can lead to more
successful software development projects. There are two main categories of software
development methodologies, namely plan-driven and Agile methodology. Both
methodologies will be briefly described in the following section.

5

2.1.1 Plan-Driven Software Development Methodology
There had been many plan-driven software methodologies developed since the
invention of computer programming language. As indicated from their category name, these
software methodologies put emphasis on planning everything from the beginning to the end
of a project. These methodologies are well suited for well understood problems with well
defined output from the beginning [11]. Several well known plan-driven methodologies such
as Waterfall, Rational Unified Process (RUP), V-Model, and Spiral Model will be presented
in the following section.
●

Waterfall
The Waterfall methodology generally used to refer to common use of software
development practice, which has a figure like a waterfall (see Figure 2).The “waterfall”
terminology was never proposed by Royce although people often refer the model to his
paper [17]. In this consecutive model, each phase will be activated when its preceding
phase has been completed.
System
requirements

Software
requirements

Analysis

Program
design

Coding

Testing

Operation

Figure 2. Waterfall methodology (adapted from[17])
●

Rational Unified Process (RUP)
The Rational Unified Process (RUP) was developed by Rational Software Corporation in
2003. This methodology is categorized as an iterative enhancement model that is
adaptable to the organization and project specific context. RUP lifecycle consists of four
phases, which are [18]:
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●

Inception: determine the business case for the system and define the project
scope
● Elaboration: analyze the problem domain, set up the architectural foundation,
develop the project plan and mitigate the key risk items.
● Construction: build the software components and features. Integrate them into
the product and test it thoroughly.
● Transition: deploy the system to the end user. Handle all issues by correcting
problems, developing new releases, and finishing postponed features.
Each phase can be broken down into several iterations which resulted in a release of
an executable product. The produced system will grow incrementally from iteration to
iteration and finally will become the final system.
There are six core process workflows, namely: business modeling, requirements,
analysis and design, implementation, test, and deployment. In addition, there are three
core supporting workflows, namely: configuration and change management, project
management, and environment [18].
●

V-Model
The V-Model is used as the standard methodology in German defense and federal
administration software development projects. The initial version of V-Model was
developed in 1986 and has been evolved into V-Model 92, V-Model 97 and V-Model
XT [19]. The V-Model 97 methodology can be seen in Figure 3.Verification steps are
performed to ensure that in each phase the developed deliverables satisfy the
requirements. In validation steps, this model relates each phase of development stage
with its corresponding testing phase to ensure the system correctness [20].

Operation and
Maintenance

Validation

Requirements
Analysis

Acceptance
Testing

System
Testing

System Design
Verification
Program
Design

Unit & Integration
Testing

Coding

Figure 3. V-Model 97 methodology (adapted from [20])
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●

Spiral Model
Barry Boehm introduced the Spiral model in 1986. The model is intended for large and
complicated software development project. It combines waterfall, rapid prototyping,
iterative development, and risk-driven approach to guide the software development
process. The Spiral model consists of four cycles i.e.
● Determine the objectives, alternatives and constraints
● Evaluate the alternatives, identify and resolve risks
● Develop and test the software
● Plan the next iteration
It assumes that each cycle progresses through the same sequence of steps which
allows for selection of a process model or termination of the project based on the
identified risk. If the risk is relatively low, a waterfall approach could be chosen,
otherwise incremental release of software should be performed. Each cycle is completed
by product stakeholder review [21].

2.1.2 Agile Software Development Methodologies
In contrast to the plan-driven methodology which emphasizes planning, Agile
software development methodology put emphasis on people, communication, adaptability to
change, and iterative and incremental development. There are many variants of Agile
methodologies. However, only several major Agile methodologies will be presented in this
thesis, namely Extreme Programming, Scrum, Dynamic Systems Development Method
(DSDM), Feature-Driven Development (FDD), Crystal Clear, and Lean. None of these Agile
methodologies as described by their originator is perfect for every organization. Any
methodology may be a good starting point, but software developers will need to adapt the
practices to fit the unique circumstances of their organization, individuals, and industry [22].
●

Extreme Programming (XP)
Extreme Programming or XP is one of initial Agile approaches that has been proposed
after the problem of long development cycle of traditional development models. The idea
is developed by Kent Beck and Ward Cunningham in the late 1990s [3]. The starting
point of the XP is doing the simplest things to get the job done. It uses the practices that
have been proved to be effective in software development. XP aims to address the
specific needs of software development performed by small teams facing vague and
changing requirements, which are hard to handle by conventional software development.
After several trials and adjustments of practices, XP was proposed as a discipline to help
people develop high quality software by following key values and practices [7]. The four
values are communication, simplicity, feedback and courage. These values are realized
through a set of individual 12 practices taken from the Beck‟s book as following [7]:
1. Planning game
Planning the next releases features is performed by having developers estimate the
effort needed for the customer stories implementation. Then the customers decide
about the scope and release time. This emphasizes the close interaction between
customers and developers.
2. Small releases
Release the software often to the customer with small incremental versions. New
version of products is released at least monthly or can be even daily.
8

3. Metaphor
The metaphor is a simple story shared between customers and developers of how the
system works.
4. Simple design
Design the simplest solution that is workable at that time and constantly evolves to
add needed flexibility. Useless complexity and unessential code should be removed.
5. Testing
Test driven development is the key which means the developers write unit tests
before the production code. The unit tests must run perfectly for development to
continue and be kept running at all times. Customers write the functional tests to test
the stories.
6. Refactoring
Restructure the system without changing its behavior by removing duplication
complexity from code, improving communication, simplifying, and adding
flexibility.
7. Pair programming
Two programmers write all production code together at a single computer. One
writes the code and, at the same time, another reviews the code for correctness and
understandability.
8. Collective ownership
Every developer owns the code. Therefore, they can change any part code in the
system at any time.
9. Continuous integration
Build and integrate the system several times a day whenever the task is completed.
10. 40-hour week
Work no more than 40 hours a week as a rule. Never work overtime for two
consecutive weeks.
11. On-site customer
Include a real customer that can work with the development team and is available
full-time to help defines the system and answers questions.
12. Coding standards
Developers write all codes in accordance with rules.
Ideally, XP project starts with a short development phase, followed by a long period of
simultaneous improvement and maintenance, and lastly retirement when the project no
longer makes sense. XP project life cycle consists of five phases as shown in Figure 4.
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EXPLORATION
PHASE

PLANNING
PHASE

PRODUCTIO- MAINTENANCE
NIZING PHASE
PHASE

ITERATIONS TO
RELEASE PHASE

DEATH
PHASE

CONTINUOUS REVIEW

REGULAR
UPDATES

STORIES
FOR NEXT
ITERATION

EFFORT
ESTIMATES
PRIORITIES
STORIES

PAIR PROGRAMMING

ANALYSIS DESIGN

FEEDBACK

TEST

PLANNING
TESTING
FOR
TESTING
CONTINUOUS
INTEGRATION

SMALL
RELEASE

COLLECTIVE
CODEBASE

UPDATED
RELEASES

FINAL
RELEASE

CUSTOMER APPROVAL

Figure 4. XP phases [23]

Each XP phase is described below according to Beck‟s book [7]:
1. Exploration Phase
This is the pre-production phase where the customer writes down the story cards
containing the features of the system they expected to have in the first release.
Concurrently, the programmers familiarize themselves with technology and tools
planned to be used in the development. The project teams explore the possibilities
for the system architecture by building prototypes of a system and testing them in a
different way. This phase is done when the customer is confident that he/she can
write good enough story cards to be implemented. On the other side, programmers
are sure that they are acquainted with the practices, technology, and can confidently
estimate the effort required by the story. This phase normally takes a few weeks to a
few months.
2. Planning Phase
The story cards are prioritized, and the scope of the first small release is defined by
the customer with the agreement from the developers. The developers estimate
efforts needed to implement each story card and then the schedule is agreed upon.
The period of each release is normally around two months but can be up to six
months for the first release. The planning phase itself lasts a couple of days.
3. Iteration to Release Phase
There are several iterations before the first release and each of which takes one to
four weeks to implement. As a general rule, customer decides the stories to be
implemented in the first iteration that will build the architecture of the whole system.
Customer also selects each iteration stories. Customer creates functional tests, which
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will be run at the end of iteration. When the last iteration is reached and finished, the
system is prepared for production.
4. Productionizing Phase
This phase entails extra testing of the system performance before releasing to the
customer. Change management is needed as new changes may be identified and
decisions have to be made. The requirements or ideas that are decided to be
postponed will be documented for later implementation during the maintenance
phase.
5. Maintenance Phase
After releasing the system to the customer for use, the project must maintain the
running system and make sure it works fine while also working on new iterations.
This is what maintenance phase is about. In general, extra efforts are required to
support customers as well as incorporate new people into the team and change the
team structure.
●

Scrum
Scrum is a simple and adaptive framework used for managing software development
project. It helps in organizing team and getting work done productively with higher
quality [24]. Scrum was introduced by Jeff Sutherland at Easel Corporation in 1993 and
then formalized for the software industry by Ken Schwaber in 1995. The term „Scrum‟
was originally derived from the Scrum formation in Rugby. This term was identified by
Takeuchi and Nonaka in their works when reviewing best business practices for building
new product in the Japanese automobile in 1986. It was used as the foundation of team
building [8] [24].
Even though Scrum was originally proposed for managing product development
projects, it has been used largely for software project management counted as an Agile
software development approach. By using Scrum, team can deliver software to the
customer faster. More energy, focus and transparency will be added to the project
planning and implementation. The following things can be achieved by Scrum
implementation [24]:
● Individual objectives aligned with corporate objectives
● A culture driven by performance
● Shareholder value creation
● Stable and consistent communication of performance
The Scrum framework contains three roles, three artifacts and four ceremonies. It is
designed to deliver functional software in Sprints or about 30 days iterations [24] [25].
Scrum Roles
All management responsibilities in a project are divided among these three roles [8] [24]
[25]:
1. The Product Owner is responsible for exemplifying the interests of all
stakeholders in the project by defining the product features documented as the
product requirements. He or she is responsible for the profitability of the
product (ROI) as well as creating release plan. The list of requirements is called
as Product Backlog, in which the Product Owner will use to ensure that the
functionality is produced as prioritized according to the market value. However,
the Product Owner can change features and its priority each sprint and he or she
is the one who accepts or rejects work outcome.
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2. The Scrum Master is a facilitator for Scrum project. He or she is responsible for
the project success by ensuring that the team is fully functional, productive and
Scrum process is followed correctly. Scrum Master also helps the Product
Owner selects the most valuable Product Backlog and helps the team to turn the
backlog into functionality. Besides, he or she supports close collaboration across
all roles and functions as well as protects them from external interference.
3. The Team is self-organizing and cross functional team which contains seven
plus/minus two members. They are responsible for developing the functionality
of each iteration and each project as a whole. They select the Sprint goal, specify
work results and have the right to do everything within the project to reach the
Sprint goal. The team manages itself and its works.
Scrum Artifacts
Scrum brings up three new artifacts, which are used throughout the Scrum process as
following [24] [25]:
1. Product Backlog
It is a list of the system requirements being developed by the development teams
while its content and prioritization are the responsibility of the product owner. In
the project planning, the product backlog is used as an initial estimation of the
requirements. It exists as long as the product exists and grows as the product
grows. The Product backlog is constantly changed to identify what can make the
product valuable and competitive.
2. Sprint Backlog
Sprint backlog describes the work that a team selects from the product backlog
to be implemented in the Sprint. It is a real-time picture of the work that the
team plans to accomplish during the sprint. In general, the work is divided into
individual tasks that will take roughly four to sixteen hours to finish. The Sprint
backlog can be changed only by Product Owner.
3. Burn Down Chart
Burn down chart is used as a tool to help the development team to successfully
complete a Sprint on time by delivering working and shippable software product.
It shows the remaining tasks to be done in the Sprint backlog.
Scrum Ceremonies
The Scrum framework contains four ceremonies, which are Sprint Planning, Sprint
Review, Daily Scrum Meeting, and Sprint Retrospective meeting [24] [25]. Following
figure describes these Scrum ceremonies in a Scrum process.
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Figure 5. Scrum process (adapted from [23])
All works are performed in a Sprint which is an iteration of 30 days. Each Sprint
starts with a Sprint planning meeting. This is the activity where the Product Owner
works together with the team on the tasks need to be done in the next Sprint. The tasks
are prioritized and selected from the Product Backlog.
Sprint Planning meetings are normally time-boxed and last about eight hours or less.
There are two parts: the first half, about four hours, are for the Product Owner to present
the Product Backlog with high priority to the team and the team queries about the detail
and intentions of the Product Backlog [25]. After that, the team selects Product Backlog
that they think they can implement and ship to the customer by the end of the Sprint. For
the second half of the Sprint Planning meeting, the team reforms the Sprint and creates a
tentative plan to start the Sprint. The tasks decided to be implemented as plan are put in a
Sprint Backlog and appear as the Sprint evolves [24].
The second ceremony that occurs every day is called a Daily Scrum meeting. It
allows team members to get together for about 15 minutes so that they can synchronize
all the works and schedule any future meetings if necessary [25]. At the Daily Scrum
meeting, each member answers three questions about the project: What have been done
since the last Daily Scrum meeting? What do you plan to do until the next Daily Scrum
meeting? What obstacles do you face on during your works?
The third ceremony is called a Sprint Review meeting. This time-boxed meeting
lasting about four-hours is for the team to present to the product owner and other
stakeholders about the functionalities developed during the Sprint [24] [25]. The purpose
of this informal meeting is to get people together so that they help the team decides what
to do next. After the Sprint review meeting, the Scrum Master conducts a Sprint
Retrospective meeting [25]. This meeting is for the team to reflect and improve its
development process to make it more effective for the next Sprint.
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●

Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM)
The Dynamic Systems Development Method or DSDM is an Agile framework for
handling and delivering project, both software and non-software. DSDM was originally
based upon the Rapid Application Development method rooted in the software
development community. Later it became a generic approach to project management and
solution delivery, especially for complex problem solving tasks [26]. The latest version
of DSDM launched in 2007 is called “DSDM Atern”. DSDM is maintained by DSDM
consortium, which is a non-profit organization [27].
DSDM embraces principles of Agile development, working in an iterative and
incremental manner and focusing on continuous customer involvement in particular. It
aims to develop functionality in an improved manner, deliver functionality efficiently,
and satisfy the real project requirements.
The Nine Principles of DSDM Implementation
The following principles are necessary for DSDM implementation. Failing to apply one
of them will considerably increase project risks [26].
1. Active User Involvement is Imperative
This is considered as the most important principle because involving user or
customer in all states of the project to make appropriate detailed decisions. This will
effectively reduce misconception and cost errors. The principle recommends
working with a small instead of a large group of user and selecting them continually
rather than in periodic workshops or review sessions.
2. Teams Must be Empowered to Make Decisions
Friction in the communication of project participants and managers need to be
avoided for faster and more efficient work processing. Requesting authorization or
any requirement changes may delay a project. Therefore, DSDM users and other
participants should be given limited authority to make most of the day-to-day
decisions as the project progresses.
3. Focus on Frequent Delivery
The project must produce artifacts that show the progress is being performed as the
project moves forward (e.g. a specification, a throwaway prototype, a design
document); and delivery could be simply within the project team. Frequent deliveries
of results help in early error detection.
4. Fitness for Business is Criterion for Accepted Deliverables
Delivering a system that fulfills the existing business needs or focuses on critical
functionalities is the most concern. As DSDM primary goal is to deliver software
which is good enough to solve the business need, it suggests satisfying the business
needs first then attain time boxes for refactoring and related activities in the later
iteration.
5. Iterative and Incremental Development is Mandatory
This principle shows that any software system is subject to change. To simplify
project management, the software system needs to be divided into small parts of
which new features are added until the sets of business requirements are fulfilled.
Using incremental development allows continuous checking and correcting of the
path to direct the project to a satisfactory end.
6. All Changes During Development Must Be Reversible
Errors can happen from time to time in the project as it is practicing trial and error.
Response to change requires changing system configurations during the incremental
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development. Since DSDM recommends iterating through small increments, the total
loss of work due to reversing a development process is limited.
7. Requirements are Baselined at High-Level
Baselining or freezing the requirements at some level is essential to limit the extent
of freedom to which requirements can be changed during the development process.
Thus, stakeholders can initiate a stable basis for the team‟s work.
8. Testing is Integrated Throughout the Lifecycle
DSDM suggests early testing in the development process. Every task should include
a proper verification or validation activity such as a review or test by a team member
or user. This promotes a strong quality-consciousness by the whole team.
9. Collaborative and Co-operative Approach
Co-operation is crucial to succeed in implementing DSDM. It is important that
Stakeholder should accept DSDM and their roles. Trust and honesty among the team
members are also essential to gather requirements, to get feedback and to implement
other steps.
●

Feature Driven Development
Feature-Driven Development (FDD) approach is designed and proven to deliver solid,
working results frequently and repeatedly in software development [28]. It focuses on
designing and building phases rather than the whole software development process. It is
built around a core set of "best practices" in software engineering. It is better to
implement the combination of all practices to get the full benefit as there is no single
practice that underlines the entire process. The practices that construct FDD are
described below [28]:
1. Domain Object Modeling
Building class diagrams represents the major types of objects within a problem
domain to be solved and their relationships. The created domain object model
provides an overall framework to add function, feature by feature and helps to
maintain the conceptual system integrity. Feature teams can use this model as a
guideline to build good initial designs for each feature with shorter time compared to
refactor classes to add a new feature.
2. Developing by Feature
Any too complex function that is unable to be implemented within two weeks is
divided into smaller features. This will make it easier to deliver correct functions and
to broaden or alter the system.
3. Individual Class (Code) Ownership
Assign a person or role who is responsible for the contents of a class, including its
consistency, performance, and conceptual integrity.
4. Feature Teams
A feature team is typically small, around three to six people with small size of
feature task. The feature team consists of Class Owners who are responsible to
modify the classes for each feature. Each team member works on the design and
implementation of a feature with guidance from an experienced developer. Multiple
minds are always involved to assess multiple options and select the most appropriate
design to avoid risks from dependence on key developer.
5. Inspections
Inspections are performed to ensure good quality design and code, primarily by
trained individuals who look for defects by using well defined process.
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6. Configuration Management
Configuration management is used to identify the source code for all features
that have been completed to date. It also maintains a history of classes changes as
feature teams enhance them.
7. Regular Builds
Build the complete system at regular intervals to ensure that there is always an up to
date system that can be demonstrated to the client. It helps highlighting
feature source codes integration errors early.
8. Visibility of progress and results
By using frequent, appropriate and accurate progress report at all levels inside and
outside the project, and completed work report, managers can steer a project
correctly.
●

Crystal Clear
Crystal is a family of methodologies defined by Alistair Cockburn [29]. There are
different Crystal methodologies for different types of projects. The name "Crystal" is
derived from project classification along two dimensions, criticality and size, in an
analogy with geological crystals, which are also described in two dimensions: mineral
harshness and color. The criticality corresponds to the harshness: soft as quartz for lossof-comfort systems, hard as diamond for loss-of-life systems that need more validation
and verification rules. On the other hand, the team size is mapped to the color. A larger
projects which involve more coordination and communication correspond to darker
colors. Clear corresponds to the teams with eight or fewer people, yellow is for the teams
of 10-20 people, orange is for 20-50 people, red is for 50-100 people, and so on, through
maroon, blue and violet.
The Crystal family follows seven safety properties [29]. The first three are core to
Crystal and required to be found on all projects namely Frequent Delivery, Reflective
Improvement, and Close Communication. The other four can be added to increase the
safety margin namely Personal safety, Focus, Easy access to expert users, and Technical
environment.
The following section presents detail of each property according to Cockburn [43]:
1. Frequent Deliveries
This property is about delivering the software to the users, not simply iterating.
Delivering running and tested code to the real users every few months is considered
as the most important property of any project either large or small. Frequent
deliveries bring several advantages such as:
● The sponsors get the critical feedback on the team progress.
● The users get a chance to discover whether their request is what they need
which is then fed back into development.
● The team gets a chance to debug their development and deployment processes,
as well as a confidence boost through achievements.
2. Reflective Improvement (Reflection Workshop)
The team members are the best set to say what is good or bad to their situation. This
property allows them to make changes by having team get together, identify what
was and was not working after each delivery, discuss ways to fix it, make those
adjustments in the next iteration and keep trying new strategies until ones that works
is found. In other words, it is about reflecting and improving.
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3. Close Communication (Osmotic Communication)
This property means that information flows into the background where team
members can hear and pick up relevant information as by osmosis. It is attained by
having the team sits in the same room which makes them easy to communicate about
their works. It reduces the cost of communications and increase the feedback rate.
Although Osmotic Communication is important, it is getting more difficult to
manage when the team size gets larger.
4. Personal safety
This property means being able to speak when something is troubling the team
member, without fear of reprisal. For example, informing the project manager about
the unrealistic schedule, telling a colleague that his/her code needs refactoring, etc.
Ignoring personal safety will cause people afraid to speak up and the weaknesses
will continue to reside in the team without repair.
5. Focus
Focus is to know what to work on, mostly deriving from goal direction and
priorities, and then managing time and mind to work on it. To accomplish this
property, the team should adopt a strategy that provides focus time for the team such
as setting two hours of guaranteed focus time each day, and schedule people to work
on the same project two days in a row.
6. Easy access to expert users
Accessing to expert users enables the team to deploy and test the frequent deliveries,
get rapid feedback on the finished product quality, design decisions, and up-to-date
requirements. The more time that an expert user is accessible by a team, the more
benefits they can take.
7. Technical environment
Technical environment with automated tests, configuration management, and
frequent integration:
● Automated Testing - The automated tests give the teams the freedom of
movement both during the day and at night.
● Configuration Management - It allows people to check in their work
asynchronously, drop out changes and roll back to that configuration later on
when problem occur. Therefore, the developers can work on their code both
separately and together.
● Frequent Integration - When team does system integration frequently, they can
quickly detect mistakes and prevent collecting additional errors. Some teams
merge all three activities into Continuous Integration-with-Test activity, in
which they can catch integration-level errors within minutes.
●

Lean
Since the success of Lean concept in Toyota Production System which made Toyota
produce high-quality cars with the lowest cost and shortest time, principles of Lean were
then brought into other areas including Software Development domain. In particular, the
attention got significantly higher after a book on Lean Software Development by Mary
and Tom Poppendieck was published [30]. The key ideas behind Lean are to put all
development efforts on the value-adding activities from the customers‟ viewpoint and to
analyze and identify the waste in software process systematically and then remove it [11]
[30]. The seven principles of Lean are described in the following table [31] [32].
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Principle

Description

Eliminate Waste

Eliminate everything in software development process that does not
contribute to the value for the customer e.g. partially done work, extra
features, extra process, handovers (e.g. documentation), task switching,
delays, and defects.

Build Quality In

Software quality should be built in as early as possible and not late by
fixing the defects that testing found.

Amplify learning

Processes and practices in companies should support learning. Learning
here includes getting a better understanding of customer needs, good
testing strategies, and so on.

Defer Commitment

A commitment should be delayed as late as possible for irreversible
decisions. For instance, a complex architectural decision might require
some experimentation and therefore should not be committed early.

Deliver Fast

Create short product development cycle time by minimizing the time from
receiving a request for a feature to the delivery of the feature.

Respect People

Poppendieck gave three principles that were used in the context of Toyota
case. First, entrepreneurial leadership, which means people that led by
managers who trust and respect them are more likely to become good
leaders themselves. Second, expert technical workforce, which means that
successful companies should make sure that the necessary expertise for
achieving a task is within the teams. Third, responsibility-based planning
and control, which means management should trust their teams and not tell
them how to get the job done. Moreover, it is important to provide the
teams with reasonable and realistic goals.

Optimize the Whole

When improving the process of software development the whole valuestream needs to be considered end to end.

Table 3. Seven principles of Lean software development
Lean software development is closely related to Agile software development
approaches. Lean itself is a mindset, a way of thinking about how to deliver value to
customer more quickly by finding and eliminating waste (the impediments to quality and
productivity) [33]. Lean software development, which Poppendieck defined as Agile
toolkit, is slightly different from their equivalents in Agile software development, but
they are parallel [30]. When applying Lean software development principle, it is quite
common to select a lightweight Agile software approach as a starting point and begin
applying Lean from there. Lean tools include Value Stream Mapping (VSM), Kaizen
(continuous improvement), Kanban (a signaling system used to signal the need for an
item, typically using things like index cards, colored golf balls, or empty carts), etc [33].
Summary comparison of main Agile software development approaches (XP, Scrum,
and Lean) can be found in the following table.
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XP

Scrum

Lean

Proposed by

Kent Beck (1999)

Jeff Sutherland (1993) and
Ken Schwaber (1996)

Mary and Tom
Poppendieck (2003)

Reference
Literature

“Extreme Programming
Explained”[7]

“Agile Software
Development in Scrum” [8]

“Lean Software
Development: An Agile
Toolkit”[30]

Purpose

To address the specific
needs of software
development performed by
small teams facing vague
and changing requirements
[7].

To manage software
development project by
organizing team and getting
work done productively
with higher quality.

To put all development
efforts on value-adding
activities from
customers‟ viewpoint
and to analyze and
identify the waste in
software process
systematically and then
remove it [11] [30].

Key practices/
principles

1. The Planning Game
2. Small Releases
3. Metaphor
4. Simple Design
5. Testing
6. Refactoring
7. Pair Programming
8. Collective Ownership
9. Continuous Integration
10. 40-Hour Week
11. On-Site Customer
12. Coding Standards
Iterative and Incremental

1. Sprint Planning Meeting
2. Daily Scrum Meeting
3. Sprint
4. Sprint Review Meeting
5. Sprint Retrospective

1. Eliminate Waste
2. Build Quality In
3. Amplify learning
4. Defer Commitment
5. Deliver Fast
6. Respect People
7. Optimize the Whole

Iterative and Incremental

1. Exploration
2. Planning
3. Iteration to Release
4. Productionizing
5. Maintenance
Programmer and Customer

1.Sprint Planning
2.Sprint
3.Daily Scrum Meeting
4.Sprint Review Meeting
5.Sprint Retrospective
Product Owner, Scrum
Master and Team
Product Backlog, Sprint
Backlog, and Burn Down
Chart

Continuous
Improvement
No phase involved

Approach
Phases

Main Roles
Tools/Artifacts

User story card,
Automated unit test, etc

No main role
VSM, Kaizen, Kanban,
etc

Table 4. Summary comparison of main Agile software development approaches

2.2 Agile Practices Adaptation
Agile approaches are never applied exactly similar to their definition in the Agile
literature; they must be adapted appropriately to the actual software development context
[S1]. Agile literature here refers to some notable and influential reference books in Agile
community which are considered as de-facto “standard” of Agile practices. For example, XP
“standard” practices are usually referred to the text “Extreme Programming Explained” [7].
The other Agile approaches and their corresponding reference literature are presented as
following:
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Scrum: “Agile Software Development in Scrum” [8]
DSDM: “DSDM Dynamic Systems Development Method: The Method in Practice”
[26]
 Lean: “Lean Software Development: An Agile Toolkit” [30]
 Crystal Clear: “Crystal Clear: A Human-Powered Software Development
Methodology for Small Teams” [29]
 FDD (Feature Driven Development): “A Practical Guide to Feature-Driven
Development” [28]
In the interests of definition consistency and comparability, Agile practices definitions in this
thesis report will refer to above reference literature.
Based on their usage in actual software development situation, we categorize Agile
practices into four main groups:
 Practice used without adaptation: The practice is applied as described in the
reference literature.
 Adapted practices: The practice was modified to fit the needs of software
development project. The practice can be modified in either slightly or significantly
adapted fashion.
 Additional practices: New practices that are not listed in the reference literature but
applied in the actual situation.
 Unused practices: Agile practices that are listed in the reference literature but not
applied in the actual situation.
Adaptation of Agile practice example could be seen in a global distributed
environment where pair programming could not be applied as in the reference book. In the
reference literature, pair programming is defined as two programmers write all production
code together at a single computer at the same time. Pair programming can also be
performed by having one programmer as coder and the other one as observer [7]. In global
distributed environment case, developers could adapt pair programming by using the remote
shared desktop. On the other hand, developers might not use some of Agile practices since
those practices are not applicable in their software development context. For instance, some
companies might not apply on-site customer practice because their customers are too busy
and thus they are not available on the development site. Companies might also add their own
practices. For example, some companies used embedded coaching which involved an Agile
coach within their development team [S73] [S52] [S56].
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3

RELATED WORK

There are publications presenting the concept of Agile development, history, state of
the art and practices in terms of characteristics of various Agile approaches, experiences and
lessons learned from applying such approaches in companies. Some publications relate Agile
development to other areas such as software process improvement, strategic planning and
global software development. Others focus specially on the particular aspects of software
development and evaluate the impact of Agile approaches on that aspect such as
communication, culture, team and testing. However, most of the publications are from
practitioners‟ perspective rather than academics. This is shown in the systematic review by
Dybå and Dingsøyr [6]. Most studies in the systematic review (24 of 33, 73%) dealt with
professional software developers while nine studies (27%) were conducted in a university
setting. In the systematic map study by Jalali and Wohlin [34], 38 of 60 (63.3 %) papers
were written by practitioners, while 19 papers (31,6 %) were written by academic
researchers; and three joint papers between practitioners and academics.
Several influencing factors and variables affecting practice adaptation have been
observed in existing research. Little et al. [35] proposed two categories of factors that affect
Agile practices adaptation, which include complexity drivers (size of the development team,
location of the development team, mission criticality, domain knowledge gaps, team
maturity, and project team dependencies) and uncertainty drivers (market uncertainty,
project duration, technical uncertainty, and scope flexibility).
Esfahani and Yu [36] discovered that few companies adopt a prescribed Agile
approaches in its entirety. Many practitioners pick up fragments from various Agile
approaches, assemble them as a light-weight process, and deploy them in their software
projects. Thus, they proposed a structured repository of Agile Method Fragments (AMF) that
can be used by the Agile practitioners to utilize experience of other practitioners. They
classified AMF into two categories: process fragments and product fragments. For
example, "Pair Programming" is an AMF of the XP approach, which is a process fragment,
while "Sprint Backlog" is a product fragment of Scrum. Furthermore, in their repository they
also defined the subset of the objectives of each Agile method fragment along with
situational evidences for contributions that the fragment can make towards them. For
instance, pair programming has major objective to improve effectiveness and minor
objectives to increase productivity, improve design quality, improve creativity, etc.
Aydin et al. [S18] found that the choice of an appropriate Agile variant and its
execution depends on many contextual factors. They noted that when the agents (e.g. project
manager, Agile coach, etc) discussed the appropriateness of each fragment variant, they used
a kind of mediating factors to reach a conclusion (conformance to time, budget, customer
satisfaction and approach adherence). According to Aydin et al., a fragment can be principle,
fundamental concept, product to be delivered, activity needing to be performed, job aid technique, tool, hint, tip - to be used, etc.
Based on grounded theory research methodology and industry analysis, Qumer and
Henderson-Sellers [37] developed a framework for Agile adoption approach which is called
Agile Adoption and Improvement Model (AAIM). This model has three Agile blocks from
basic to advanced: prompt (base starting point for an organization commencing an Agile
software development), crux (establishment of the key Agile practices and properties in a
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software process/method), and apex (establishment of a learning and quality production
environment). The degree of agility of an Agile process is measured quantitatively in each
block by using the agility measurement modeling approach which is named as the 4-DAT
tool. They defined six Agile stages, namely: infancy (introduce and establish the basic Agile
properties), initial (enable the communication and collaboration among the people),
realization (production of the executable artifacts with a minimal and reduced
documentation), value (the practices are established and focused to value the people), smart
(establishment of a learning environment), and progress (establishment of a lean production
environment and to keep the process agile).
Conboy and Fitzgerald [S1] proposed a framework for XP tailoring, which
comprises two sets of factors i.e. characteristics of the actual Agile approaches being
tailored (method characteristics) and characteristics of individual developers who
responsible for method tailoring. Method characteristics that facilitate XP tailoring as
following:
 Explicit statement of method boundaries
 Contingency built in to the method itself to guide tailoring
 Clear description of method and rationale behind method practice
 Independence of individual method practices.
While developer practices that facilitate XP tailoring consist of:
 Identification of project context dependencies
 Familiarity with a range of methods and method fragments
 Disciplined and purposeful approach to method tailoring
Jalali and Wohlin investigated the experiences reported in the literature to determine
how Agile practices can be applied efficiently in the global software engineering context.
They found that in most cases, Agile practices were modified with respect to the context and
situational requirements. The motivation for modification were reported to be distribution
type, overlapping working hours or other factors depending on the situational requirements
of the project. In addition, based on the findings from their systematic literature review the
most common used Agile practices are: continuous integration, daily Scrum meeting, pair
programming, retrospective meeting, Scrum of Scrums meeting and test driven development
[34].
From the above explanations it is obvious that Agile practices adaptation is not a
novel research area in software engineering since it has been studied by many researchers in
years. To conclude, the researchers have found several findings regarding contextual factors
that affect Agile practices adaptation and some of them also have proposed several
framework to adapt Agile practices. The findings regarding the contextual factors are related
to our research question which asked about how companies adapt their software development
practices according to their own context.
Our research is also related to Shashank and Darse‟s master thesis research [38].
Their research looked for common denominators for Agile practices, the most cited and
adopted Agile practices. Common denominators mean common set(s) of Agile practices that
were implemented for a specific purpose in a specific context. Our research focus is on the
qualitative aspects of Agile practices i.e. in which way the Agile practices are adapted and
how much the implementation of these practices differ, the importance of Agile practices, the
adaptation challenges, and whether company follows the Agile practices they claim to
follow.
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There are two research questions in Shashank and Darse‟s master thesis which are
related to our thesis. The first research question is: “What Agile practices are most cited in
literature?”. The aim of this question was to identify and provide an inventory of Agile
practices that were considered Agile. A major aim of this question is to give a viewpoint of
Agile practice importance according to the Agile practitioners in the industry and academia.
As the result, they found that the most cited Agile practices are pair programming,
refactoring, continuous integration, customer collaboration, coding standards, planning
game, stand-up meeting, collective ownership, and practices related to testing (see Figure 6).
The second research question is: “What Agile practices are most adopted in practice?” The
purpose of this research question was to distinguish studies between industry and academia
and show what practices are widely adopted. Further aim of this research question was to
identify which practices are used together in combination. Based on their research findings,
they concluded that practitioners considered pair programming, customer collaboration,
refactoring, testing and planning game as the most adopted Agile practices. As we can see,
all the most adopted practices that are also regarded as the most cited practices.
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Figure 6. Overview of Agile practices cited [38]
Agile practices adaptation has become a popular topics in Agile research as there are
many publications about this topic. However, it is still unclear how to adapt Agile practices
because each company has different ways of adaptation. Moreover, until now there has not
been any research that systematically selects, reviews, and synthesizes the literature about
Agile practices adaptation. Therefore, in this thesis we performed a systematic literature
review on the literature on Agile practices adaptation. After the systematic review is
performed, a survey was conducted as the second research methodology.
The main contribution of our research is to create guidelines for adapting software
development practices when applying Agile approaches in order to improve the software
development efficiency and productivity. Furthermore, the findings of the research can be
the basis for further research areas in the future.
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4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The methodologies used in this research are systematic literature review using
guidelines from Kitchenham [39] and survey. According to Kitchenham, a systematic
literature review or systematic review is a mean of identifying, evaluating and interpreting all
available research relevant to a particular research question, topic area or phenomenon of
interest. There are many reasons to perform a systematic literature review. For example, to
summarize the existing evidence regarding a treatment or technology, to identify any gaps in
the current research in order to suggest further research areas, and to provide a framework in
order to position a new research activities appropriately. In this systematic review, grey
literature will also be explored to reduce publication bias issue. Survey is needed because it
can capture lots of information from a larger population of Agile practitioners in a short time
with a moderately low cost.
In this thesis, as there are a number of studies particularly from software
practitioners reporting their experiences of using Agile in many different ways, the
systematic review is selected as an appropriate methodology in order to summarize the
existing empirical evidence regarding Agile practices adaptation. By performing the
systematic review, all experiences and studies reported from software development
companies and academics are collected, characterized and analyzed to provide an overview
of Agile practices adaptation existing nowadays, including the challenges, the importance of
practices, and the reasons behind the adaptation.
The methodology of the research is summarized in Figure 7. First of all, the research
questions were defined and the search was made in two well-known electronic databases i.e.
IEEE and ACM. Based on the search result, the research questions, scope, and keywords
were refined. The search strings were then reformulated, and the search was re-conducted in
more databases including Compendex, Inspec, Scopus, ISI Web Science, Science Direct, and
Springer Link. The objective is to get initial candidate papers as many as possible. From the
identified candidate papers, observations of the title, abstract, and keywords were made and
each paper was classified as “relevant”, “irrelevant” or “maybe relevant” according to the
study selection criteria. The inclusion and exclusion criteria were based on the research
question and were piloted to ensure that they can be reliably interpreted and categorized
correctly. Beside the electronic databases search, the reference lists of several key papers
were scanned manually. Furthermore, personal websites of prominent authors were also
scanned. It is also important to exclude multiple publications of the same data because the
duplicate studies would seriously bias any results. The publications that use the same data
can be included as long as they look at different aspects of that data and/or do their analysis
differently [39]. In our systematic review, the duplicated studies were removed after
checking these conditions. Afterwards, each study was assessed and scored by using a
quality criteria or checklist. The data extraction and synthesis was conducted by reading the
full text of all selected papers that satisfied the quality criteria. The required data were then
extracted and stored in an Excel sheets. Furthermore, the descriptive classifications were
made with respect to the findings about the context of the studies, practices adaptation,
adaptation challenges, and recommended solutions by Agile practitioners. Afterwards, the
data synthesis was conducted to derive the conclusions regarding Agile practice adaptation.
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Define the research questions, scope, and keywords

Conduct the search in the electronic databases i.e.
ACM, IEEE, Inspec, Compendex, Scopus, ISI Web
Science, Science Direct, and Springer Link for peerreviewed papers and search in Google Scholar for grey
literature. Perform the manual search by scanning the
reference lists from several key papers and personal
websites of prominent authors.

Define the search strings

Identify the relevant studies based on the title, abstract and
keywords (for peer-reviewed papers) and based on the title
(for grey literature). Remove the duplicate studies which use
the same data.

Assess the quality of the studies

Perform the data extraction and synthesis by reading the full
text of the papers/articles

Conduct the survey

Perform the analysis and derive the conclusions

Figure 7. Research methodology
In order to address publication bias issue, grey literature was also scanned, i.e.
literature that is not published in the peer-reviewed journals and conferences. As stated in
Kitchenham‟s guidelines, publication bias is defined as the problem that the positive results
are more likely to be published than the negative results [39]. Exploring the grey literature
will also help to maximize the possibility to get complete insight into the research area.
Google scholar was used as the main tool to find the candidate literature and select the
candidate literature based on the title and/or introduction/conclusion. Relevancy of the grey
literature was checked by using the inclusion and exclusion criteria which were also used for
peer-reviewed paper. Then from the candidate literature, a study assessment based on the
quality checklist to ensure the quality of studies was performed.
Furthermore, a survey was conducted to figure out what Agile practitioners think
about the importance of certain Agile practices. It also investigates whether the practitioners
following the practices their company is claiming to follow. According to Robson [40],
survey is the “collection of standardized information from a specific population, or some
sample from one, usually, but not necessarily by means of a questionnaire or interview”.
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Survey is chosen because it is well suited for a descriptive research, which aims to explore a
certain situation and describe the important factors associated with that situation [41]. In our
case, the Agile practices adaptation is the situation we intend to study while the practitioners‟
attitudes toward the Agile practices are the factors we are interested to describe. In general, a
survey can produce lots of information from large samples in a short time with a moderately
low cost. Other advantages of a survey research are that the data derived from the survey are
based on the real-world observation (empirical data). Moreover, when compared to some
other research approaches a survey has the high possibility to cover data from many people
based on a representative sample and therefore might be generalized to a larger population.
In order to promote generalization, a random sampling technique was applied. Using this
simple technique, the individual within the groups of software practitioners from Agile-based
companies, which are the targeted population, will be selected by chance. In other words,
each practitioners will have the equal chance to be selected [41].
A web survey was chosen as the data collection method because it can reach a very
large or representative numbers of population [42]. Furthermore, the ability to conduct largescale data collection is not restricted to the organizations such as governments and large
corporations. In addition, the relative low cost of conducting a web survey essentially puts
the tool in the hands of almost every person with access to the Internet, potentially fully
democratizing the survey-taking process [43]. Other alternatives of data collection methods
are questionnaire and interview. In the questionnaire, the question is sent to a large sample of
people covering a wide geographical area. The response rate for this method is usually low,
especially if there is no previous contact between the researcher and respondent. Interview
might be a good data collection method alternative because it is commonly used in the
qualitative research [44] [45] [46]. Interview could give better control over who has
answered. If the interviewee does not understand the question, the interviewer can explain
the question to the interviewee directly [47]. The disadvantage of the interview is that it is
more costly, time consuming, and unpractical to cover large population [41]. Moreover, there
is a relative sensitive issue in our research question, which asked whether the Agile
practitioners follow the instructions/guidelines given by their company (R.Q. 1.3.2).
Compared to interviews, a survey will be better at addressing the sensitive issue since it
ensures the anonymity of the respondents [48]. Furthermore, in the case of our research, a
web survey would be a more feasible method to capture a broader perspective when
compared to interviews. This broader perspective would be beneficial when creating the
Agile practice adaptation guidelines for Agile practitioners. In this web survey, the mix of
open-ended, multiple choice questions, and rating scale questions were used. The survey
questions were designed carefully to ensure they can answer the research questions. Each
entered survey response was validated to ensure its completeness and validity.
Based on an analysis of the systematic review and the survey results, conclusions
regarding Agile practices adaptation will be derived.

4.1

Description of Research Methodologies

Part I: Systematic Literature Review
This section discusses the systematic review protocol that we used in our thesis
which contains four key steps adapted from Kitchenham [36] as followings:
1. Data retrieval process
2. Study selection process
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3. Data extraction process
4. Data synthesis process
In each step, the design, actual execution and its results are presented.
1. Data Retrieval Process
The search strategy consists of electronic databases search and manual search (by
scanning reference lists and web pages of prominent authors). Electronic databases search
consists of peer-reviewed paper and grey literature search.
1.1. Peer-reviewed paper search
First of all, the research questions were defined and search was made in initial
databases such as IEEE and ACM. Based on the search result, the research scope, research
questions and keywords were refined. The search strings were then reformulated and the
search was re-conducted in more electronic databases as listed below:
● IEEE
● ACM
● Compendex/Inspec (via EngineeringVillage2)
● Scopus
● ISI Web Science
● Science Direct
● Springer Link
The two most influential Agile conference proceedings in the Agile community were
also included in the systematic review, which are:
● Agile Conference
● Agile Processes in Software Engineering and Extreme Programming (XP/Agile
Universe)
There are some papers that could not be accessed because of subscription
restrictions. To overcome this problem, a university librarian was contacted and some
authors of papers that could not be accessed were emailed. Several authors sent us their
papers and some others did not respond.
The search strings were defined and piloted and then refined to eliminate the
irrelevant papers. Regarding the search string, separate search strings were applied for
searching within titles, abstract and keywords. Different search strings were applied for each
database, due to the lack of standardization between the electronic databases.
The search strings of each database resulted from several discussions and have gone
through several modifying sessions. The idea is to break down the research questions into
many single words and then the important keywords are selected and combined, including
their synonyms and related words.
In addition to the electronic databases search, the reference lists of selected literature
were scanned manually. We used reference lists from a list of key papers that mainly discuss
about Agile practices adaptation topic. Furthermore, personal websites of prominent authors
were also scanned. We only scanned personal website of prominent author who has written
at least two papers about Agile practices adaptation topic. By doing these manual searches,
44 additional candidate literature were able to be identified further.
1.2 Grey literature search
In order to overcome the publication bias issue, the search was also performed on
grey literature, which is referred to the literature that does not exist in the electronic research
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database [2]. Google Scholar is the main tool for searching the grey literature. In addition,
book search engines such as Book Finder and Google Books were also used.
Results
All search strings used to search the relevant literature in the electronic databases and
number of detected papers are listed in the table below:
Database

Search String

#Dete
cted

Searched
fields

IEEE

(agile OR "extreme programming" OR xp OR xp2 OR
scrum OR crystal OR dsdm OR "dynamic software
development method" OR fdd OR "feature-driven
development") AND (industry OR company OR business
OR organization OR project) AND "software development"
AND (adapt* OR adopt* OR tailor* OR implement* OR
change OR changes OR migrating OR migration OR
introduc* OR engineer* OR transit OR transition OR
transform OR transformation) AND (story OR experience
OR "case study" OR experiment OR lessons OR learn OR
report OR challenges OR survey OR journey OR interview
OR interviews OR "empirical study" OR analysis OR
analyze) AND (practice OR practices OR process OR
exercise OR exercises)

412

Metadata

Scopus

(TITLE-ABS-KEY-AUTH((agile OR "extreme
programming" OR xp OR xp2 OR scrum OR crystal OR
dsdm OR "dynamic software development method" OR fdd
OR "feature-driven development") AND "software
development" AND (industry OR company OR business
OR organization* OR project*) AND (adapt* OR adopt*
OR tailor* OR implement* OR change* OR migrat* OR
introduc* OR engineer* OR transit* OR transform*) AND
(story OR experience OR "case study" OR experiment OR
lessons OR learn OR report OR challenges OR survey OR
journey OR interview* OR "empirical study" OR analy*
OR discuss*)))

552

abstract,
title,
keywords

ACM

((Abstract:agile OR (Abstract:extreme AND
Abstract:programming) OR Abstract:xp OR Abstract:xp2
OR Abstract:scrum OR Abstract:crystal OR Abstract:dsdm
OR (Abstract:dynamic and Abstract:software and
Abstract:development and Abstract:method) OR
Abstract:fdd OR (Abstract:feature-driven AND
Abstract:development)) AND (Abstract:industry OR
Abstract:company OR Abstract:business OR
Abstract:organization OR Abstract:project OR
Abstract:method) AND (Abstract:software and
Abstract:development) AND (Abstract:adapt* OR
Abstract:adopt* OR Abstract:tailor* OR
Abstract:implement* OR Abstract:change OR
Abstract:changes OR Abstract:migrating OR

514

Abstract
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Database

Search String

#Dete
cted

Searched
fields

abstract and
citation

Abstract:migration OR Abstract:introduc* OR
Abstract:engineer* OR Abstract:transit OR
Abstract:transition OR Abstract:transform OR
Abstract:transformation) AND (Abstract:story OR
Abstract:experience OR (Abstract:case AND
Abstract:study) OR Abstract:experiment OR
Abstract:lessons OR Abstract:learn OR Abstract:report OR
Abstract:challenges OR Abstract:survey OR
Abstract:journey OR Abstract:interview OR
Abstract:interviews OR (Abstract:empirical AND
Abstract:study) OR Abstract:analysis OR Abstract:analyze)
AND (Abstract:practice OR Abstract:practices OR
Abstract:process OR Abstract:exercise OR
Abstract:exercises))
Inspec&Com
pendex
(Engineering
Village 2)

(agile OR "extreme programming" OR scrum OR xp or
xp2 OR (crystal AND software) OR dsdm OR "dynamic
software development method" OR fdd OR "feature-driven
development") AND "software development" AND
(industry OR company OR business OR organization* OR
project*) AND (adapt* OR adopt* OR tailor* OR
implement* OR change* OR migrat* OR introduc* OR
engineer* OR transit* OR transform*) AND (story OR
experience OR "case study" OR experiment OR lessons
OR learn OR report OR challenges OR survey OR journey
OR interview* OR "empirical study" OR analy* OR
discuss*)

885

ISI Web
Science

TS=((agile OR "extreme programming" OR scrum OR xp or
xp2 OR (crystal AND software) OR dsdm OR "dynamic
software development method" OR fdd OR "feature-driven
development") AND "software development" AND
(industry OR company OR business OR organization* OR
project*) AND (adapt* OR adopt* OR tailor* OR
implement* OR change* OR migrat* OR introduc* OR
engineer* OR transit* OR transform*) AND (story OR
experience OR "case study" OR experiment OR lessons OR
learn OR report OR challenges OR survey OR journey OR
interview* OR "empirical study" OR analy* OR discuss*) )

305

Topic

Science
Direct

(agile OR "extreme programming" OR scrum OR xp or
xp2 OR (crystal AND software) OR dsdm OR "dynamic
software development method" OR fdd OR "featuredriven development") AND "software development" AND
(industry OR company OR business OR organization* OR
project*) AND (adapt* OR adopt* OR tailor* OR
implement* OR change* OR migrat* OR introduc* OR
engineer* OR transit* OR transform*) AND (story OR
experience OR "case study" OR experiment OR lessons

201

metadata

30

Database

Search String

#Dete
cted

Searched
fields

agile AND "software development" AND (adap* OR adop*
OR tail* OR impl* OR intro* OR migr* OR appl*)
Note: query limited to maximum 100 characters string

267

Full Text
(Journal
only)

Total

3136

OR learn OR report OR challenges OR survey OR journey
OR interview* OR "empirical study" OR analy* OR
discuss*) AND LIMIT-TO(smi,
"5651,5642,5700,5667,5680", "Journal of Systems and
Software,Information and Software
Technology,Computers in Industry,Science of Computer
Programming,Advances in Engineering Software") AND
LIMIT-TO(topics, "soft ware,process
model,webapplication,computerprograming,pair
programing, extreme programing, project
management,agilemethod,processimprovement,project,sys
temdevelopment,information system")
Springer
Link

Table 5. Peer-reviewed literature search string
For the grey literature, table 6 shows the used grey literature search string together with the
number of publications detected.
Database

Search string

#detected

Search field

Google
Scholar

agile AND "software development" AND
(adap* OR adop* OR tailor* OR impl* OR
chang* OR migr* OR intro* OR engineer*
OR transit* OR transform* OR appl*)
AND (industry OR company OR business
OR organization*) AND ("case study" OR
experience OR lesson)

6840

fulltext

BookFinder

Title: agile

1133

title

Google
Books

agile AND "software development" AND
(adaptation OR adoption OR tailoring)

1810

fulltext

Total

9783

Table 6. Grey literature search string
2. Study selection process
Once the initial candidate literature had been obtained, the next process was to select
the literature based on several inclusion and exclusion criteria. This section describes the
study selection criteria, study procedure as well as the study quality assessment.
2.1 Study selection criteria
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The study selection criteria based on several inclusion and exclusion criteria which
are described as follow:
○ Inclusion criteria
 Peer-reviewed papers, which include the case study, survey and experience
report from the practitioners about Agile practices adaptation.
 Grey literature, which includes the technical reports, work in progress,
presentations, articles, company workshop and so on which has topic
regarding adaptation of Agile practices within specific organization.
 Written in English and published from 1990-2011.
○ Exclusion criteria
 Studies that do not relate to software development.
 Studies that only discuss the basic concept of Agile method.
 Studies that discuss or introduce a new Agile model/framework but do not
explain about the details of how the actual adaptation of Agile practices are
done in company.
 Expert opinions which are only based on an expert‟s prior practical
experiences without reference to a specific organization.
 Studies that discuss the general Agile concept/principle application but do
not explain about the details of how the actual adaptation of Agile practices
is performed in an industry setting of software development.
 Studies that discuss Agile practice adaptation in other context than
software development in an industry setting, for example, in nonprogramming environments or education settings.
 Studies that are not relevant to one of the research questions.
2.2 Study selection procedures
Both researchers were involved in the study selection procedures. Study selection
consists of the pilot selection and actual selection which are described as following:
○ Pilot selection
In this stage, the study selection criteria completeness and correctness was checked
by using two electronic databases. Some samples of candidate literature were used.
Based on the pilot selection result, the study selection criteria was refined.
○ Actual selection
Based on the reformulated study selection criteria, the exclusion was performed
using technique adapted from Tollgate approach [49] as following:
1. Based on the title and keywords, we excluded the irrelevant studies which
were clearly out of scope.
2. Based on the abstract, we excluded the remaining studies which were
irrelevant to the research questions. If the relevancy could not be determined
from the abstract, we read the introduction and conclusion section.
3. We conducted the full text analysis on the remaining papers to identify the
duplicate papers and filter out the irrelevant articles. After this step, the
remaining papers would be the candidate papers for the study quality
assessment stage.
Results
The peer-reviewed literature candidate selection stages are presented in the following table.
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Stage

Description

#

1

Total number of the detected papers after exclusion based on title,
keywords and abstract

366

2

Total number of the candidate papers (after reading the full text)

212

3

Total number of the candidate papers (after removing the duplicate
studies)

206

Table 7. Peer-reviewed literature candidate selection stages
The grey literature candidate selection stages are presented in Table 8. Since most of
the grey literature does not have any keywords and abstract, the exclusion was only based on
the title and/or introduction/conclusion.
Stage

Description

#

1

Total number of detected papers after exclusion based on the title
and/or introduction/conclusion

89

2

Total number of candidate literature (after removing the duplicate
studies)

88

Table 8. Grey literature candidate selection stages
2.3 Study quality assessment
The next stage was to assess the quality of the candidate literature based on several
quality criteria.
● Peer-reviewed articles quality
In this stage, each selected peer-reviewed paper was assessed using the following quality
checklist:
No

Criteria

Answer (*)

1.

Are the aim(s) of the study clearly explained?

Yes/No/Partially

2.

Are the findings of the research clearly described?

Yes/No/Partially

3.

Is it clear in which context the research was conducted?

Yes/No/Partially

4.

Is the research methodology appropriate to address the aim(s) of
the research?

Yes/No/Partially

5.

Was the data collection carried out appropriately? (**)

Yes/No/Partially

6.

Are the links between data, interpretation and conclusions clear?
(Can the route to conclusion be seen?)

Yes/No/Partially

7.

Are the study findings about adaptation of Agile practices
applicable to the software practitioners and the research

Yes/No/Partially
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community?
8.

Is the article cited?
Note: if the article is new (>=2010) and other criteria indicate the
study as high quality, it is assumed as partially. The articles with
only one to five citations are also assumed as partially.

Yes/No/Partially

Table 9. Quality checklist for peer-reviewed literature
(*) The score for Yes=2, Partially=1, No=0
(**) The quality indicators are as follows:
● Evidence of the discussion of:
○ Who performed the data collection
○ The process and documents used for the data collection/recording
○ How the research methodology or setting may have influenced the data
collection
● Evidence of the interview/conversation/discussion such as audio or video recording.
If not, we check whether there is any proper reason given.
● The detail, depth and richness of the data has been well conveyed e.g. through
picture or appropriate expression.
Based on the quality checklist in the following table, we included the peer-reviewed papers
with a total score of more than 12 for the data extraction process.
● Grey literature quality
We evaluated non peer-reviewed paper quality by using a similar quality checklist for the
peer-reviewed ones (see Table 9), except for criteria no. 8 (citation). For non peer-reviewed
paper with a total score more than 10 was selected as paper with sufficient quality for the
data extraction phase. Other types of grey literature (white papers, books, website/blog
articles, bachelor/master theses and PhD dissertations) were assessed based on the criteria in
the following table. Grey literature of this type with a total score of more than 1 was selected
as literature with sufficient quality for the data extraction phase.
No

Criteria

1
2

Is the context sufficiently described?
Are the literature findings relevant to the research
questions?

Answer/Score
Yes=2/Partially=1/No=0
Partially (relevant to 1-2 RQ)=0 /
Fully=1

Table 10. Quality checklist for other type of grey literature
Results
In total, there are 63 selected peer-reviewed papers with fulfilled quality criteria. For the grey
literature, there are 16 selected grey literature which are relevant to Agile practices
adaptation topic and satisfy the quality criteria. These grey literature are categorized as
following:
● 4 books
● 2 theses/dissertations
● 6 white papers
● 3 non peer-reviewed papers
● 1 website/blog article
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In sum, there are 79 selected articles for the data extraction process. The full list can be
found in Appendix A.
3. Data extraction process
The data extraction is conducted by reading the full text of the selected papers. All
extracted items are recorded in an Excel file in order to enable the data filtering that will be
used for analysis purpose. Both researchers are involved to do the data extraction process.
The data extraction form fields can be found in Appendix B.
Results
The complete content of data extraction form cannot be presented here, due to the limitation
of space. Interested readers can find the complete data extraction in
https://spreadsheets.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ahw_Gl3y3k_1dE0tWmhJcVdoTksy
eFRhanlScDZmU2c&hl=en_US#gid=0
4. Data synthesis process
We created the summary or recapitulation of the following categories in order to
make it easier to synthesize the data:
 Type of literature
 Type of article
 Study year of application
 Study methodology
 Agile approach used
 Application domain type
 Complexity
 Team size
 Team experience level
 Team location
Results
● Type of Literature
In total there are 79 selected literature for systematic review studies which can be seen in
Table 11. Most of the selected literature are peer-reviewed paper (63 studies, 79.7 %). In
contrast, only 16 studies (20.3 %) are grey literature.
Literature Type

Number of Studies

Peer-reviewed paper

63

Grey literature

16
Total

79

Table 11. Type of literature in the systematic review
The detail description for the grey literature can be seen in the following table. Most of the
grey literature are white papers (37.5 %) published by several companies. Only one literature
is a website/blog article due to the insufficiency of software development contextual
information in many website/blog articles.
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Grey Literature
Description

Number of Studies

White paper

6

Books

4

Non peer-reviewed paper

3

Thesis/dissertation

2

Website/blog article

1
Total

16

Table 12. Type of grey literature in the systematic review
● Type of Article
We found various types of article in the selected systematic review literature. Most of the
articles are from conference/proceeding paper, followed by journal and experience report
articles.
No

Type of Article

Peer-Reviewed
Paper

Grey
Literature

Number of
Studies

1.

Conference/Proceeding

35

0

35

2.

Journal

15

0

15

3.

Experience report

8

7

15

4.

Book section

4

1

5

5.

Book

0

3

3

6.

Workshop paper

0

1

1

7.

Magazine article

1

1

2

8.

Other

0

3

3

63

16

79

Total

Table 13. Type of article in the systematic review
● Study Year of Publication
The selected literature comprises a range of the year of publication. The oldest literature was
published in 2000 and the newest one was published in 2011. The following table shows the
number of studies from year 2000-2011. Figure 8 shows the study year of publications chart
more clearly.
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Year of
Publication

Peer-Reviewed Paper

Grey Literature

Number of Studies

2011

1

1

2

2010

8

2

10

2009

7

2

9

2008

11

1

12

2007

4

2

6

2006

8

2

10

2005

5

3

8

2004

8

0

8

2003

4

2

6

2002

3

0

3

2001

3

0

3

2000

1

0

1

Unclear

0

1

1

Table 14. Literature year of publication in the systematic review
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Figure 8. Study year of the publications chart
●

Study Methodology
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There are various types of research methodology used in the systematic review literature as
shown in the following table. Most of the selected literature used case studies as their
research methodology. Some papers do not have a specific research methodology; most of
them were experience reports from the field.
No

Study Methodology

Peer-Reviewed
Paper

Grey Literature

Number of
Studies

1.

Case study

38

9

47

2.

Survey

7

1

8

3.

Ethnography

5

1

6

4.

Action research

1

0

1

5.

Grounded theory

1

0

1

6.

Experiment

0

0

0

7.

Unclear

15

1

16
Total

79

Table 15. Study methodology of literature in the systematic review
● Agile Approach Used
Most of the studies in the systematic review used XP as their Agile approach, followed by
XP-Scrum and Scrum approach. Based on our survey results (see section 6.1), nowadays
Scrum has gained more popularity than XP approach but currently there are still a few paper
publications about Scrum. Some studies used mixed of various Agile approach, a few other
even used the combination of Agile approach with the plan-driven approach such as the
Waterfall and RUP.
No

Agile Approach Used

Peer-Reviewed
Paper

Grey Literature

Number of
Studies

1.

XP

29

5

34

2.

XP-Scrum

13

6

19

3.

Scrum

13

3

16

4.

Mixed1

7

3

10

5.

DSDM

1

2

3

6.

Crystal

0

0

0

7.

FDD

0

0

0

1

Mixed refers to combination of approaches other than XP-Scrum. For example: XP with DSDM,
Scrum with DSDM, Scrum with FDD, etc.
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8.

Lean

0

0

0

9.

Unclear

4

2

6

Table 16. Agile approaches used in the systematic review
● Application Domain Type
Most of the application domain types that used Agile approach are web application (16
studies, 20.3%), followed by telecommunication, finance and embedded system.
No

Domain

Peer-Reviewed
Paper

Grey literature

Number of
Studies

1.

Web

13

3

16

2.

Telecommunication

6

4

10

3.

Finance

6

3

9

4.

Embedded system

7

0

7

5.

ERP system

1

4

5

6.

Mobile

1

2

3

7.

Defense

2

0

2

8.

Healthcare

2

0

2

9.

Games and entertainment

2

0

2

10.

Biotechnology

1

0

1

11.

Other

18

0

18

12.

Unclear

2

2

4
Total

79

Table 17. Application domain type in the systematic review
● Complexity
Developed application complexity is varied from one study to another. Some papers
explicitly mentioned the complexity of the developed applications, but most of the studies
did not mention it explicitly. The literature that has low, medium, or high application
complexity level in Table 18 is referred to the paper that explicitly mentioned the complexity
level of their application. However, we have to take into consideration that the method for
the complexity measurement is often very different among companies and application types.
No.

Complexity

Peer-Reviewed Paper

Grey
literature

Number of
Studies

1.

Low

5

1

6

2.

Medium

6

3

9

39

3.

High

18

5

23

4.

Unclear

39

12

51

Table 18. Application complexity in the systematic review
● Team Size
As shown in the following table, most of the studies mentioned their team size explicitly but
they did not explain the exact meaning of the term “team” that they used. The “team” can
mean many different things. For instance, in many studies we are not sure whether the team
included the manager or only the developer. In addition, some studies might include the sales
and marketing staff as their team member too. For comparability reason, we assume that the
team with up to ten people is a small team, the team with 11 to 20 people is a medium team,
and team with more than 20 people is a large team.
No.

Team Size

Peer-Reviewed
Paper

Grey
Literature

Number of
Studies

1.

Small

36

9

45

2.

Medium

8

7

15

3.

Large

20

4

24

4.

Unclear

7

1

8

Table 19. Team size in the systematic review
● Team Experience Level
Similar to the team size definition problem, we also found the same problem to define the
team experience level. Most of the papers did not provide the data about the team experience
level. Even if they mentioned the team experience level explicitly, they did not provide the
exact definition for each category of experience level. Furthermore, most of the studies did
not differentiate the experience in Agile or non Agile approach, and the experience in a
specific domain or generic experience.
No.

Experience Level

Peer-Reviewed
Paper

Grey Literature

Number of
Studies

1.

Low

7

3

10

2.

Medium

6

2

8

3.

High

6

2

8

4.

Unclear

48

12

60

Table 20. Team experience level in the systematic review
For comparability reason, we define that less than five years experience as low level
experience, six to ten years as medium level experience, and more than ten years as high
level of experience.
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● Team Location
A large percentage of studies used co-located teams in their software development
environment. Currently Agile also has been applied in distributed environment as shown in
the following table.
No.

Team Location

Peer-Reviewed
Paper

Grey
Literature

Number of
Studies

1.

Co-located

32

6

38

2.

Distributed

16

5

21

3.

Mixed

7

0

7

4.

Unclear

9

6

15

Table 21. Team location in the systematic review
In order to draw the conclusions about the Agile adaptation practices (section 5), we
apply three data analysis methods depending on the data characteristics and the meaning of
the data. These methods are specifically used for analyzing the qualitative data i.e.:
1. Typology
Typology is a classification system which is based on patterns, themes, or other kinds
of groups of data [50]. In this thesis, a list of categories will be created based on the
theme of information. For example, one theme could be the reason for Agile
adaptation; Agile practices are adapted with many different reasons such as
convenience, productivity, context, etc.
2. Quasi-statistics
In this method one counts the number of times when something is mentioned and uses
the number of occurrences as a very rough estimate of frequency. We will use Quasistatistics to analyze about Agile practices importance, used and unused Agile practice
because the occurrence listing provides the evidence for categories created [51].
3. Logical/Matrix analysis
Logical/Matrix analysis is an outline of generalized causation, logical reasoning
process, based on the categorization and organization of the qualitative data.
Applying this method is performed by using flow charts, diagrams, table, matrices,
etc. to represent the data graphically, as well as written descriptions. We will use
tables to layout the available data and to facilitate the comparison and construction of
hypotheses [52].
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Part II: Survey
1. Survey Design
The web-based survey contains ten questions in total and can be divided into two
main parts: demographics and Agile practice adaptation. The full design of the survey is
shown in Appendix C.
The demographics of the respondents are addressed by question one to four. It
covers the following information:
 The respondents‟ role in the company
 The main type of the software applications developed by respondents‟ software
development team
 The work experience both in software development and Agile software
development
 The dominant Agile approach the respondents use in their projects
The questions about adaptation of Agile practice start from question five to nine of
which corresponds to the research questions as described in the following table.
Research Question

Survey Question

Type of answer

RQ1: Which practices do companies follow when they claim to follow Agile development
processes?
RQ1.1. Which Agile practices
are considered most
important?

Q5. Please identify the Agile
practices that are being used in
your project, their usage scale
and their importance

Q5. List of the practices that
match with the Agile approach
selected in previous question is
shown. Two dropdown lists
are provided for rating the
Agile practices usage and its
importance respectively.

RQ1.2. In which way are the
Agile practices adapted?

Q5. Please identify the Agile
practices that are being used in
your project, their usage scale
and their importance

Q5. List of practices that
match with the Agile approach
selected in the previous
question is shown.

Q6. For the practices marked as
being used in adapted fashion,
please state how/why they have
been adapted in your daily work
situation (Free response)

Q6. Free text. However, the
examples of answers are
provided as the guidance.

RQ1.3.1. Who defines the
instructions/guidelines for
Agile practices?

Q7. Who defines the
instructions/guidelines for the
Agile practices used in your
company?

Q7. Multiple choices

RQ1.3.2. Are developers
following the
instructions/guidelines?

Q8. When applying the Agile
practices in your daily work do
you generally follow the

Q8. Multiple choices
(Yes/No/Do not have
guidelines)
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Research Question

Survey Question

Type of answer

guidelines/instructions defined
by your company?
Q9. What are the reasons for not
following the guidelines /
instructions defined by your
company?
RQ1.4. What challenges are
faced when Agile practices are
adapted?

Q9. Rating scale

This research question is addressed by the
systematic literature review

Table 22. Research questions and its corresponding survey question
Although this survey is anonymous, the respondents could identify themselves in the
last question (Q10) to enter a raffle for an Agile book, to receive an anonymous result
summary of the survey or to volunteer for a follow-up interview.
2. Pilot and Implementation
In order to make the survey as comprehensive and compact as possible, a survey
pilot was performed to test whether the respondents understand the questions and whether all
respondents interpret the meaning of the questions in the same way [41].
The invitation emails for the pilot survey were sent to 29 recipients who are the
sample of the target population members. The pilot survey was opened for two days and in
total we received 19 responses with 12 completed. The feedback from the pilot participants
were collected and used to modify the survey design. The results from the pilot show that
the survey design was good enough and only some minor changes were made.
After the survey design was finalized and updated on the online survey tool, the
survey was released over a period of three weeks (21st June - 11th July 2011). The invitation
emails were sent to numerous Agile software companies as well as Agile software
practitioners in many different countries. We also identified several online discussion groups
e.g. LinkedIn, Yahoogroups, Googlegroups, and Facebook that focus on Agile software
development and posted a solicitation message inviting the group members who had
experience using Agile approaches. Additionally, we sent the survey invitation email to the
authors of Agile papers which we have studied. The survey invitation can be found in
Appendix D.

4.2

Mapping of Research Questions and Research Methodology

Mapping between the research methodology and corresponding research questions
that it answer is shown in the following table. The survey will be used as the methodological
triangulation to answer RQ 1.1 and RQ 1.2, which will also be addressed by the systematic
review. Triangulation is necessary to increase the accuracy of empirical research. By using
the triangulation, researcher can take different angles towards the studied object and thus get
a broader picture. Triangulation is apparently needed when relying primarily on qualitative
data [53]. Besides, the survey will also be used to provide data for the research questions that
cannot be addressed by the systematic review (RQ 1.3.1.and 1.3.2).
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Methodology

Research Questions

Systematic review

1.1, 1.2, 1.4

Survey

1.1, 1.2, 1.3.1, 1.3.2

Table 23. Mapping between the research questions and research methodology
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5

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW ANALYSIS AND
DISCUSSION

In this section we present the analysis and discussion of the systematic review
results. In total there are 79 selected literature reviewed in the systematic review comprising
63 peer-reviewed papers and 16 grey literature.
One of the main difficulties that we found in the systematic review process is
insufficient contextual information of the studies. For instance, many papers do not include
detailed information about application complexity, team experience level, team size and team
location. Even if they provided the information, they did not explain the exact definition of
each categorization and the assumptions that they made. Some papers also do not have a
specific study or research methodology. Most of them were based on experience reports from
the author(s). Another challenge that we have in the study selection process was the large
number of studies from peer-reviewed papers and grey literature while we only have limited
time frame and resources. Because of this, we have to replace the inter rater reliability test
with a more feasible approach by splitting the study selection task to both researchers, each
with different subset of studies. In case there was any doubt about the relevancy of a study,
we discussed about it together to reach an agreement.

5.1 Agile Practices Used
Regarding Agile practices used, we found in the studies that some companies used
Agile practices that were directly derived from Agile literature and modified according to
their software development context. Typically they have one dominant Agile approach such
as XP, Scrum, DSDM or others. Some companies use a combination of Agile practices from
various Agile approach. In this case, the company might not know from which Agile
approach the practices are originally derived from but they found the practice is pretty useful
and can be applied in their software development context. Following table describes each
used practice summarized from all practices that are mentioned in the selected studies, the
Agile category (empty entry means it is a practice that does not belong to any specific Agile
approach based on notable references), the number of occurrence it is found in the studies
and the total number of occurrence.

Agile
category

XP
Studies

Scrum
Studies

XPScrum
Studies

DSDM
Studies2

Other
Studies

Total
Occurrence

Test-driven development

XP

21

4

10

0

8

43

Continuous Integration

XP

22

6

9

0

4

41

Pair Programming

XP

23

4

9

0

4

40

Refactoring

XP

19

2

9

0

4

34

Practices

2

There are only three studies about DSDM practices usage in the companies, while XP 34 studies,
Scrum 16 studies, and XP-Scrum 19 studies.
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Agile
category

XP
Studies

Scrum
Studies

XPScrum
Studies

DSDM
Studies2

Other
Studies

Total
Occurrence

Small Releases

XP

22

2

5

0

3

32

Collective code ownership

XP

20

1

8

0

2

31

Coding Standards

XP

17

1

6

0

1

25

Simple Design

XP

14

1

7

0

3

25

Planning Game

XP

20

0

2

0

1

23

40-Hour Week /
Sustainable pace

XP

14

2

5

0

0

21

On-Site Customer

XP

15

0

5

0

1

21

Reflection / Retrospective

Scrum

5

8

7

0

0

20

Sprint

Scrum

2

10

7

0

1

20

Product Backlog

Scrum

0

8

10

0

1

19

Daily Scrum Meeting

Scrum

0

9

7

0

1

17

Sprint Planning Meeting

Scrum

0

11

6

0

0

17

9

3

4

0

1

17

XP

11

1

3

0

0

15

Scrum

0

9

5

0

0

14

Information Radiators e.g.
wall, user story card, story
board)

8

0

2

0

1

13

Unit testing

6

2

3

0

1

12

Collocated team

3

1

5

0

1

10

Customer collaboration

5

1

2

0

2

10

Practices

Short daily meeting
Metaphor
Sprint Review
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Practices

Agile
category

XP
Studies

Scrum
Studies

XPScrum
Studies

DSDM
Studies2

Other
Studies

Total
Occurrence

Iterative and incremental
development is necessary
to converge on an accurate
business solution.

DSDM

0

0

1

2

2

5

Code review

4

0

1

0

0

5

Customer proxy

3

0

2

0

0

5

Iteration planning

2

0

2

1

0

5

Self organizing team

2

1

1

0

1

5

Sprint burn down chart

Scrum

0

1

3

0

0

4

Weekly Scrum of Scrum

Scrum

0

3

1

0

0

4

Active user involvement is
imperative.

DSDM

0

0

1

2

1

4

Fitness for business
purpose is the essential
criterion for acceptance of
deliverables.

DSDM

0

1

1

2

0

4

Open office environment /
workspace

2

0

2

0

0

4

Whole team

3

0

0

0

1

4

Sprint demos

Scrum

0

3

0

0

0

3

A collaborative and
cooperative approach
between all stakeholders is
essential.

DSDM

0

0

1

2

0

3

All changes during
development are
reversible.

DSDM

0

0

1

2

0

3

DSDM teams must be
empowered to make
decisions.

DSDM

0

0

1

2

0

3

Testing is integrated
throughout the life cycle.

DSDM

0

0

1

2

0

3

The focus is on frequent
delivery of products.

DSDM

0

0

1

2

0

3
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XP
Studies

Scrum
Studies

XPScrum
Studies

DSDM
Studies2

Other
Studies

Total
Occurrence

Automated acceptance
testing

1

0

2

0

0

3

Concurrent development

2

0

0

0

1

3

Frequent team meetings

1

1

0

0

1

3

Limited documentation

1

1

1

0

0

3

Prototyping

1

0

1

1

0

3

Practices

Agile
category

Scrum closure

Scrum

0

0

2

0

0

2

Sprint backlog

Scrum

0

1

1

0

0

2

Requirements are baseline
at a high level.

DSDM

0

0

0

2

0

2

Automated functional
testing

1

0

0

0

1

2

Coach: keeper of the
process

1

0

1

0

0

2

Developers estimate task
efforts.

1

0

1

0

0

2

Product demos instead of
documents

1

0

1

0

0

2

Risk Assessment Up Front

0

0

2

0

0

2

Business story (less
detailed than normal story)

1

0

0

0

0

1

Collaborative planning

0

0

0

0

1

1

Customer testing

1

0

0

0

0

1

Full stakeholder
participation

1

0

0

0

0

1

Measure progress by
working code

1

0

0

0

0

1

Mid-range planning

0

0

1

0

0

1

Periodic tuning of methods
in each phase of
development

0

0

0

0

1

1
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XP
Studies

Scrum
Studies

XPScrum
Studies

DSDM
Studies2

Other
Studies

Total
Occurrence

Post game session

0

1

0

0

0

1

Regression testing

1

0

0

0

0

1

Practices

Agile
category

Table 24. Agile practices used in company derived from the selected studies of the
systematic review
According to Table 24, XP practices are the most used which is consistent with the
previous result that XP is the most popular Agile approach. Test-driven development ranks
the first, followed by continuous integration and pair programming. It is interesting that all
XP practices are not only used in XP environment but also in other Agile context, Scrum in
particular. On the contrary to Scrum, only two practices are brought to use in XP projects.
Those are Sprint and Retrospective meeting. While the other nine Scrum practices are used
in Scrum and XP-Scrum projects but not in other Agile projects.
Even though there are only three studies mentioned about applying DSDM approach
in the company, only two studies explicitly discussed about the DSDM practices in detail and
how it used. All practices except Requirements are baselined at a high level were also found
in XP-Scrum project. While the practice Iterative and incremental development is necessary
to converge on an accurate business solution, Active user involvement is imperative and
Fitness for business purpose is the essential criterion for acceptance of deliverables were
used in other Agile projects.
There are 30 other practices that do not belong to any specific Agile approach but are
commonly used in Agile projects, especially in XP. Mostly they are techniques that increase
communication among project members and improve project management efficiency. These
are, for example, Short daily meeting, Information radiator and Collocated team, Customer
collaboration in which are mainly used in XP-based project. Similarly, verification and
validation practices namely unit testing, acceptance testing, code review were also used a lot
in XP-based projects. However, please note that Unit testing may be or may be not part of
Test driven development as it was not mentioned explicitly in the study so we have separated
it into a different practice.

5.2 Adapted Agile Practices
Most of the practices are implemented as defined within a standard references (see
section 2.2) with some adjustment due to several reasons, for example, to increase
effectiveness, to promote developer‟s use of Agile practices, to decrease inconveniences
associated with the practices, or to match the development context. Since Agile practice is
quite abstract, it is interpreted and adapted differently in each company or even in each
project. In each phase of software development, the Agile practices are adjusted as
following:
1. Requirements
● Agile practices are modified to make requirements easy to manage, more concise
and correspond to Agile concept namely:
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○

User stories are described concisely. Informal documents such as story cards
and story boards are used [S9][S19][S60][S23][S71] [S65].
○ Web-enabled software tools such as xPlanner are popularly used to manage
and track requirements [S9][S13][S32].
○ Product backlogs are split into manageable sub-categories [S51].
○ Requirements are identified at a high-level [S19][S60] and collected in a
requirement repository from the beginning, prepared for prioritization.
○ Colored stickers are placed on cards to denote progress or status e.g. red to
denote unfinished stories, yellow to denote developer finished stories, and so
on. Such cards are the only document used by the developer for
implementation and in the planning game which promotes less document
concept [S11][S19][S60][S66].
● Communication and collaboration are encouraged in requirements management:
○ Requirements progress are discussed and reported frequently e.g. daily [S64]
to relevant stakeholders.
○ Extreme requirement prioritization: requirements are prioritized together
with other development tasks such as bug fixings and refactoring [S15].
○ Informal and face-to-face communication is promoted heavily throughout
the software development life-cycle [S2][S7][S8][S11][S12][S13][S14]
[S15][S22][S40][S43][S46][S55][S65] [S69][S70][S71][S72][S76][S79].
● However, it was found in some project that story cards are prioritized without taking
technical considerations into account [S20]. Moreover, while the customer and the
developer in most companies are the main sources of input to requirements
prioritization, customers in some company are only able to propose new
functionality but do not influence the prioritization process [S12].
2. Design
● Due to the high abstraction of simple design and metaphor, most teams still do Big
Design Upfront to develop the full design on paper [S25].
● Design is usually discussed in the planning game with the development team and
customers involved and thus common agreement is needed. However, simple design
at the beginning is always revised during actual coding [S21].
● Simple design is usually implemented with support of refactoring and test-driven
development [S63].
3. Construction
● Most of the practices used in projects are adapted from XP. Some practices are
adapted from FDD and DSDM.
● In several companies, coding standards have already been implemented well. This
practice is claimed easy to apply.
● Iteration normally lasts 2-4 weeks. However, there are some projects where iteration
size is not fixed, but based on the nature of the tasks. Most of Scrum projects tend to
follow the one month iteration.
● Some practices are adjusted to promote developer‟s use of Agile practices:
○ Tools such as web-based automated build, test, and triage infrastructure are
used to provide a continuously integrated build system [S26].
○ Practices such as pair programming, collective code ownership, and coding
standards are applied to specifications and tests in addition to coding.
Especially pair programming, it is also used in design and analysis [S16].
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○

●

●

●

●

●

●

Some teams have single code repository and central release machine placed
in the room to release tested code into the main system [S63].
Some practices are adjusted to decrease inconveniences associated with the
practices:
○ The integration time is varied, but mostly the teams do not integrate the
system as soon as changes were made since it was a complicated and time
consuming activity. Most of the projects do daily build and nightly build.
Some teams integrate their codes after a few days of work [S41]
○ Some teams will pull the functional tests out of continuous integration and
make them secondary since these tests are more time consuming [S63]
○ Stories are assigned to certain persons rather than giving the team to choose
their tasks [S31]
○ Collective code ownership is not applied constantly [S33][S63][S72][S73].
Occasionally, new code that required special knowledge resulted in a
module owned by one programmer. Even though it is applied, it is common
that the one who knows about a part where changes were made examines the
new code [S41].
Pair programming is not realistic all the time. Rather it is mostly done in an ad-hoc
manner vary by situation as follows:
○ in complex or challenging tasks [S78]
○ when training new team member [S61]
○ when a single programmer needs to [S30]
○ in small maintenance or task update [S68]
○ used with experienced members when working with leading edge
technology [S30]
○ Nevertheless, it was also found that some company do not apply pair
programming when working on bugs or maintenance [S14] and prefer single
programming for smaller work and refactoring [S78]
Due to scheduling conflicts and multi-tasking of developers, they could not always
align their work schedule for pairing. Besides, some teams are too small for pairing
(one developer) [S30].
If pair programming is applied:
○ it is mostly rotated each day and everyone pairs with everyone else at least
once [S19].
○ ping-pong pairing is used - one write the unit test and the other write the
logic [S36].
○ in some project, the roles are switched two or three times a day, typically
after the lunch break or when the one take a break or left the terminal [S35].
○ the use of pair programming got looser later in the project. For example, a
partner turned to do other work or take a break when very simple things are
programmed [S35].
An alternative of pair programming is:
○ Code inspection: single programmer applies code inspection before checking
in code changes then another programmer will inspect the source code to
look for programming errors [S30].
○ a peer review [S59].
Refactoring tools are popularly used, for example, Eclipse and IntelliJ IDEA are
generally used to help automated refactoring [S16][S21][S43].
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●
●

Many projects do refactoring towards the design [S63].
Almost 100% of all projects develop software in an iterative and incremental
manner. Just one project that uses hybrid of DSDM and waterfall. This means that
some increments could be realized in an iterative manner, and others could be
realized without iterations (waterfall) [S18].
● To keep the release small, most of the stories are estimated to be implemented in
about two days. The large stories will be broken down into sub-tasks to fit into
iteration [S45].
4. Testing
● Unit testing is applied largely in many projects, but it is not clear whether the
developer actually write the test before the production code.
● TDD is modified to focus on the continuous creation of automated acceptance tests
rather than unit tests [S16].
● The number of tests created is kept as daily metric and will be analyze by statistical
analysis tool [S21].
● Testing is mostly done automated e.g. automated unit-testing, automated functional
testing and even automated acceptance testing [S9][S43][S44][S48][S49][S65][S77].
● Acceptance testing are modified:
○ Mostly they are not written by customers. Rather they were derived from use
cases or by person who has the face-to-face contact with customer [S63].
○ Not only customer writes the acceptance tests but also professional testers
[S16].
5. Organization-related Practices
● Organization-related practices are adjusted to decrease inconvenience associated
with the practice implementation:
○ Some of small companies apply an 8-hour-work day, but not on a standard
basis schedule [S43].
○ Sustainable pace is already in place for many companies, while it is hard to
follow in some companies due to economic reasons. For example, people in
Brazil are willing to work extra hours (without payment) [S21]. Other reason
is because people feel that each individual is in control of the divide between
work and home and impeccably crossed the divide repeatedly [S19].
○ Proxy customer –Instead of having actual customers on-site, almost of
projects have proxy/surrogate/virtual customers, i.e. having other people
(mostly the team member) such as project manager, developer, marketing
people
or
business
analyst
represent
customer
role
[S6][S14][S25][S40][S43][S44][S52][S53][S59][S61][S78].
○ Customer-on-demand concept to facilitate communications when direct
access to the customer is not feasible. Team use other ways to communicate
with customers such as telephone, fixed appointments and Internet
communication [S43][S76].
○ Having one product owner for many Scrum teams [S42].
○ In one group, a senior developer or architect explicitly assign tasks to each
developer [S9].
● Some organizational-related practices are modified to increase productivity and
promote use of the practices.
○ Common open workspace is provided for team members to work together
and have visual contact. The cases found are customers share workspace
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with developers and the test team share with the development team
[S65][S9][S30][S19][S59][S60].
○ A room is provided for two developers to sit together and work on the same
computer [S2].
○ There are no private workstations available. The coach and a person acting
in the customer role have their own rooms close to the team [S35].
○ Notice board, white board as well as wall attached by story cards and
printouts of the plan and design are commonly available in many companies
○ Customer collaborates with project manager to prioritize requirements and
provide guidance for developers [S53].
○ Epic product backlog has been set up in order to ensure that the game meets
the expectations of its client [S71].
○ Low defect backlog – Track the number of open defects toward the end of
each iteration with a requirement of no high-severity defects and a target of
less than fifteen low-severity defects open at the end of every iteration.
[S65].
○ Product owner is called "Story owner" [S57].
○ Everyone is a software engineer – There is no hard line between testers and
developers. Developers do some testing when they are free, and testers do
development and fix defects when they are free [S65].
○ Multifunctional Scrum team to implement the system perceived as risky.
The composition of the team varies between sprints depending on the tasks
[S71].
6. Process-related Practices
● Adjusted practice to increase convenience associated with the practices
○ Sit down daily meeting [S5].
○ Daily stand-up meetings are restricted: Allow one specialist to participate in
only two daily stand-ups a week and another team member not to come
unless he had something to share [S51].
○ Short daily meetings are held asking the customary Scrum question [S64] at
the most convenient time [S29].
○ Daily meeting and sprint review are substituted by using the online-based
approach (forum) [S58].
○ Planning game begins when enough people are there, and continue until
enough people have left [S19].
● Adjusted practice to improve productivity and to promote use of Agile practice
○ Some companies have story cards as the only document used [S19].
○ Sprint zero is set up before starting the project to allow the team to
consolidate knowledge and develop product vision. Product goals, features,
financial objectives, market opportunities and trends are defined [S29].
○ Some project plans work for more than one iterations using mid-range
planning practices providing course-grained guidance [S9].
○ User stories are mostly recorded in index card or Excel spreadsheet [S59].
○ Monthly release meeting to demonstrate the deliverables for the month. A
lab is setup to allow users to play with the fledgling system and make
suggestions [S19].
○ An open space style meeting during the week after the Release Kickoff to
create a forum for discussing questions or concerns regarding team release
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●

●

plans. The attendees propose topics at the beginning of the meeting. Then
the developers have 45 minutes for breakout discussions and 30 minutes for
reports from the breakout groups [S26].
Some process-related practices are adjusted to match project context requirement
○ Development methods are adapted to the circumstances in each phase of the
development e.g. use DSDM and XP for requirement analysis, use FDD and
XP for implementation [S2].
○ Many documents are created. Informal documents are for project progressed
and formal documents are for planning game [S40].
○ The diagrams, responsibilities, functionalities and scenarios are recorded
through the documents [S2].
The other characteristic of adjusted practices are:
○ Planning game/Sprint planning
■ Relative long from many hours until two days [S19].
■ All developers are usually involved [S19][S41][S60] as well as
marketing team [S41][S60]. While in some project, marketing
people are called to the planning game when necessary [S19].
■ Some planning game does not include user stories [S41]. No
customer presents. No release planning occurs.
○ User stories
■ Written by customer [S61] or developer [S19].
■ Prioritized by:
● customer together with the development team [S21][S61].
● only Development team [S19].
● development team and marketing [S41] [S60].
● selected from the repository according to their priority [S2].
■ Instead of user stories, development team wrote the use cases from
an existing requirements document and used them in the planning
game [S44].
○ Length of sprint
■ fixed sprint length e.g. 20 days, 30 days.
■ flexible each Sprint timetable [S4][S5] Ex. Planned for 20 days, but
can expand to a maximum of 30 days [S4], no more 6-week sprints
[S51].
○ In sprint demo, all people who see the product rarely give feedback to
developers [S67].
○ Reflection meeting: only one specific problem relating to the development
process was discussed. The moderator chose the subject in advance and
presented it at the beginning of the reflection meeting [S50].

5.3 Additional Agile Practices
A lot of variations of additional practices are found in the selected systematic review
literature. The created additional practices depend on contextual and specific need of each
software development company/project. Several additional practices are common work
activities that can also be applied in non Agile environment. Examples of additional practices
are following:
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○

○
○

○
○
○

○

○

○
○

Frequent visit and multiple communication channels for distributed team to
overcome time zones, cultural, language and distance differences
[S55][S69].
Coach on site or embedded coaching, which involves Agile coach in the
development team [S73][S52] [S56].
Rotating the responsibilities between the team members. The team members
can have different responsibilities in each Sprint. This will make them feel
special and valued. It is also effective to help every team member to
appreciate the time and effort that others had invested into the team [S36].
This practice is similar to the roles change in pair programming.
Usage of Kotter's framework as change management guide [S64].
Usage of up front design in a complex and large scale finance application
project [S37].
Implementation of rolling wave planning which is refined from adaptive
planning. This means that there is only planning for the iterations and no
detailed plan for the whole development [S2].
Usage of a variety of estimation methods. The development team uses the
velocity of past iterations to calculate the customer's budget for selecting
features for the next iteration [S9].
Developer adds quality metric. This forces a class to contain a small number
of functions and use enhanced IDE. It also automates many repetitive tasks
and kept all story cards to at most 3 days in size [S13].
Dependency identification exercise, functional design review meetings, the
Virtual Architecture Team (VAT) [S26].
Concurrent development, time boxing, automated regression testing, and
evolutionary prototyping [S73].

A number of practices are almost similar to the original Agile practices with a few
variations or modifications. For example:
○ A few companies set up a Product Board which consists of top managers
from development manager, quality manager, marketing/sales manager, etc.
Its task is to prioritize what functionality need to be delivered to the
customers. This concept of Product Board somehow is similar to Product
owner concept in Scrum [S42].
○ Pair coaching which has two external coaches as the member. Both of them
are almost always available for the team members. One of the coaches will
lead the team and the other will watch the process and think more
strategically about what is happening and makes necessary comments. This
practice is like pair programming practice [S45].
○ Distributed team implements a weekly Scrum of Scrums which is similar to
the daily Scrum in collocated location [S55].
○ The Scrum Master categorizes the drag (room for improvement) and finds
the recurring scenes [S36]. This practice is similar to post iteration workshop
[S78].
○ Usage of detailed business analysis, Customer Designed Testing (extension
of TDD) in Scrum planning, Customer Designed Features Testing in PreSprint Planning, and the Customer Sign-off on deliverable has been inbuilt
into each Scrum Sprint closure stage [S4].
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○

Chekhov Board usage which is used to display active story cards [S19].

Some companies apply hybrid approach by combining different Agile approaches in
their software development environment, for example:
○ XP and Scrum practices in DSDM environment e.g. pair programming, onsite customer, coding standards, collective code ownership, Sprint backlog,
Product backlog, etc. [S73].
○ Scrum-like practices in XP environment e.g. stand-up meeting, retrospective
[S45][S71].

5.4 Unused Agile Practices
Unused Agile practices means practices that are listed in the reference books but not
applied in the actual situation. The following table shows unused practices, the reason why
they are not used and the occurrence (frequency) of the practice mentioned as unused in the
selected systematic review literature.

Practice

Pair
programming

Customer
involvement /
On-site
Customer

Agile
Approach

Why not to use the practice

Occur
rence

XP

Pair programming is too expensive and inefficient [S70].
Management did not perceive it as cost efficient [S52].
Developer was not willing to do this [S3]. Not realistic
all the time and no added value since the developer was
working on bugs or maintenance. Also, there are many
tasks which are „just like the task we did last iteration‟
(repetitive tasks) [S14]. The project team lead did not
enforce the XP pair programming practice [S3]. Pairing
is normally limited to collocated pairs [S7]. Hard
deadlines create problems for pair programming when
one engineer has more domain knowledge. At crunch
time, engineers feel that it is more expeditious for the
expert to work on the implementation of some feature
alone, and that pairing with another engineer who could
be working on code with which he has expertise reduces
group productivity [S8]. Some of the teams were too
small for pairing (one developer). In other cases,
synchronizing work schedules presented a problem for
pairing [S9]. Pair programming was dismissed due to
distributed development environment and lack of coach
[S13]. Due to scheduling conflicts and multi-tasking of
developers, they could not always align their work
schedule for pairing [S30].

14

XP

The team did not have a real customer participating in
the team. They discussed development issues with
customer representatives working at the case company
[S41].It was found that giving customers‟ direct access
to developers led to uncontrollable scope creep for
which it was unable to be remunerated. Using marketing
as Proxy Customers proved more successful [S52].

10
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Practice

Agile
Approach

Why not to use the practice

Occur
rence

There are no specific customers [S24]. A systems
engineer acted as the on-site customer. Developer
derived the acceptance tests from the use cases. The
customer was not directly responsible for these tests
[S44]. The customers were not been able to devote all of
their available time to this project because of other
meetings and responsibilities in running the company
[S61]. Non-attractive cost/benefit analysis from the
customer perspective. Organizational and resourcing
difficulties. Emphasis on a significant trust link between
the project manager and customer – not practical to
establish same link between customer and all the
development team members [S4]

40-hour
week/
Sustainable
pace

Metaphor

Planning
game

XP

Management has negative perception about cost
efficiency of 40-hour week [S52]. The team often
worked overtime, depending on the work load. The
motto was to keep the customer happy, which could
mean work even at weekends to solve customer related
problems [S41]. It is not achievable where workers
collaborate across time zone (Ireland and US) [S24]. It is
considered unworkable by all project members
(including customer), over-regulation of staff, „bluntinstrument‟ approach to personnel management [S4].

9

XP

It was not clear how to apply it [S62]. The company did
not have an abstract problem to solve (there was a welldefined architecture which the firmware must
implement) [S8]. The company had an established
architecture for systems which was described in various
design documents [S41]. Metaphor had not yet evolved,
and the developer did not develop one. Instead, a highlevel design was evolved and recorded in a small set of
UML diagrams and explanatory text. It played the role
of metaphor [S44]. Practices such as the simple design
and metaphor are mentioned as problematic since they
are more “abstract” and open to wider interpretation
[S1]. Concept lacks definition for practical application.
It is considered as too-simplistic and one-dimensional
approach for achieving quality outcome for the customer
and developer [S4].

7

XP

Many aspects were covered by Scrum practices and the
features priorities are decided by marketing teams,
which are not physically collocated [S24].It is not
workable since it was considered to focus exclusively
upon technical issues (code quality, etc) and personnel
issues (staff continuity, expertise, etc). It did not focus
adequately on business analysis and building trust

5
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Practice

Agile
Approach

Occur
rence

Why not to use the practice
between the developer and customer [S4].

XP

Unused since they had to plan for how the new code
would interact with coming functionality [S41].
Practices such as the simple design and metaphor are
mentioned as problematic since they are more “abstract”
and open to wider interpretation [S1]. Teams frequently
do not adopt Simple Design because in their opinion, it
cannot possibly work. It goes against all of their
expertise and good sense [S63].

4

XP

Unused due to the need of for external test equipment
and the complexity of the software [S34]. The practice
was a complicated and time consuming activity [S41].

2

XP

Project A tried writing unit tests without good results
due to the strong GUI orientation. In project C developer
found it is too difficult and time-consuming [S47].

2

XP/Scrum

The company found it overkill (excessive use) [S27].

2

XP

Since software releases are tied to silicon (hardware)
availability [S24].It is very difficult to produce featurerich, working software in a short time cycles. Nonattractive cost/benefit analysis from customer
perspective [S4]

2

Collective
code
ownership

XP

The practice could cause confusion and mixed
responsibilities [S70].

1

Refactoring

XP

The company does restructuring of their systems, but
these are usually large and traumatic experiences [S25].

1

Sprint
Backlog
graph metric

Scrum

1

Product
Backlog
graph metric

Scrum

1

User stories

XP

1

Simple
Design

Continuous
integration

Unit testing
Daily
meeting/
Scrum

Small release

Total

64

Table 25. Unused Agile practices
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Surprisingly pair programming is the most unused practice mainly due to efficiency
reasons. This is also caused by some developers not willing to pair program because of
inconvenience. On-site customer is not practiced in some companies because of
unavailability of customer resource and that it could lead to scope creep. In addition, 40-hour
week is also banned in some companies due to efficiency reason as well. Metaphor is not
practiced by some developers because a lack of clear understanding about the metaphor
itself.

5.5 Agile Practices Importance
Agile practices importance is based on the Agile practitioners perception about how
important an Agile practice in real work situation. Following table shows the Agile practices
that were considered as important, the reason why it is marked as important and the number
of occurrences in the systematic review literature. Although there are in total 79 primary
studies, we have identified just 16 practices as particularly important. This is because we
had looked for the word “important” and similar words in the selected study to determine
whether practices are important. Thus, it is possible that other practices are also important
but since they were not mentioned explicitly so they are excluded.
Practice

Unit Testing/TDD

Continuous
integration

Agile
Approach

Why is it marked as important

How many
times it is
marked as
important
6

XP

TDD practices provide frequent feedback,
maintain simplicity and help developers to
steer their project work [S43].TDD
brought the quality of code (lowered the
defect rate) and put the proper focus on
testing in the mind of developers [S8].
Automated tests cover a significant
majority of the functionality. All groups
feel this sort of coverage are crucial to be
able to respond to change as required by
our customers, and for finding regression
errors early in the release cycle [S9]. Unit
tests help the development team achieve
the lofty goals of 100% code coverage
throughout the entire life of the project
[S13]. The other practices rely heavily on
it. It builds confidence in the program
being developed. Requirement can be
better understood before it is
implemented. Test boosts developer
confidence and morale [S72].

5

XP

The Agile practices of continuous
integration, automated testing and
refactoring make it feasible to modify the
software of existing tools without getting
bogged down in the legacy code [S9].
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Practice

Agile
Approach

Why is it marked as important

How many
times it is
marked as
important

Continuous integration integrated with
testing first can be used to guarantee the
high quality of the code [S11]. Continuous
integration confirmed that local changes
did not break the system as the integrated
system should always run tests with a
100% success rate [S72].

Coding standards

Pair programming

Collective code
ownership

Refactoring

40-hour week

Planning game

3

XP

When there is collective code ownership,
pair programming with constant
refactoring, the code should always look
the same without have to distinguish who
in the team wrote it. Having a consistent
style for the code enhances readability and
productivity [S72].

3

XP

Pair programming providing on-spotdesign and continuous code reviews,
spreading knowledge through team and
reinforcing domain knowledge with
continuous skills training (coding, tools,
design patterns, refactoring) [S43]. Pair
programming is one of the best aspects of
XP as it makes software development
faster, improve code quality and skill
transfer [S73].

3

XP

Collective ownership increases
understanding of the system by the whole
team and in turn increases communication
[S72].

3

XP

The Agile practices of continuous
integration, automated testing, and
refactoring make it feasible to modify the
software of existing tools without getting
bogged down in the legacy code [S9].

2

XP

This practice helps to ensure that
developers are focused and creative,
leading to better morale and productivity
[S72].

2

XP

Planning game was superb forum for
planning; the whole team is involved and
thus everyone knows what is required
from them. Other customers mentioned
how they think that the planning meetings
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Practice

Agile
Approach

Why is it marked as important

How many
times it is
marked as
important

prevent problems later on [S5].
2

Scrum

The feature backlog embodies the
understanding that there can be an
unlimited number of potential
requirements with varying degrees of
importance and difficulty. The backlog
provides a good mechanism to capture
these potential features when they surface
and to help the customer elucidate and
clearly express priorities [S9].

2

XP

Short release will create software that
contains the features that will give the
most value to the business and it also
enhances faster feedback from the users
[S72].

2

XP

It helps to deliver the right product and
created an environment of collaboration
that everyone would benefit from [S23].

Scrum

Reduce the confusion about what should
be developed [S5].

1

Sprint review
Sprint planning
meeting

Reduce the confusion about what should
be developed [S5].

1

Scrum

Simple design

XP

1

User stories

XP

1

Product/Feature
backlog

Short release

On-site Customer

Retrospective

Scrum

Reduced the confusion about what should
be developed [S5].

1

Table 26. Agile practices importance
For XP practices, unit testing/TDD and continuous integration were remarked by
developers as the most important practices mainly because they improved code quality.
Coding standards, pair programming, collective code ownership and refactoring were
regarded by the developer as other important practices since it improves productivity and
quality. Scrum practices like product/feature backlog, sprint review, sprint planning meeting
and retrospective were considered as important practices.
The systematic review result shows that there are not too much information can be
identified regarding practice importance. Therefore, practice importance question will be
asked in the survey. A more thorough textual analysis might reveal more information about
perceptions of importance.
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5.6 Agile Practices Adaptation Challenges and Solution
The challenges of Agile practices implementation will be analyzed into two
dimensions: by phase and challenge characteristic. In the following table, challenges are
categorized based on development phase that the challenges took place and its corresponding
solutions are provided.
Phase

Requirements

Challenges

Solutions

1. Story card might not be enough
for the testing. There are no
criteria specified in the card to
make sure that all functionality
written has been accounted for in
the functional tests developed for
the card [S49].

For complex applications, provide the
development team with some “picture”
of the whole that promotes a holistic
understanding of the place each story
has in the application [S49].

2. Non-functional requirements
are neglected since customers
often focus on core functionality
[S2] [S15] [S20] [S69].

Facilitate knowledge sharing: Maintain
product/process repository, Focus on
well understood functionality rather than
critical new functionality, short cycle but
not time-boxed development.

3. Inadequate requirement
verification such as consistency
checking or formal inspections
causes the specification of several
critical requirements unclear and
makes development difficult
[S15].
4. Story cards are prone to being
lost e.g. inside a reference book or
ending up on the floor to be swept
up by the cleaning folks [S45].

Use a spread-sheet based user story
management application [S45].

1. Simple design and metaphor
are mostly reported as
problematic practices due to high
abstraction [S1] [S25] [S63].

Design

2. Inadequate or inappropriate
architecture due to lack of time
and motivation to consider design
choices during the early cycle.
This cause many times of rework
[S5].
3. Simple design is misinterpreted
as the design that consumes the
least time. Often this includes cut
and paste solutions [S63].
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Phase

Construction

Challenges

Solutions

4. Teams do not adopt Simple
Design because in their opinion it
cannot possibly work. It goes
against all of their expertise and
good sense [S63].

Team should try practicing Simple
Design regularly for two or three months
[S63].

1. In some situation, developer
feels that it is more productive to
work alone instead of pair e.g. at
crunch times [S8] [S19], when
working on simple or wellunderstood problems [S24].

1. Give each person has a day of the
week where they do not touch anything
related to their core expertise [S8].
2. Each day an „„exposed pair‟‟ (a pair
of developers) is identified. This pair is
assigned to handle any interrupts from
clients [S19].

2. Pair programming is found
tiresome for developers. Also
communicating requirements to
others are difficult and intricate
[S72].

Provide some individual coding sessions
to explore parts of the system. This
individual code may then be refactored
by other members before being accepted
back into the system. For big company
where many projects are running
concurrently, allow the developers to
switch between projects so they get new
challenges and will not get bored [S72].

3. Developers have the mentality
that cannot let go of their code
and become protective/defensive/
aggressive when someone
changes code that they originally
wrote [S8] [S63].
4. Difficult to schedule pairing
since developers have different
skill sets and are working on
different things [S4].

Increase programmer resources [S45].

5. Too slow or too brittle
integration causes continuously
broken build. This problem occurs
frequently when there are several
people consistently checking in
within one build cycle [S63].
6. Frustration to do refactoring.
Sometimes developers want to
refactor the code, but they are
working on a story card that does
not include an estimation for
refactoring [S9].
Testing

1. TDD is hard to implement
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Phase

Challenges

Solutions

when the development is based on
legacy code or/and externallysourced components [S74].
2. Extensive setup and teardown
functions in unit tests and
difficulty setting up complex
objects in different parts of their
lifetime [S49].

Create test fixtures that will return
different objects in different states. This
solution is more useful in larger and more
complex business objects [S49].

1. Difficult to encourage high
communication and social skills
in all project due to culture
differences, especially in
distributed development [S28]
[S55] [S69] [S46].

1. Combine development and training
program to provide customized training
materials on social skills, using
developers‟ own examples [S46].
2. Using proper documentation to back
up communication [S46].
3. Build trust (in distributed project): Frequent visits by partners and sponsor,
build unified team culture [S69].

2. Lack of infrastructure that
helps promote Agile practices.
For example, sustainable team
room [S36], infrastructure that
support frequently builds,
automated unit testing and
acceptance testing, managing user
story cards.
3. Lack of customer involvement
e.g. on the day-to-day basis [S57]
[S74][S15] and especially in an
open market [S25].
Organizationalrelated
challenges

1. Tell the users in advance that they
have the right to make decisions within
the specified boundaries and they must
really make these decisions [S18].
2. Changing priority: change priority of
user stories
3. Risk assessment up front: using an
Agile risk assessment questionnaire as
a basis to measure the level of customer
involvement up front
4. Customer Proxy: having a member of
the development team coordinate with
the customers
5.
E-Collaboration:
Electronic
collaboration
using
video/voice
conferencing, phone, email and chat.
6. Extreme undercover: follow Agile
practices internally at the team level
while keeping the customer unaware
7. Story owners: this is an adaptation to
the Scrum practice of allocating a
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Phase

Challenges

Solutions
product owner [S57].

2. Distributed development lost
the value of meeting e.g. when a
telephone is involved, time-zone
difference, cultural difference
[S13].
3. Decisions to adopt Agile
practice are often driven by one
“big” person without input from
any other team members or
stakeholders [S1].

Involve all developers and stakeholders
in (i) the decision to adopt or not adopt
practice, (ii) the tailoring of practice,
and (iii) the implementation of practice
(e.g. organize open workshops to
identify and resolve various issues) [S1].

4. Little monitoring or control of
adherence to the practices during
its implementation [S1].

Frequently monitor adherence to
practices. For example, at every
retrospective meeting, team assesses the
use of each practice, its pros and cons,
and whether to keep it [S1].

5. A lack of clear management
expectations and actions
[S31][S34][S51].
6. Some Scrum masters set that
they have to make the final
decision of all problems and
issues. This cause development
team feels they are not aligned
with the Agile principles [S31].
7. Misunderstanding requirements
when developer is remote from
the customer/product owner
[S28].

Process-related
challenges

8. Everyone have the opportunity
to “lobby” for his or her requests
to make the backlog in Scrum.
This negatively impacts the teams
and also creates distrust among
them [S31].

Make visibility into all demands by, for
example, implement a product that
manages the influx of demand, and
establish a process and guidelines for
more effective collaboration between the
requesters and development teams [S31].

1. Too frequent meeting e.g. daily
Scrum meeting or daily stand-up
meeting, which makes team
members get tired and feel that it
does not add value to their work
[S8].

Keep it brief and try to be on focus by
talking only about the key questions
“what are you working on today and
what are the roadblocks?” and deemphasized the question “what did you
do yesterday?” [S8]
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Phase

Challenges

Solutions

2. Lack of experience in
implementing practices especially
TDD [S1] [S56] [S36] [S45].

Train developers on all practices (e.g.
one-day in-house tutorial, web research).

3. Lack of motivation to use Agile
practice e.g. team thought simple
design cannot possibly work since
it goes against all of their
expertise and good sense [S46].

1. Try to have multiple „bought-in‟
developers on each team.
2. Collecting and sharing successful
adoption stories and positive experiences
[S46].

4. Agile practices implementation
are getting more difficult when
team is bigger and project is more
complex such as continuous
integration and iteration planning
[S2].

Break down the work into small tasks
that can be built by two to ten people
collaborating together in pairs [S38].

5. Lack of understanding how and
where a particular Agile practice
should be implemented and the
rationale behind the practice [S1].

Determine levels of project success
across different problematic software
development environments (e.g.
distributed development, large teams,
critical systems, inexperienced
developers) [S1].

6. Difficult to tailor Agile
practices since most of them are
tightly coupled and highly
interdependent [S1].
7. Concurrent Agile project is
dependent on the other teams
which is difficult to coordinate
[S3].

Need management involvement in order
to keep the team functioning and on
track [S3].

8. Problems occur when start
working in new business unit due
to lack of domain knowledge and
proven architecture's solution.
This makes difficulties in
estimation, collecting
requirements from customers, and
design [S20] [S25].

Suggest applying a hybrid approach
rather than pure Agile one. Agile
approaches should be used where clients
and solutions are well understood [S20].

9. Difficult to track progress.
Management asked for progress
reports and productivity metrics
which were difficult to gather in
an Agile environment [S51].
10. Lack of fixed schedule: Even
if the team had agreed on a goal
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Phase

Challenges

Solutions

in the planning session, there was
no clear goal about velocity or
time available in the iteration, and
the time spent by the full team
discussing and estimating cards
were not fully productive for all
team members. This causes
progress report in trouble [S13]
[S15] [S45].

Table 27. Agile practices adaptation challenges and solutions
Challenges in implementing Agile practices can be categorized into three groups:
● Practice characteristics
○ Too abstract practice such as simple design and metaphor [S1]
○ Some practices are dependent on others e.g. simple design and TDD [S1]
○ TDD is hard to implement on legacy code [S74]
○ Story cards are prone to being lost [S45]
○ Pair programming is not suitable in all situations [S24]
○ Too many meetings take too much development time e.g. daily Scrum
meeting [S8]
○ Agile principle is people-oriented and requires high collaboration. However,
in reality it is sometimes impossible to have all needed people involved
especially customers [S15][S25][S57][S74]. Particularly in distributed
software development, communication and collaboration among relevant
people are even less because of time zone, cultural, distance and language
difference. For example, daily Scrum could not be done in the face-to-face
mode, but had to use video conference. Apparently, the communication
tools/technologies are needed to bridge these differences. However, face to
face meetings/visits are still found necessary [S55] [S66][S28].
● People factors
○ Lack of experience to implement Agile [S45]
○ Lack of understanding in Agile practice both in development and
management [S1]
○ Lack of belief in Agile [S1]
○ Developers‟ mentality that cannot let go of their code and become
protective/defensive/aggressive when someone changes code that they
originally wrote [S8][S63].
○ Lack of Agile-skilled people especially software developer who also has
high technical expertise [S20][S46][S51].
○ Lack of Agile-compliant performance appraisal [S46].
○ Developer fear caused by the transparency of skill deficiencies [S46].
○ Developer feels more productive to work alone at crunch times or when
working on simple or well-understood problems [S24].
○ Developer feels pairing is tiresome [S72].
● Process and tools for practice implementation
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○
○
○
○

Lack of management support and monitoring for improvement or control of
adherence to Agile practices following the initial implementation [S2][S51].
Lack of build script and environment [S36].
Estimation difficulty, lack of automation for TDD.
Lack of infrastructure that help promote Agile practices. For example
sustainable team room [S36], infrastructure that support frequently builds
[S45], automated unit testing and acceptance testing and managing user
story cards [S36] and lack of adequate infrastructure and communication
tools for distributed development [S55].

5.7 Summary
From the systematic review results it is found that the companies referred in 74 out
of 79 studies (93%) used Agile practices according to the Agile literature and tailored the
practices according to their software development context. Method tailoring with various
degrees of adaptation was found. Most of the companies have one dominant Agile approach
such as XP, Scrum, DSDM or other Agile approach. A few companies used the Agile
practices that were recommended by Agile coach. Interestingly, about one third of all the
companies (from 25 out of 79 studies) used combination of Agile practices from various
Agile approaches, mostly from XP and Scrum. This hybrid approach is similar to what have
been described in the work of Esfahani and Yu [36]. Furthermore, since there is no Agile
practice standard in Agile community, the application of Agile can be interpreted and
adapted differently in each company or project.
The companies referred in 21 out of 79 studies also do not apply certain Agile
practice as they consider the practice is not efficient, or it cannot be applied in their software
development setting because of a lack of resources. For example, despite its popularity,
many practitioners (14 out of 79 studies) do not implement pair programming all the time or
even do not apply it at all. One company found that pair programming is too expensive and
inefficient. In addition, some practices are not used due to resource availability such as on
site customer whereas practice like Metaphor is not applied because companies do not
sufficiently understand the concept.
In the systematic review, little information can be found regarding the developer
perception about certain Agile practice importance. In total 16 Agile practices are marked as
important practice such as TDD/unit testing, continuous integration, coding standard, pair
programming, collective code ownership and refactoring. This finding is almost similar to
the Shashank and Darse‟s research findings regarding the most adopted Agile practices [38].
The findings about Agile practice importance can be found more comprehensively in our
survey analysis in section 6.
Regarding Agile practice adaptation challenges, systematic review result identified
two dimensions of challenges namely by phase and challenge characteristic. Challenges by
characteristic can be categorized into practice characteristic, people-related, and process and
tools-related challenges. Agile practitioners have recommended several solutions to address
certain challenges.
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6

SURVEY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, findings from survey demographics and adaptation of Agile practices
will be presented and analyzed. In total there were about 500 survey invitation emails sent
out to Agile companies, Agile practitioners and Agile papers‟ authors. In addition, there were
149 invitation postings in Agile group boards which include LinkedIn, YahooGroup,
GoogleGroup, Facebook and other public discussion boards relating to Agile. We received
700 responses, of which 468 responses were completed and valid (complete response rate =
66.9%). Only completed responses are analyzed and presented in the following section.

6.1 Demographics
Survey respondents have an average of 14.2 (median = 12) years of software development
experience and 4.76 (median = 4) years of Agile experience, both in software development
and management experience. Although 33.54% of respondents identified themselves as
programmers and 32.90% as project managers, most of the people classify their roles as
Other (37.8%). These include various roles such as Scrum master, Agile coach, Development
manager, System architect, QA Manager, Consultant, UX Designer and documentation, etc.
Response rate for QA is 15.4%, System designer is 14.5%, Business Analyst is 13.0%,
System analyst is 9.2% and Researcher is 7.2%. (See Table 28, please noted that one
respondent can choose multiple roles)
Role

Response percentage

Response count

Programmer

33.54%

157

Project manager

32.90%

154

Quality assurance/Tester

15.4%

73

System designer

14.5%

69

Business analyst

13.0%

61

System analyst

9.2%

43

Researcher

7.2%

34

Other (see details below)

37.8%

164

- Scrum master

4.49%

21

- Agile coach

4.27%

20

- Director/High level manager

4.27%

20

- Development manager/CTO

4.05%

19

- System architect

2.56%

12

- QA manager

2.35%

11

69

Role

Response percentage

Response count

- UX Designer/documentation

2.14%

10

- Product manager

2.14%

10

- Consultant

2.14%

10

- CEO

1.28%

6

- Software engineer

1.28%

6

- Technical writer

1.06%

5

- Team lead

0.85%

4

- Trainer/educator

0.85%

4

- Sales

0.64%

3

- Expert

0.21%

1

- Agile evangelist

0.21%

1

- Client Partner

0.21%

1

Table 28. Summary of respondents‟ roles
Most of the survey respondents specified that the software applications developed by
their teams are the Web application (48.6%), followed by Finance (23.1%) and Healthcare
(16%). Response rates of other applications can be seen in the Table 29. Please note that the
response percentages were calculated based upon the multiple options selected by the
respondents. Others applications (30.1%) specified by the respondents covers about 80 types
of applications such as education, insurances, scientific, e-commerce, business intelligence,
and manufacturing.
Application

Response percentage

Response count

Web

48.6%

227

Finance

23.1%

108

Healthcare

16%

75

Mobile

16%

75

Telecommunication

13%

61

ERP

12.6%

59

Embedded system

8.3%

39

Games & Entertainment

4.7%

22

Defense

3.6%

17

70

Application

Response percentage

Response count

Other

30.1%

141

Table 29. Summary of software application types developed by respondents
In contrast to the systematic survey results, Scrum is reported to be used the most
extensively (68%). XP-Scrum is the second most popular and XP comes afterwards, with
rating 15.17% and 7.5% respectively. However, multiple survey respondents specify that
they use other approaches (13.7%) including Kanban (which is in fact part of Lean), Scrum
and Kanban/Lean, XP and Scrum mixed with others, mixed of Waterfall and Agile, FDD and
Scrum/XP-Scrum, AUP based method, RUP based method and custom approach. However,
2.77% of respondents use ill-defined or unknown approaches. Response rate for Lean is
5.8% followed by FDD and DSDM with rating of 1.3% and 0.9% respectively. Crystal Clear
is in last with rating 0.4% (see Table 30 and please note that multiple Agile can be selected
by one respondent).
Agile approaches

Response
percentage

Response count

Scrum

57.05%

267

XP-Scrum

15.60%

73

XP

7.48%

35

Lean

5.77%

27

FDD

1.28%

6

DSDM

0.85%

4

Crystal Clear

0.43%

2

Other (see detail below)

11.54%

54

Unclear, no concrete approach, only
adopting some Agile practices,
approach depends on the context/team

2.78%

13

-

Scrum and Kanban/Lean

2.35%

11

-

XP and Scrum mixed with others

1.49%

7

-

Kanban

1.28%

6

-

Custom approach/practices

1.07%

5

-

Mix of Waterfall and Agile

0.64%

3

-

FDD and Scrum /XP-Scrum

0.64%

3

-

XP and Kanban/Lean

0.43%

2

-

71

Agile approaches

Response
percentage

Response count

-

AUP based method

0.43%

2

-

RUP based mixed with Agile approach

0.43%

2

Table 30. Agile approaches used by survey respondents

6.2 Adaptation of Agile practices
6.2.1 Practice Usage Scale
● XP
As we can see in Table 31, Planning Game is used without adaptation by 32.4% of
respondents while 26.5 % use it in slightly adapted fashion and 23.5% use it with
significantly adapted fashion. Only 14.7 % of respondents do not use the practice.
Interestingly, 51.4% of respondents do not use Metaphor practice and 25% even do not know
about the practice. Simple design is mostly used without adaptation by 50% of respondents.
Same case occurs for collective code ownership and continuous integration. 63.6 %
respondents use Refactoring without adaptation and only one respondent do not use it. For
pair programming practice, 23.5 % of respondents do not use it and most of respondents use
it either without adaptation or in slightly adapted fashion. 40-hour week is applied without
adaptation by 37.5 % of respondents and some others use it with either slightly or
significantly adaptation. For on-site customer practice, 27.3 % respondents do not use it and
same amount of respondents use it in slightly or significantly adapted fashion.
used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

Planning Game

32.4% (11)

26.5% (9)

23.5% (8)

14.7% (5)

2.9% (1)

34

Small Releases

37.1% (13)

51.4% (18)

8.6% (3)

2.9% (1)

0.0% (0)

35

Metaphor

15.6% (5)

6.3% (2)

3.1% (1)

50.0% (16)

25.0% (8)

32

Simple Design

50.0% (17)

23.5% (8)

14.7% (5)

8.8% (3)

2.9% (1)

34

TDD/Unit
Testing

51.5% (17)

27.3% (9)

12.1% (4)

9.1% (3)

0.0% (0)

33

Refactoring

63.6% (21)

18.2% (6)

15.2% (5)

3.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

33

#
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used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

26.5% (9)

29.4% (10)

17.6% (6)

23.5% (8)

2.9% (1)

34

Collective Code
Ownership

57.6% (19)

12.1% (4)

12.1% (4)

12.1% (4)

6.1% (2)

33

Continuous
Integration

56.3% (18)

28.1% (9)

12.5% (4)

3.1% (1)

0.0% (0)

32

40-Hour Week

37.5% (12)

25.0% (8)

18.8% (6)

12.5% (4)

6.3% (2)

32

On-site
Customer

27.3% (9)

27.3% (9)

18.2% (6)

27.3% (9)

0.0% (0)

33

Coding
Standards

39.4% (13)

12.1% (4)

24.2% (8)

18.2% (6)

6.1% (2)

33

Pair
Programming

#

Table 31. XP Practice Usage Scale
● Scrum
Surprisingly, most of Scrum respondents use Scrum practices without adaptation, as shown
in Table 32. For Sprint practice, most respondents use it without modification while others
use it either in slightly or significantly adapted fashion. The same case occurs for Daily
Scrum meeting which is used without adaptation by 60.4 % of respondents. Interestingly
there are 12 respondents who do not use the Daily Scrum practice. Sprint review is not used
by 40 respondents (15.4%). Several respondents also do not use Sprint burn down chart
(20.2 %) and cross functional team (18.8 %).

used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

Sprint

58.6% (154)

29.3% (77)

10.6% (28)

0.8% (2)

0.8% (2)

263

Product owner

38.1% (99)

35.4% (92)

20.4% (53)

5.4% (14)

0.8% (2)

260

Scrum master

44.4% (116)

29.9% (78)

16.1% (42)

9.2% (24)

0.4% (1)

261

Cross functional
team

35.2% (90)

31.3% (80)

12.1% (31)

18.8% (48)

2.7% (7)

256

do not
know

#
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used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

Sprint Planning
Meeting

49.2% (128)

33.1% (86)

13.8% (36)

3.1% (8)

0.8% (2)

260

Daily Scrum
Meeting

60.4% (157)

25.4% (66)

9.6% (25)

4.6% (12)

0.0% (0)

260

Sprint Review

38.5% (100)

30.4% (79)

14.6% (38)

15.4% (40)

1.2% (3)

260

Sprint
Retrospective

46.5% (120)

25.2% (65)

14.7% (38)

12.0% (31)

1.6% (4)

258

Sprint Burn Down
Chart

46.7% (120)

18.7% (48)

13.6% (35)

20.2% (52)

0.8% (2)

257

Product backlog

48.1% (124)

28.3% (73)

17.8% (46)

3.5% (9)

2.3% (6)

258

Sprint backlog

53.1% (137)

26.4% (68)

10.5% (27)

8.1% (21)

1.9% (5)

258

do not
know

#

Table 32. Scrum practice usage scale
● XP-Scrum
XP-Scrum is a hybrid approach which combines XP and Scrum approach. As already stated
before, XP is used for technical implementation of Agile software development and Scrum is
mostly used for project management. Many companies use this hybrid approach to join the
strength of both approaches. In the following table, we show all survey responses for
combination of XP and Scrum practices.

used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

#

Planning Game

35.8% (24)

28.4% (19)

7.5% (5)

25.4% (17)

3.0% (2)

67

Small Releases

55.2% (37)

19.4% (13)

13.4% (9)

11.9% (8)

0.0% (0)

67

6.3% (4)

7.8% (5)

10.9% (7)

59.4% (38)

15.6% (10)

64

43.3% (29)

31.3% (21)

16.4% (11)

7.5% (5)

1.5% (1)

67

Metaphor

Simple Design
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used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

#

TDD/Unit Testing

43.3% (29)

31.3% (21)

16.4% (11)

9.0% (6)

0.0% (0)

67

Refactoring

51.5% (34)

34.8% (23)

9.1% (6)

3.0% (2)

1.5% (1)

66

Pair Programming

25.0% (17)

32.4% (22)

19.1% (13)

23.5% (16)

0.0% (0)

68

Collective Code
Ownership

53.8% (35)

20.0% (13)

13.8% (9)

12.3% (8)

0.0% (0)

65

Continuous
Integration

60.6% (40)

19.7% (13)

12.1% (8)

7.6% (5)

0.0% (0)

66

40-Hour Week

46.3% (31)

19.4% (13)

11.9% (8)

19.4% (13)

3.0% (2)

67

On-site Customer

18.2% (12)

37.9% (25)

16.7% (11)

25.8% (17)

1.5% (1)

66

Coding Standards

50.0% (33)

28.8% (19)

10.6% (7)

9.1% (6)

1.5% (1)

66

Sprint

69.1% (47)

17.6% (12)

13.2% (9)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

68

Product owner

33.8% (23)

33.8% (23)

29.4% (20)

1.5% (1)

1.5% (1)

68

Scrum master

57.4% (39)

27.9% (19)

11.8% (8)

2.9% (2)

0.0% (0)

68

Cross functional
team

36.4% (24)

34.8% (23)

16.7% (11)

12.1% (8)

0.0% (0)

66

Sprint Planning
Meeting

58.8% (40)

22.1% (15)

19.1% (13)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

68

Daily Scrum
Meeting

60.3% (41)

22.1% (15)

16.2% (11)

1.5% (1)

0.0% (0)

68

Sprint Review

58.8% (40)

22.1% (15)

10.3% (7)

7.4% (5)

1.5% (1)

68

75

used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

#

Sprint
Retrospective

48.5% (33)

22.1% (15)

22.1% (15)

5.9% (4)

1.5% (1)

68

Sprint Burn Down
Chart

59.7% (40)

17.9% (12)

4.5% (3)

17.9% (12)

0.0% (0)

67

Product backlog

54.4% (37)

32.4% (22)

10.3% (7)

2.9% (2)

0.0% (0)

68

Sprint backlog

60.3% (41)

23.5% (16)

13.2% (9)

2.9% (2)

0.0% (0)

68

Table 33. XP-Scrum practice usage scale
Table 33 shows that most of XP-Scrum adopters do Scrum without adaptation. For
XP approach, some practices need to be used in slightly adapted fashion such as pair
programming and on-site customer. However, 59.4 % of respondents do not use Metaphors
in their Agile implementation. This result of metaphor practice is almost similar to the result
for respondents who only choose XP as their dominant Agile approach.
● DSDM
There are only four respondents who use DSDM approach in their Agile implementation.
Hence this small sample size is not sufficient to derive a good enough conclusion. In general,
almost all the respondents use DSDM either without adaptation or in slightly adapted
fashion. Only one respondent that does not use “All changes during development are
reversible” practice and another one does not even know about the practice.

used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

Active user
involvement is
imperative

100.0% (4)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

4

DSDM teams must be
empowered to make
decisions

50.0% (2)

50.0% (2)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

4

The focus is on
frequent delivery of
products.

75.0% (3)

0.0% (0)

25.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

4

#

76

used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

Fitness for business
purpose is the essential
criterion for
acceptance of
deliverables.

75.0% (3)

25.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

4

Iterative and
incremental
development is
necessary to converge
on an accurate
business solution

25.0% (1)

75.0% (3)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

4

All changes during
development are
reversible.

25.0% (1)

25.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

25.0% (1)

25.0% (1)

4

Requirements are
baselined at a high
level.

50.0% (2)

50.0% (2)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

4

Testing is integrated
throughout the life
cycle

0.0% (0)

75.0% (3)

25.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

4

A collaborative and
cooperative approach
between all
stakeholders is
essential.

100.0% (4)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

4

#

Table 34. DSDM practice usage scale
● Crystal Clear
As shown in Table 35, only two respondents use Crystal Clear as their dominant Agile
approach. Similar to DSDM, we do not have enough sample size to derive a valid conclusion
about the Crystal Clear practice usage scale. Nevertheless, from the two responses we can
see that they use Crystal Clear practice either without adaptation or in slightly adapted
fashion.
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used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

50.0% (1)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

2

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

2

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

2

Personal safety

50.0% (1)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

2

Focus

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

2

Easy access to
expert users

0.0% (0)

100.0% (2)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

2

Technical
environment

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

2

Methodology
Shaping

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

2

Delphi Estimation

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

50.0% (1)

2

Side-by-Side
Programming

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

2

Frequent Deliveries
Reflective
Improvement
(Reflection
Workshop)
Close
Communication
(Osmotic
Communication)

#

Table 35. Crystal Clear practice usage scale
● FDD
Small sample size of respondents also occurred with FDD approach. In general, Table 36
shows that feature teams practice is not used by three out of five respondents. Other practices
are either used in slightly or significantly adapted fashion such as regular build schedule and
inspection practice. Configuration management and reporting/visibility of results practice are
either used without adaptation or in slightly adapted fashion.

Domain Object
Modeling

used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

0.0% (0)

40.0% (2)

40.0% (2)

20.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

#

5
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Developing by Feature

16.7% (1)

33.3% (2)

16.7% (1)

16.7% (1)

16.7% (1)

6

Class (Code)
Ownership

20.0% (1)

20.0% (1)

40.0% (2)

0.0% (0)

20.0% (1)

5

Feature Teams

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

40.0% (2)

60.0% (3)

0.0% (0)

5

Inspections

33.3% (2)

50.0% (3)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

16.7% (1)

6

Regular Build Schedule

40.0% (2)

60.0% (3)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

5

Configuration
Management

33.3% (2)

33.3% (2)

16.7% (1)

0.0% (0)

16.7% (1)

6

Reporting/Visibility of
Results

33.3% (2)

33.3% (2)

16.7% (1)

0.0% (0)

16.7% (1)

6

Table 36. FDD practice usage scale
● Lean
In total, there are 27 respondents using Lean approach in their software development
environment. Most of Lean practices are either used without adaptation or in slightly adapted
fashion. For example, “Decide as late as possible” and “Deliver as fast as possible”
practice are used without adaptation by most of the respondents.

used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

Eliminate Waste

15.4% (4)

42.3% (11)

30.8% (8)

7.7% (2)

3.8% (1)

26

Amplify learning

24.0% (6)

52.0% (13)

16.0% (4)

4.0% (1)

4.0% (1)

25

Decide as late as
possible

44.0% (11)

24.0% (6)

16.0% (4)

12.0% (3)

4.0% (1)

25

Deliver as fast as
possible

34.6% (9)

34.6% (9)

26.9% (7)

0.0% (0)

3.8% (1)

26

Empower the
team

26.9% (7)

42.3% (11)

23.1% (6)

3.8% (1)

3.8% (1)

26

#
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used
without
adaptation

used in
slightly
adapted
fashion

used in
significantly
adapted
fashion

not used

do not
know

Build Integrity In

15.4% (4)

38.5% (10)

34.6% (9)

7.7% (2)

3.8% (1)

26

See the Whole

26.9% (7)

42.3% (11)

15.4% (4)

11.5% (3)

3.8% (1)

26

#

Table 37. Lean practice usage scale
● Other/Mixed Approach
There are various mixed Agile approaches with different usage scale as specified by survey
respondents. For instance, the combined approach are Scrum with Kanban (Lean), XP-Scrum
with Lean, Scrum with FDD, DSDM with RUP or Prince2, and even one respondent use
combination of all approaches practice. In addition, some respondents specify other Agile
approaches such as Agile Unified Process (AUP), Behavior Driven Design (BDD) and a few
self-made approaches inspired by existing Agile approaches. Some respondents suggested
that the practice usage scale depends on the type of client, project, organization and industry.

6.2.2 Practice Importance
● XP
According to most of respondents, XP practices are either important or very important,
except metaphor practice which is not known by the most of respondents. If we consider the
response rate, the most important XP practices according to Agile practitioners is continuous
integration (59.4 %), followed by TDD/unit testing (57.6%), collective code ownership
(53.1%) and small releases (51.4%). If we compare this survey finding to the finding in the
systematic review the result is not too far different. According to the systematic review
results, TDD/unit testing is marked as the most significant practice, followed by continuous
integration, collective code ownership, coding standard, pair programming, and refactoring.
However, due to a larger sample size, the practice importance in survey finding is more
reliable than systematic review finding. Table 38 shows XP practice importance for each XP
practice.
not
importan
t at all

not
importan
t

Neutral

important

very
important

do not
know

#

Planning
Game

5.9% (2)

2.9% (1)

23.5% (8)

32.4% (11)

26.5% (9)

8.8% (3)

34

Small
Releases

2.9% (1)

0.0% (0)

5.7% (2)

40.0% (14)

51.4% (18)

0.0% (0)

35

Metaphor

6.5% (2)

12.9% (4)

32.3% (10)

12.9% (4)

0.0% (0)

35.5% (11)

31

Simple
Design

5.9% (2)

2.9% (1)

14.7% (5)

35.3% (12)

35.3% (12)

5.9% (2)

34
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not
importan
t at all

not
importan
t

Neutral

important

very
important

do not
know

#

TDD/Unit
Testing

0.0% (0)

9.1% (3)

3.0% (1)

30.3% (10)

57.6% (19)

0.0% (0)

33

Refactoring

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

18.8% (6)

34.4% (11)

46.9% (15)

0.0% (0)

32

2.9% (1)

2.9% (1)

11.8% (4)

32.4% (11)

41.2% (14)

8.8% (3)

34

0.0% (0)

3.1% (1)

9.4% (3)

25.0% (8)

53.1% (17)

9.4% (3)

32

Continuous
Integration

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

6.3% (2)

31.3% (10)

59.4% (19)

3.1% (1)

32

40-Hour
Week

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

22.6% (7)

48.4% (15)

16.1% (5)

12.9% (4)

31

On-site
Customer

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

18.2% (6)

42.4% (14)

30.3% (10)

9.1% (3)

33

Coding
Standards

6.3% (2)

3.1% (1)

28.1% (9)

40.6% (13)

15.6% (5)

6.3% (2)

32

Pair
Programmi
ng
Collective
Code
Ownership

Table 38. XP practice importance
In order to know the significance of differences of the XP practice importance we
use Chi-square statistical test. By using the help of Statpac™ statistical software we calculate
the degrees of freedom, Chi-square statistic, and critical chi-square for alpha = 0.05. Null
hypothesis (H0) and alternative hypothesis (Ha) are defined as following:
H0 = there is no relationship between XP practice category and its importance
Ha = there is relationship between XP practice category and its importance
Results:
Degrees of freedom = (column size-1) x (row size-1) = (6-1) x (12-1) = 5x11=55
Chi-square statistic = 131.389
Critical Chi-square for alpha = 0.05 → 73.025
Thus we reject H0 because 131.389 is greater than 73.025 (for alpha = 0.05)
We would reject H0 that there is no relationship between XP practice category and its
importance. Our data tell us that there is a relationship between XP practice category and its
importance.
To analyze the practice importance, the response rating is calculated to find the
average [47]. In this case, each response option chosen by respondents will be considered.
Firstly, count the total of weighted values by multiplying the respondent number with the
column weight (column weight for “Not important at all” = 1, “Not important” = 2,
“Neutral” = 3, and so on). Secondly, count the total number of respondents. Finally,
calculate the rating average by dividing the total weighted value by the total number of
respondents. Notice that the answer in column “Don’t know” is not included in the
calculation. For example, the calculation for continuous integration rating average is
((1*0)+(2*0)+(3*2)+(4*10)+(5*19)) / (0+0+2+10+19) = 141 / 31 = 4.55
An average rate of 4.55 means that continuous integration overall importance falls to
the right of “Important” and closer to the “Very important” rating. If we calculate the rating
average for each XP practice, we will have data as shown in the Table 39. This table shows
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all of XP practices‟ overall importance ordered by descending rating average. As we can see,
the most important XP practice in this case is continuous integration, followed by collective
code ownership, small releases and TDD/Unit test. This result is not too far different with the
result by a percentage which has been shown previously.
XP Practice

Rating Average

Overall
Importance

Continuous Integration

4.55

very important

Collective Code Ownership

4.41

Important

Small Releases

4.37

Important

TDD/Unit Test

4.36

Important

Refactoring

4.28

Important

Pair Programming

4.16

Important

On-site Customer

4.13

Important

Simple Design

3.97

Important

40-hour Week

3.93

Important

Planning Game

3.77

Important

Coding Standards

3.6

Important

Metaphor

2.8

Neutral

Table 39. XP practice importance by rating average calculation
● Scrum
Scrum is the most used Agile approach and has the most respondents (262 respondents).
Similar to XP practices, all Scrum practices are also considered either as important or very
important by the respondents. The most important practice according to respondents is Sprint
(68.4 %), followed by Product owner (65.6 %), Sprint planning meeting (57.4 %), daily
Scrum meeting (53.9%) and Product backlog (52.2 %).

not
importa
nt at all

not
important

Neutral

important

very
important

do not
know

#

Sprint

0.0% (0)

0.8% (2)

3.0% (8)

26.6% (70)

68.4% (180)

1.1% (3)

263

Product
owner

0.8% (2)

1.2% (3)

5.5% (14)

26.6% (68)

65.6% (168)

0.4% (1)

256

Scrum
master

1.6% (4)

2.4% (6)

12.2% (31)

36.9% (94)

46.3% (118)

0.8% (2)

255

82

not
importa
nt at all

not
important

Neutral

important

very
important

do not
know

#

Cross
function
al team

2.0% (5)

2.4% (6)

15.1% (37)

38.8% (95)

36.7% (90)

4.9% (12)

245

Sprint
Planning
Meeting

0.0% (0)

0.8% (2)

3.5% (9)

37.6% (97)

57.4% (148)

0.8% (2)

258

Daily
Scrum
Meeting

0.4% (1)

3.1% (8)

8.5% (22)

33.7% (87)

53.9% (139)

0.4% (1)

258

Sprint
Review

2.0% (5)

2.8% (7)

15.7% (39)

41.4% (103)

35.7% (89)

2.4% (6)

249

0.4% (1)

4.3% (11)

13.8% (35)

38.2% (97)

40.9% (104)

2.4% (6)

254

3.2% (8)

14.2% (36)

18.2% (46)

39.9% (101)

22.5% (57)

2.0% (5)

253

Product
backlog

0.0% (0)

2.0% (5)

6.7% (17)

37.3% (95)

52.2% (133)

2.0% (5)

255

Sprint
backlog

0.0% (0)

2.4% (6)

8.8% (22)

37.1% (93)

49.0% (123)

2.8% (7)

251

Sprint
Retrospe
ctive
Sprint
Burn
Down
Chart

Table 40. Scrum practice importance
Similar to XP, we use Chi-square statistical test to know the significance of
differences of the Scrum practice importance. We calculate the degrees of freedom, Chisquare statistic, and critical chi-square for alpha = 0.05. Null hypothesis (H0) and alternative
hypothesis (Ha) are defined as following:
H0 = there is no relationship between Scrum practice category and its importance
Ha = there is relationship between Scrum practice category and its importance
Results:
Degrees of freedom = (column size-1) x (row size-1) = (6-1) x (11-1) = 5x10=50
Chi-square statistic = 351.104
Critical Chi-square for alpha = 0.05 → 67.219
Thus we reject H0 because 351.104 is greater than 67.219 (for alpha = 0.05)
We would reject H0 that there is no relationship between Scrum practice category and its
importance. Our data tell us that there is a relationship between Scrum practice category and
its importance.
If we consider the rating average for each Scrum practice we will have data as shown
in the table 41.

Scrum Practice
Sprint

Rating
Average

Overall
Importance

4.65

very important
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Product owner

4.56

very important

Sprint Planning Meeting

4.53

very important

Product backlog

4.42

important

Daily Scrum Meeting

4.38

important

Sprint backlog

4.36

important

Scrum master

4.25

important

Sprint Retrospective

4.18

important

Cross functional team

4.11

important

Sprint Review

4.09

important

Sprint Burn Down Chart

3.66

important

Table 41. Scrum practice importance by rating average calculation
● XP-Scrum
As shown in Table 42, most of XP and Scrum practices are considered as important and very
important except metaphor practice which is assumed as neutral by most of respondents. The
most important practice is TDD/Unit Testing (66.7 % response rate), followed by continuous
integration, Sprint backlog, product backlog and small releases. Interestingly, pair
programming practice is only considered as practice that has neutral importance by 35.4% of
respondents.
not
importan
t at all

not
important

neutral

importa
nt

very
importa
nt

do not
know

Planning Game

8.1% (5)

3.2% (2)

9.7% (6)

30.6%
(19)

41.9%
(26)

6.5% (4)

62

Small Releases

0.0% (0)

1.6% (1)

9.4% (6)

28.1%
(18)

60.9%
(39)

0.0% (0)

64

Metaphor

10.7% (6)

12.5% (7)

28.6%
(16)

26.8%
(15)

3.6% (2)

17.9%
(10)

56

Simple Design

1.6% (1)

1.6% (1)

7.9% (5)

44.4%
(28)

44.4%
(28)

0.0% (0)

63

TDD/Unit
Testing

1.5% (1)

0.0% (0)

6.1% (4)

25.8%
(17)

66.7%
(44)

0.0% (0)

66

Refactoring

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

10.8%
(7)

35.4%
(23)

52.3%
(34)

1.5% (1)

65

Pair
Programming

4.6% (3)

7.7% (5)

33.8%
(22)

35.4%
(23)

16.9%
(11)

1.5% (1)

65

Collective Code
Ownership

0.0% (0)

1.6% (1)

9.7% (6)

54.8%
(34)

33.9%
(21)

0.0% (0)

62

#

84

not
importan
t at all

not
important

neutral

importa
nt

very
importa
nt

do not
know

Continuous
Integration

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

10.9%
(7)

23.4%
(15)

65.6%
(42)

0.0% (0)

64

40-Hour Week

3.2% (2)

6.3% (4)

23.8%
(15)

39.7%
(25)

22.2%
(14)

4.8% (3)

63

On-site Customer

0.0% (0)

3.2% (2)

16.1%
(10)

43.5%
(27)

33.9%
(21)

3.2% (2)

62

Coding Standards

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

22.6%
(14)

46.8%
(29)

30.6%
(19)

0.0% (0)

62

Sprint

1.5% (1)

3.0% (2)

7.6% (5)

28.8%
(19)

59.1%
(39)

0.0% (0)

66

Product owner

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

7.6% (5)

31.8%
(21)

57.6%
(38)

3.0% (2)

66

Scrum master

1.5% (1)

3.0% (2)

9.1% (6)

34.8%
(23)

51.5%
(34)

0.0% (0)

66

Cross functional
team

3.2% (2)

0.0% (0)

17.5%
(11)

49.2%
(31)

28.6%
(18)

1.6% (1)

63

Sprint Planning
Meeting

0.0% (0)

1.5% (1)

9.0% (6)

34.3%
(23)

55.2%
(37)

0.0% (0)

67

Daily Scrum
Meeting

0.0% (0)

1.5% (1)

7.6% (5)

31.8%
(21)

59.1%
(39)

0.0% (0)

66

Sprint Review

1.5% (1)

0.0% (0)

13.6%
(9)

43.9%
(29)

39.4%
(26)

1.5% (1)

66

Sprint
Retrospective

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

9.0% (6)

38.8%
(26)

50.7%
(34)

1.5% (1)

67

Sprint Burn
Down Chart

4.7% (3)

4.7% (3)

15.6%
(10)

42.2%
(27)

32.8%
(21)

0.0% (0)

64

Product backlog

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

7.5% (5)

31.3%
(21)

61.2%
(41)

0.0% (0)

67

Sprint backlog

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

9.0% (6)

25.4%
(17)

64.2%
(43)

1.5% (1)

67

#

Table 42. XP-Scrum practice importance
Chi-square statistical test is applied to know the significance of differences of the
XP-Scrum practice importance. We calculate the degrees of freedom, Chi-square statistic,
and critical chi-square for alpha = 0.05. Null hypothesis (H0) and alternative hypothesis (Ha)
are defined as following:
H0 = there is no relationship between XP-Scrum practice category and its importance
Ha = there is relationship between XP-Scrum practice category and its importance
Results:
Degrees of freedom = (column size-1) x (row size-1) = (6-1) x (23-1) = 5x22=110
Chi-square statistic = 401.524
Critical Chi-square for alpha = 0.05 → -1.11
Thus we reject H0 because 401.524 is greater than -1.11 (for alpha = 0.05)
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We would reject H0 that there is no relationship between XP-Scrum practice category and its
importance. Our data tell us that there is a relationship between XP-Scrum practice category
and its importance.
If we consider the rating average for each XP-Scrum practice we will have data as
shown in the following table.

Agile Category

Rating
Average

Overall
Importance

XP

4.56

very important

Scrum

4.56

very important

XP

4.55

very important

Product backlog

Scrum

4.54

very important

Product owner

Scrum

4.52

very important

Small Releases

XP

4.48

Important

Daily Scrum Meeting

Scrum

4.48

Important

Sprint Planning Meeting

Scrum

4.43

Important

XP

4.42

Important

Sprint Retrospective

Scrum

4.42

Important

Sprint

Scrum

4.41

Important

Scrum master

Scrum

4.32

Important

Simple Design

XP

4.29

Important

Sprint Review

Scrum

4.22

Important

Collective Code Ownership

XP

4.21

Important

On-site Customer

XP

4.12

Important

Coding Standards

XP

4.08

Important

Planning Game

XP

4.02

Important

Cross functional team

Scrum

4.02

Important

Sprint Burn Down Chart

Scrum

3.94

Important

40-Hour Week

XP

3.75

Important

Pair Programming

XP

3.53

Important

Metaphor

XP

3

Neutral

Practice
TDD/Unit Testing
Sprint backlog
Continuous Integration

Refactoring

Table 43. XP-Scrum practice importance by rating average calculation
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● DSDM
Only four respondents who have used DSDM as their dominant Agile approach. In overall,
all DSDM practices are considered as important or very important by the respondents. The
most important practice according to respondents is “Active user involvement is imperative”
and “A collaborative and cooperative approach between all stakeholders is essential”
(100 %), followed by “DSDM teams must be empowered to make decisions”, “The focus is
on frequent delivery of products” and “Fitness for business purpose is the essential criterion
for acceptance of deliverables”. Following table shows importance for each DSDM practice.
not
import
ant at
all

not
import
ant

neutra
l

import
ant

very
importa
nt

do not
know

Active user involvement is
imperative

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

100.0%
(4)

0.0%
(0)

4

DSDM teams must be
empowered to make
decisions

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

50.0%
(2)

50.0%
(2)

0.0%
(0)

4

The focus is on frequent
delivery of products.

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

25.0%
(1)

25.0%
(1)

50.0%
(2)

0.0%
(0)

4

Fitness for business purpose
is the essential criterion for
acceptance of deliverables.

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

25.0%
(1)

25.0%
(1)

50.0%
(2)

0.0%
(0)

4

Iterative and incremental
development is necessary to
converge on an accurate
business solution

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

75.0%
(3)

25.0%
(1)

0.0%
(0)

4

All changes during
development are reversible.

25.0%
(1)

0.0%
(0)

25.0%
(1)

50.0%
(2)

0.0% (0)

0.0%
(0)

4

Requirements are baselined
at a high level.

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

25.0%
(1)

50.0%
(2)

25.0%
(1)

0.0%
(0)

4

Testing is integrated
throughout the life cycle

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

100.0%
(4)

0.0% (0)

0.0%
(0)

4

A collaborative and
cooperative approach
between all stakeholders is
essential.

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

100.0%
(4)

0.0%
(0)

4

#

Table 44. DSDM practice importance
Chi-square statistical test cannot be applied to measure the significance of difference of
DSDM practice importance because there are columns that contain no non-zero values (“not
important” and “do not know” column).
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● Crystal Clear
As there are only two respondents for Crystal Clear, it is difficult to derive valid conclusion
about the importance of its practice. “Easy access to expert users” and “Technical
environment” is considered as the most valuable practices while “Reflective improvement”
and “Frequent deliveries” follows as second most important practice.

not
important
at all

not
important

Neutral

important

very
important

do not
know

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

100.0%
(2)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

2

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

2

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

50.0%
(1)

2

Personal safety

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0%
(1)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

2

Focus

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

50.0%
(1)

2

Easy access to
expert users

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

100.0%
(2)

0.0% (0)

2

Technical
environment

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

100.0%
(2)

0.0% (0)

2

Methodology
Shaping

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

100.0%
(2)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

2

Delphi
Estimation

0.0% (0)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0%
(1)

2

Side-by-Side
Programming

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0%
(1)

50.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

2

Frequent
Deliveries
Reflective
Improvement
(Reflection
Workshop)
Close
Communication
(Osmotic
Communication)

#

Table 45. Crystal Clear practice importance
Chi-square statistical test cannot be applied to measure the significance of difference of
Crystal Clear practice importance because there is column that contains no non-zero values
(“not important at all” column).
● FDD
Similar to DSDM and Crystal Clear, only a few respondents choose FDD as their dominant
Agile approach. In overall, most of FDD respondents consider FDD practices as either
important or very important, except for class (code) ownership which is considered as
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neutral. The most important practice is configuration management (66.7 % of respondents),
followed by developing by feature and regular build schedule practice.

not
important
at all

not
important

Neutral

important

very
important

do not
know

Domain Object
Modeling

0.0% (0)

20.0% (1)

20.0%
(1)

40.0% (2)

20.0% (1)

0.0%
(0)

5

Developing by
Feature

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

50.0% (3)

50.0% (3)

0.0%
(0)

6

Class (Code)
Ownership

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

60.0%
(3)

0.0% (0)

20.0% (1)

20.0%
(1)

5

Feature Teams

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

25.0%
(1)

50.0% (2)

0.0% (0)

25.0%
(1)

4

Inspections

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

16.7%
(1)

50.0% (3)

33.3% (2)

0.0%
(0)

6

Regular Build
Schedule

0.0% (0)

20.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

40.0% (2)

40.0% (2)

0.0%
(0)

5

Configuration
Management

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

16.7%
(1)

16.7% (1)

66.7% (4)

0.0%
(0)

6

Reporting/Visibility
of Results

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

33.3%
(2)

33.3% (2)

33.3% (2)

0.0%
(0)

6

#

Table 46. FDD practice importance
Chi-square statistical test cannot be applied to measure the significance of difference of FDD
practice importance because there is column that contains no non-zero values (“not
important at all” column).
● Lean
All Lean practices are considered as very important by most of the respondents except the
“Amplify learning” practice which is only thought as important. The most beneficial Lean
practice is “Empower the team” (57.7%), followed by “Eliminate waste” (50%) and “Deliver
as fast as possible” practice (50%).
not
importa
nt at all
Eliminate
Waste

0.0% (0)

not
importa
nt

Neutral

Important

very
important

do not
know

3.8% (1)

7.7% (2)

38.5% (10)

50.0% (13)

0.0%
(0)

#

26
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Amplify
learning

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

8.0% (2)

52.0% (13)

40.0% (10)

0.0%
(0)

25

Decide as
late as
possible

0.0% (0)

8.3% (2)

20.8% (5)

33.3% (8)

37.5% (9)

0.0%
(0)

24

Deliver as
fast as
possible

0.0% (0)

11.5%
(3)

0.0% (0)

38.5% (10)

50.0% (13)

0.0%
(0)

26

Empower
the team

0.0% (0)

3.8% (1)

11.5% (3)

26.9% (7)

57.7% (15)

0.0%
(0)

26

Build
Integrity In

0.0% (0)

3.8% (1)

7.7% (2)

42.3% (11)

46.2% (12)

0.0%
(0)

26

See the
Whole

0.0% (0)

3.8% (1)

11.5% (3)

38.5% (10)

46.2% (12)

0.0%
(0)

26

Table 47. Lean practice importance
Chi-square statistical test cannot be applied for measuring the significance of Lean
practice importance because there is one column that contains no non-zero values (“not
important at all” column).
If we consider the average rating for each Lean practice we get data in the following
table.
Lean Practice

Rating Average

Overall Importance

Empower the team

4.38

important

Eliminate Waste

4.35

important

Amplify learning

4.32

important

Build Integrity In

4.31

important

Deliver as fast as possible

4.27

important

See the Whole

4.27

important

4

important

Decide as late as possible

Table 48. Lean practice importance by rating average calculation
● Other/Mixed Approach
From open ended responses there are many suggestions about the importance of the
other/mixed approach. However, most of the respondents consider their applied practices as
either important or very important. This is reasonable; otherwise the respondents will not
apply the practice if they do not see it important.
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6.2.3 Practice Adaptation
Various adaptation practices are found in the survey responses. In the following
section we present the details of adaptation of each Agile practice and the reason of
adaptation.
● XP
There are various type of adaptations found in the XP practice implementation. Since XP is
technical approach, many respondents have to adapt it according to their own development
context. Following table presents the details of XP practice adaptation:
Practice

Details of Adaptation

Planning Game

- Planning Game is used only for rough, release estimates, and intermittently
in iteration planning meetings.
- Planning Game is sometimes not effective for particular iteration as it is not
affected by change.
- Company use simplified version of Planning Game, since their projects are
very simple.
- Planning Game is held with the client each week.
- Planning Game is not so obvious. Planning is quite continuous but choosing
what should be done is pretty much like in a regular Planning Game and the
outcome is pretty much the same.
- Planning game style that varies is not always a true Planning Game.
- Planning game is only for big projects with one week or a half month
release cycles.
- Sometimes the planning exercise is spanned longer than expected (more
than 10% of time of 4 weeks release).
- "Poker Card" estimation is used (using roughly Fibonacci sequence values)

Small Releases

- Small releases are kept short sometimes (one week), but usually at one
month intervals. In this case one week iteration is used.
- Small Releases may not be required at sometimes
- Build of the software is made nearly every week for the customer. Customer
decides which ones they would like to release.
- Small releases are implemented by using a release road-map.
- Small releases are quite variable and not cadenced. Customer is in control of
when those releases reach the users.
- It is very difficult to make small releases in the initial phase of the project.
- Small releases are internal within a larger release-to-customers cycle.
- The releases are initially planned in project phases, but more for billing
practices and to give the customer a trusted "project feeling". Both official
and unofficial releases are done much more often, in average once a week or
once every 2 weeks.
- Try to apply small release, but in corporate environment when the project is
dependent of a 3rd party, release planning process will be adapted according to
delivery dates of non Agile projects and transversal program planning cycle
(when project contributes in a large transformation program).
- "Small" releases are internal only due to regulatory constraints and tend to
be more quarterly/semi-annually than monthly.
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Practice

Details of Adaptation

Metaphor

- Metaphor is not used because the customers know the topic well.
- Metaphor has been largely replaced by "common language" i.e. use the
language of the customer.
- Metaphor is replaced with design of the visible interface of the domain
model.
- Metaphor and simple design is used only for new code.

Simple Design

- Simple design is used alternatively with big design upfront which depends
on the system characteristic
- Some areas are defined as more complex.
- Simple design is important but not achievable in a complex system.
- Simple design is currently limited to just simple architecture. The team
needs to learn real simple design.
- Design should be simple, but not too simple.
- A space on the top left of whiteboard is reserved that says "KISS".
Whenever developers feel like it is becoming complicated they look up at the
letters and start over.
- Sometimes there are external constraints (external integrations, etc) that do
not let developer to do simple choices.
- Many clients require governance over design. Additional framework
documentation is often needed.

Test Driven
Development
(TDD)/Unit Testing

- Use some TDD, but not on all projects. However, all projects have unit
testing.
- All developers practice TDD and write unit tests, it is very important to
company process.
- TDD is only used for modeling code. Developers do really hard unit test
since they almost never mock/stub anything. So higher level testing are all
integration tests from the literature's point of view.
- Company added some tools for TDD.
- Started out with TDD but then the developers got lazy and decided to write
tests only for critical software
- TDD is a great practice but very difficult to implement quickly in an
inexperienced team. Developer may start with test unit automation or TDD
after, and then they evolve with experience into TDD.
- Unit test is not conducted for a lot of the legacy code.

Refactoring

- Refactoring is not a regular attribute/process, most of the time it is not used.
- Company added some tools for refactoring.
- Refactoring may be postponed one or two sprints (not more) to deliver an
urgent feature, but company also plan a refactoring task to avoid forgetting.
- Old code is continually refactored before it can be simple.

Pair Programming

- Pair programming is very strict. In general, one pair works together for one
week.
- Pair-programming is used about 80% of the time.
- Pair programming is not a good idea for routine works.
- Hard to find time for pair programming.
- Pair programming with other teams in different locations is not possible.
- Pair programming is used for high difficulty tasks.
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Details of Adaptation
- All developers pair all the time.
- Pair programming is used only for critical code or when resources are
allowed.
- Very talented programmers do not like pair programming and produce better
code when they work alone.
- Developers do not pair when doing screen layouts.
- Do not enforce but encourage pair programming.
- When trying out new pieces of technology pair programming can be used so
that developers can both learn together. This works well since they are in the
same boat.
- Pair programming is only performed when needed. All developers are in the
same room, so communication is good enough without it.
- Pair programming is partially applied in the projects.
- Pair programming is used for limited time during the knowledge transfer
time (e.g. with new members). After this period pair programming is
substituted with code review practices.
- Pair programming is used only on teams where our developers have the
right soft skills in addition to the technical skills required to be successful
with this method.
- Pair programming is ideal when coding a core components or complex
feature and training of new developers.
- Pair programming is used at beginning of project while patterns, coding
standards, and design are being formed.

Collective
Ownership

- The team practices collective code ownership - no one person owns any part
of the code, pairs are encouraged to check in code multiple times a day, at
least once a day.
- Collected code ownership can only be applied to different modules in a
complex system.
- Developers do not use collective code ownership due to time and resource
constraints.
- Code ownership is not always possible due to individual technical skills.

Continuous
Integration

- There might be intervals of time where no integration is happening
- Continuous integration is present but failing tests do not fail the build.
- Only emerge in the later phase of the projects.
- Continuous integration is applied depending upon the used platform, but it is
pursued at least by means of automated nightly builds.

40-Hour Week

- Some developers choose to work more than 40 hours a week.
- Some developers almost never work more than 40 hours a week.
- Everyone is asked to work 40 hours but not more than that.
- 40-hour week makes little sense since developers are on a variable time
demanding project. Therefore, the developers adopt something similar that
requires them to rest when they get a rough sprint.
- Developers work 45 hours per week (in Turkey)
- In the odd case, a bit more than a 40 hour week was helpful.
- 40-hour week is generally interpreted as sustainable pace. That might be 36
hours for some or it can be 50 hours for others.
- Coders and testers can work over 40 hours per week to meet deadlines.
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Details of Adaptation

On-Site Customer

- Customers are "on-site" but are not embedded with the team.
- Clients come to the company at least once a week for the weekly Planning
Game. Some clients come more often to pair in project tasks.
- In some projects, when on-site customer was not available one of team
members was assigned as on-site customer.
- Developers have only a proxy of the customer most of the time.
- Company has an internal representative of on-site customer but believe that
programmers can talk to users directly.
- On-site customer is only available (physically) at one office. Company has
two offices across the country.
- Developers use business analyst as substitutes for on-site customers who are
in contact with off-site clients.
- Customers are typically only available by phone except in rare occasions.
- Work has been variously taken offshore to Bangalore, Hanoi, and Mexico.
This results in the customer never being on-site with the team so developers
do a lot of conference calls.
- 'On-site Developer' practice is used. One developer is sent to sit at client's
site and watches how the clients are working and defines what support that
the developed application should give to client‟s business processes.
- Sometimes on-site customer is not possible. At least customer is available
on phone for daily Scrum meetings, and presents on planning and reviews.
Company may designate a proxy on site.

Coding Standards

- Company does not have to write coding standards. The 80% pairing makes
this unneeded.
- Coding standards are tailored according to programmers' preferences.
- Developers use lint tools and pairing for coding standards. It is not really
explicit.
- Strictly enforced coding standards seem to be addressing the wrong issues.
- Company use a little coding standard to not frustrate people using their own
style, but it is not great for maintainability.
- Coding standards are enforced on new code but not on existing inherited
code for economic reasons.

Table 49. Details of XP Practice Adaptation
● Scrum
Some Scrum respondents suggested that they use all of the listed practices without any
adaptation. However, there are also many adaptation practices were listed by other
respondents as in the following table.

Practice

Details of Adaptation

Sprint

- Sprint's length is changed during the project life cycle.
- Company applies one week sprints.
- Company has a sprint zero for planning before large projects to get the
team setup with appropriate resources to do the work, set up the
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development and test environments, and executes some dry run tests of the
environment before starting the first development sprint.
- Sprint is used in slightly adapted fashion to cater project specific
requirement and scope.
- Sprint duration is not defined and flexible.
- There are no time boxed sprints, project is broken down through
functional modules.
- Sprint is estimated in days, not in the "classic" way so developers actually
come up with a "normal" project plan that is split into Sprints with a target
release date.
- A very long sprint (3 months) is used.

Product Owner

- Sometimes this role is interchanged with the Scrum Manager.
- The organization does not have a single person responsible for being the
product owner. The role is split with varying degrees of success between a
product manager and a business analyst. The organization still uses many
aspects of traditional plan-based project management and that causes
adaptations to many of the planning/review/burn down practices.
- Product backlog was maintained by everybody and prioritized by
developers.
- Developers have a product owner liaison because the product owner is
rarely available.
- Product owners speak and the voice recording is used as product feature
list.
- Product owner and Scrum master sadly is the same person.
- The role is not officially assigned, there are multiple stakeholders and it
is mostly the Scrum master who sees product owner tasks are fulfilled (and
agreed by product owner / stakeholders)
- Product owner is done by proxy, for example: commercial marketing
representative fulfills this role.
- The product owner role is difficult to find in a single person. In most
organizations there are several stakeholders with high influence. A good
thing is to have a product owner proxy, The proxy role has little mandate
to make big decisions, but big mandate to make small decisions (since
he/she has a superior knowledge).

Scrum Master

- A programmer/developer also has the role of Scrum Master.
- At the moment the Scrum Master also performs some of the product
owner tasks.
- Scrum master not only took the place of project manager but also led the
set of activities to be done for the day.
- Scrum master can avoid the discussion focus on the details. He/she also
can make sure the issues are tracked and resolved later. In some areas such
as performance tuning, team work between cross function team can find
the root cause of the problems quickly.
- Development manager seems to be Scrum Master and product owner.
- Scrum Master role covers three teams and spend 50% of time on Scrum
and 50% of time as a project manager working with product development
management and cross functionally with other departments. This is not an
ideal situation but works in a growing company.
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- Project manager takes Scrum master role, but in reality, technical lead of
the team enforces the process more.

Cross Functional Team

- Cross functional team includes marketing, IT, Quality Assurance (QA)
and developers.
- Cross functional teams involve only developers and QA.
- Not all team members are able to perform all tasks (i.e: not all know
about programming).
- Sometimes QA are not members of the team due to the problem with:
1. Knowledge sharing when one QA team works with several developer
teams.
2. Planning time (hours) for QA tasks.
- Cross functional team does not participate in the daily stand-up.
- The cross functional team is not achievable because of specialization
within the team.
- Cross functional teams included members of "non-Agile" groups so
teams were not as pure as desired. It is a reality in large corporations that
Agile and non-Agile teams will participate on a project.
- A practice to apply later when teams grow. Difficult to implement in
corporations with functional managers.

Sprint Planning
Meeting

- Developers do not review the backlog every iteration; they generally
know when priorities change and when user story contents change outside
of the sprint planning meeting.
- Developers have a backlog grooming meeting once a week to prepare for
the planning rather than splitting the planning into two separate parts.
- Team Sprint Planning uses pragmatic story pointing vs. Planning Poker.
- Sometimes appropriate planning is not fully conducted due to rushed
target dates or members of the project do not fully understand the planning
session.
- The team has an initial meeting in which they walk through the top items
in the product backlog. Team is then involved in breaking down the
product backlog into smaller backlog items that fits sprint-size. The
smaller (still functional blocks) are then reprioritized by product owner.
Then the kick-off meeting consists of committing to the top-priority items
that have an estimated-size. The size is estimated with planning poker (and
sizes < 13 indicates it fits the sprint size).
- Developers have broken tasks out of the sprint planning meeting as
follow-up work over the next day. In this case company has large global
team and they just cannot seem to keep up doing it via live meeting and
keeping it under 3 hours.
- Instead of making a release at the end of each sprint, company plan
releases according to a certain roadmap. The achievement of a milestone
may take several sprints. A lot of time is spent in post-release testing and
they often have sprint which are focused only on stabilizing the release
with a lot of bug fixing.
- For sprint planning, do not slip user stories in task. Sprint planning uses
only story point, not hours.
- Planning poker is used in planning meetings for epic stories, but plan
features in sprint planning. This is more from FDD than XP/Scrum.
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- During the sprint planning meeting, the teams pull from the revised
backlog. Teams also leave tasks in bigger increments ranging from two
days to four weeks.

Daily Scrum Meeting

Collocated location:
- Company use daily Scrum meeting once/twice/three times a week.
- The frequency of Scrum meetings differ based on the project
requirements.
- Company has sprint meetings at the start of every sprint and daily Scrum
meetings across the team for 15 minutes.
- Daily Scrum meeting is used but without a Scrum master - it is the
project's technical manager who leads the discussion. In Scrum terms he is
both the Scrum master and product owner.
- Company does not practice it very often because they are a small team
working side by side, so the information typically exchanged in a daily
Scrum is already known by everybody due to natural daily conversations.
- Difficult when team grows on more than 10 people. Company tried only
developers‟ talk and business analyst, integration testers and other teams
listen. It's not that important if team communicates real good.
- Company only uses daily Scrum meeting one time a week with full team
and every two days with the developer lead.
Distributed location:
- Company mostly have daily stand-up, but also have a few teams that do
every other day or one that does a weekly stand-up. They have one
distributed team that does a daily stand-up (Germany) and then a weekly
stand-up for those with part-time consulting positions (Germany, India,
US/CST).
- Company does the daily meeting just by email or by Skype chat.
- Company has distributed resources between US and India, our daily
Scrum meetings have been adapted to online usage.
- Daily Scrum only has one Developer & Scrum Master in US, rest of team
has theirs in India.
- Daily Scrum Meeting tends to be a sharing of status meeting.

Sprint Review

- Sprint Review is not held every sprint, only when it is only strongly
needed.
- The demo is recorded for the product manager. There is no real
acceptance statement of the product owner.
- Sprint review is ad-hoc - not a formal process.
- Sprint reviews are separate for each stakeholder group based on
deliverable interest for that particular stakeholder. Developers have a
Sprint board almost like a swim lane of multiple projects in a Sprint.
- Sprint review is not always required depending on the project scope
- Developers sometimes demo "almost done" stories (but acknowledge
they are not done yet).
- Developers are not required to attend Sprint review.
- The team have two QA sprint review; one internal (sprint members) and
one external.
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Sprint Retrospective

- Retrospective is performed without the Scrum master since he is also the
manager.
- Not every team uses it but we are encouraging it.
- Sprint retrospective wasn't held at the end of the sprint due to time
constraints to start the next sprint.
- Sprint Retrospective is used once a month, after two sprints.
- Sprint Retrospective is used when necessary, not after every sprint.

Sprint Burn Down
Chart

- Burn down chart measures the number of test cases remaining against
number of days left in the sprint to close.
- Sprint burn down chart is not by project but by sprint.
- Not every team breaks down the user stories into tasks and estimates
hours. Depends on the size of the project and the stories.
- Burn down charts were available through use of tools (the company used
JIRA), not physically visible on a table or other media.
- Cumulative flow diagrams is used instead, but defects are handled
separately from stories, so it‟s not one view that shows the overall status.
- Burn down charts is based on hours.
- Sprint burn down charts are managed by our own tools and are also done
somewhat differently on a project by project and discipline by discipline
basis.
- Burn down chart is somehow adapted by means of individual tools and
data.

Product backlog

- The client has not set the priority for the backlog items.
- Company uses an online tracking tool instead of cards. The product
backlog is split into features and stories.
- The product backlog was supposed to be in user story format but we
modified it a bit to address defects and other issues, so sometimes they
were written in requirement format.
- Product backlog has technical debt backlog within it that the team and
operations prioritizes.
- Product backlog is a board where the developers see the coming six to
eight sprints ahead. The team tries to identify in advance which team that
want to take care of a certain story so connected stories are laid out in
pipes across the sprints.
- Product backlog is a mix of product backlog and bug list.
- Product backlog is maintained in better granularity. Items are broken
down but usually developers do it in side-excels and not in the main
backlog as it will make it very hard to grasp it if it is too detailed in one
view.
- Product backlog may consist of epics, user stories, or detailed
requirements leveraged from legacy applications.
- Product backlog is used for planning and management. Add acceptance
tests documents to specify details. When planning a story map is needed.
Identifying user stories with only a backlog do not give a notion of global
priorities.

Sprint backlog

- Company is still working to not over commit, so the developers do not
need to pull from the iteration backlog. Product backlog is considered to
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be prioritized and developers would pull from it.
- Sprint burn down chart, product backlog, sprint backlog are customized
into excel sheets.
- The stories contained in the backlog for the sprint are assigned to the
developers by the delivery manager. The delivery manager is a de facto
Scrum master, but the position is not used.
- Sprint backlogs are generally maintained by all projects, but some are
electronic, some are physical (white board, cards) and they generally do
not capture tasks, but rather stories.

Table 50. Details of Scrum Practice Adaptation
● DSDM
There is not much information about DSDM practice adaptation as only four respondents
have experience in DSDM. The details of adaptation can be seen in the following table.
Practice

Details of Adaptation

DSDM teams must be empowered
to make decisions

- The teams are requested to make decisions but it will be
reviewed once again by the product owner and manager
before deciding on the time boxes.
- The team has a number of work streams and although they
are empowered, they are each only part of the picture. Many
decision makings are still at levels above the work groups.

The focus is on frequent delivery of
products.

Developers have delivered quarterly - a holdover from
waterfall. They are moving to more frequent releases.

Iterative and incremental
development is necessary to
converge on an accurate business
solution

- Developers still have functionality that is dictated from
above. Development of many interfaces tends to be less
iterative than some of the other development because of its
nature.
- For iterative incremental development, developers have
occasionally used Lean models which focus more on velocity
and throughput than on iterations.

Requirements are baselined at a
high level.

- High level requirements are defined using business
processes and Part Requirement List is derived from these
processes.
- Baselining at a high level made some people uncomfortable.
The trend is toward mid-level.

Testing is integrated throughout the
life cycle

- Testing is done during the iterative cycles but also a separate
integrated testing is performed before declaring it marketable.
- Testing is integrated but often does not begin until
development has started. Additionally, there are specific
system integration test and user acceptance test times after
development is complete.
- For testing, although TDD is favored this is sometimes only
practicable on new projects; existing projects with old code
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and no tests may require deferred testing.

Table 51. Details of DSDM Practice Adaptation
● Crystal Clear
In our survey Crystal clear has only two respondents which is too small sample to represent
Crystal clear community. Responses about Crystal Clear practice adaptations are presented
in the following table.
Practice

Details of Adaptation

Frequent Deliveries

Delivery timing is adjusted to suit customer needs and schedules,
rather than delivering on a fixed schedule (which is implied, but not
required, in the Crystal literature)

Reflective Improvement
(Reflection Workshop)

Developers reflect and discuss their practices a lot, but not in formal
workshops.

Easy access to expert users

Access to expert users if often by way of an intermediary who works
at the customer organization. They know the business extremely well,
but are now an administrator of the system rather than a normal dayto-day user. Developers usually interact with this person, rather than
with actual users. (Developers would prefer a mix of both - the person
that they normally talk to, plus real users, but the business does not
want that)

Technical environment

The test automation does not currently include functional
(aka acceptance tests), but the team have lots of automated unit tests.

Table 52. Details of Crystal Clear Practice Adaptation
● FDD
There are only four FDD participants that gave their responses about practice adaptation
which can be reviewed in the following table.
Practice

Details of Adaptation

Domain Object Modeling

Domain modeling uses the company-standards, which are
originally made for waterfall-projects and SAP products.

Developing by Feature

Company deviated from development by features for
crosscutting concerns like the authorization concept that was
implemented by one expert for all features.

Class (Code) Ownership

Class ownership was not practiced, company used transaction
ownership instead.

Feature Teams

Each feature was implemented by several SAP transactions

Inspections

Inspections were rather informal and the build schedules
irregular (but frequent).
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Regular Build Schedule

Developers use only pieces of a methodology that make
sense. Regular build schedules can vary depending on the
situation.

Table 53. Details of FDD Practice Adaptation
● Lean
In total there are 27 responses from participants who chose Lean as their dominant software
development method. Table 54 shows the details of Lean practice adaptation.
Practice

Details of Adaptation

Eliminate Waste

- Avoid unnecessary paperwork, eliminating any additional
processes.
- Waste in hard copy form has been eliminated. Several
copies are stored on separate servers to ensure quality
management artifact preservation.
- Developers are forced by the organization to do tedious
paperwork, but try to work around it informally whenever
paperwork is not required by law.

Amplify learning

- There is a big focus on learning, it is at the centre of what
company does and company is experimenting with mixing
different techniques like A3, retrospectives, etc.
- Company have iteratively evolved a set of practices and
values through continuous engagement with the team and
gathering interesting ideas from books, conferences, blogs,
etc.
- Developers are acting as coaches / mentors, therefore they
adopt all the practices to their coaching life.

Deliver as fast as possible

- Developers use WIP (Work In Progress)
- Developers use Kanban for WIP limit
- Developers are not allowed to deliver to production when
software is ready but they deliver production-quality
software fast internally.

Empower the team

The team is empowered to freely choose tools, methods and
frameworks but is not allowed to deliver requested features
without management sign off.

Build Integrity In

- Developers do internal code reviews.
- To build integrity in developers use code refactoring
technique.
- Integrity is verified to 20% by automated tests.

See the Whole

- Developers conduct daily stand up meetings.
- It could greatly increase efficiency but is discouraged by the
organization.

Table 54. Details of Lean Practice Adaptation
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● Other/Mixed Approach
Various type of combination approaches are found in the survey, either between Agile
approaches or between Agile approach with plan-driven approach. The approaches and its
practice adaptation are presented in the following table.
Approach

Details of Adaptation

Agile Unified Process (AUP)

Developers use AUP in order to have more control, they
also apply function points and weights for estimates.

Combination of Waterfall, Lean, and
Spiral

Developers use pre-defined practices in SEI/CMMI Level
5, TQM, Six Sigma and so on to measure what they are
doing.

Waterfall and Scrum

Developers used lots of meetings and iterations to develop
user stories (that is requirements in the form of "a Persona
that wants to do something so that she can get a benefit).
Break down user stories in manageable chunks when
possible for raw effort estimate Try to make stories end-toend. Split into tasks by developers. Monolithic design
document was done separately and somewhat linked to
stories design document daily stand up meetings. Product
management participated closely in definition of user
Persona and business success criteria.

Scrum, Lean/Kanban & Iterative

Developers use a combination of Kanban and Scrum to be
able to manage the development of several small projects
in parallel. They rarely have one or two big projects so
Kanban gives them the support to move the projects along
to not create bottlenecks on an organizational level. Scrum
(Burn down, product logs, user stories, etc.) is used within
each project.

Scrum and Lean/Kanban

- Larger projects ( > $25.000 USD) are basically waterfall,
smaller projects are Scrumban (Scrum Kanban).
- TDD: Sometimes unit tests are written after
programming.
- Cross functional team: one full time tester cannot assist
in programming (ideally everyone should be able to do all
tasks in the cross functional team)
- Sprint planning meeting: Team lead and product owner
decide upon a list of task, the developers only assist in
estimating, no clear commitment about to which task will
be done.
- Daily Scrum meeting: Developers go through all tasks in
progress, reopened from test and ready for test and report
status. They do not use the three questions.
- Product backlog: Developers have a backlog but it is not
prioritized, mainly because on product owner do not have
enough time.

DSDM and Scrum

- Prioritized requirement: developers slightly changed the
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Approach

Details of Adaptation
definitions and the percentage.
- Fixed delivery date: delivery date can change based on
"must have" deliverable.

Scrumban and XP

- Small Releases: Developers deploy continuously (within
24 hours).
- TDD: Developers practice ATDD (Acceptance Test
Driven Development)
- Collective code ownership: the original definition says
that any change should be done in pairs, developers do not
do that but the code is still collectively owned.
- Continuous integration: Team has practically continuous
delivery to the production.
- Product owner: Company has problem and solution
teams, where they still have single person accountable
(like a product owner) .
- Scrum Master: Company have named a person that takes
a look at the whole process and facilitates the
improvement sessions.
- Cross-functional team: company also include business
team
- Deliver as fast as possible: Performed with help of
continuous deployment.
- Amplify learning: business hypotheses is formed and
validated via customer development.
- Empower the team: Anybody can do anything for the
common good of the whole.
- Company work with distributed teams and customers.
They have no iterations and adjust frequently, but have
regular demos. Work items are estimated in hours and
progress is tracked using Earned Value.

Scrum with Prince 2

Prince 2 is used to provide the contractual framework, to
start up the project and for reporting needs. Scrum is used
for the interaction with client, for the work of the
development team, for the requirements management and
planning.

Quasi XP and Kanban

Developers came from a Scrum background, so they
decided to try Kanban/Lean and they are currently
evolving to it. Pair programming is not performed as it
should for cultural reasons (although code reviews is
applied). XP techniques are adopted although there is the
bad habit of dropping them under pressure. Such
techniques are not fully understood by all peers which
tend to be done at a best effort. Peer pressure isn't enough
practiced.

XP and Lean

The team has two week iterations; they have a daily
planning meeting and a weekly Iteration Planning
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Approach

Details of Adaptation
Meeting (IPM) where they plan the sprint in the first
week, and discuss what's going good, bad, and what needs
to be changed in the start of the second week of IPM.

Table 55. Details of other/mixed practice adaptation

6.3 Agile Practices Instructions/Guidelines and Adherence
This section discusses the survey results regarding the source of Agile practices
instructions/guidelines and how Agile software practitioners adhere to them.

6.3.1 Agile Practices Instruction/Guidelines Source
First of all, respondents were asked to identify the source of Agile practices
instructions/guidelines. As we can learn from the Table 56, about one third of respondents
(33.54%) stated that authority in their company define the Agile guidelines. The authority
refers to different roles namely director, high level manager, team lead, project manager,
Scrum master as well as project management group, Agile group and software process group.
While about 20% of respondents have Agile coach to determine the instructions and 10% of
respondents take them directly from Agile books, roughly 23% of respondents revealed that
their company does not have explicit instructions or guidelines for Agile practice
implementation. The other sources are, for example, the team (8.33% response rate), mix of
various sources as well as direct experiences.
Who defines the instructions/guidelines

Response
percentage

Response
count

33.53%

157

Unspecified

26.28%

123

Individual and mix of Project management team/
Project manager/Scrum master

4.05%

19

-

Director/Manager

1.71%

8

-

Agile group

0.85%

4

-

Consultant

0.43%

2

-

Software process group

0.21%

1

none (no explicit instructions/guidelines for Agile practice
implementation)

22.22%

104

Agile coach

19.65%

92

Authority in our company (e.g. software process group, Chief
Information Officer, IT Director)
-

104

Who defines the instructions/guidelines

Response
percentage

Response
count

The instructions/guidelines are taken directly from Agile
books

9.18%

43

Other (see detail below)

15.42%

72

-

Team

8.33%

39

-

Senior team member/technical leader

1.92%

9

-

Agile coach + Agile books + authority

1.49%

7

-

Unclear

1.49%

7

-

Mix of Agile books and experiences

0.85%

4

-

Training

0.42%

2

-

Mix of Agile books and training

0.21%

1

-

Mix of Agile group and coach

0.21%

1

-

Mix of Agile books and team

0.21%

1

-

Other (Community of Agile practitioners)

0.21%

1

Table 56. Summary of how the instructions/guidelines are defined

6.3.2 Respondents‟ Adherence to the Instruction/Guidelines
Table 57 shows that more than half of respondents adhere to the Agile
instructions/guidelines in their company. In other word, almost 90% of respondents that have
explicit Agile instruction/guidelines (252 out of 281 respondents) follow them, which is quite
high. However, it is interesting that 40% of the respondents do not have explicit
instructions/guidelines, which is significantly different from the response rate discovered
previously in section 6.3.1 (22.22%). This is probably because the respondents do not count
Agile coach (19.65%) as explicit instruction. Otherwise, the number would be not much
different.

Do you generally follow the guidelines/instructions
defined by your company?

Response
percentage

Response
count

Yes

53.8%

252

No

6.2%

29

We do not have explicit instructions/guidelines

40.0%

187

105

100%

468

Table 57. Summary of respondents‟ adherence to Agile instructions/guidelines
About six percent of respondents who do not follow the guidelines/instructions
defined by their company were asked to specify the reasons which are shown in Table 58.
Why are you not following the guidelines/instructions defined by your company?
1Strongly
disagree

2Disagree

3Neutral

4–
Agree

5Strongly
agree

Do not
know

Rating
Average

Response
Count

28.6%
(8)

17.9%
(5)

28.6%
(8)

10.7%
(3)

0.0% (0)

14.3%
(4)

2.25

28

Lack of resources

17.9%
(5)

10.7%
(3)

28.6%
(8)

10.7%
(3)

25.0%
(7)

7.1% (2)

3.15

28

Lack of skills to
follow the
practice

21.4%
(6)

21.4%
(6)

17.9%
(5)

17.9%
(5)

14.3%
(4)

7.1% (2)

2.81

28

No real benefit /
reward if
practice(s) are
used

32.1%
(9)

14.3%
(4)

7.1% (2)

14.3%
(4)

21.4%
(6)

10.7%
(3)

2.76

28

Better
productivity
when deviating
from practice(s)

17.9%
(5)

14.3%
(4)

10.7%
(3)

3.6%
(1)

42.9%
(12)

10.7%
(3)

3.44

28

Following
practice(s) is not
enforced

0.0% (0)

14.3%
(4)

28.6%
(8)

14.3%
(4)

32.1%
(9)

10.7%
(3)

3.72

2

Practices are too
difficult to
understand

Table 58. Reasons not to follow the defined guidelines/instructions
Several conclusions can be derived regarding the reasons why Agile practitioners do
not to follow the guidelines/instructions defined by their company policy:
● The main reasons that Agile practitioners do not follow the defined
guidelines/instructions are because “Better productivity when deviating from the
practices” (42.9%), followed by “No enforcement to follow Agile practices” reason
(32.1%). If we compare both reasons‟ rating average, the second reason has higher
agreement value than the first one (3.72 against 3.44)
● According to the high response rate of the reason “Better productivity when
deviating from the practices”, this interesting data showed that the practice defined
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●

●

●

in guidelines/instructions is not as effective as it should be. This match with the
systematic review result that 93% of companies in the selected studies adapt Agile
practices with a key reason to improve effectiveness.
Although roughly 25% of respondents strongly agree that lack of resources also
influence them not to follow the guidelines/instructions, in overall the respondents
are neutral with this reason (28.6% respondents chose neutral and the rating average
is 3.15)
Interestingly, many respondents disagree with the reason that following Agile
practices has no real benefit/reward (32.1%). On the whole, the average rate for this
reason shows that the respondents are neutral towards this reason.
The result for “Practices are too difficult to understand” is quite conflicting by the
number of response rate because it is disagreed by 28.6% of respondents while it is
also seen as neutral by the same amount of people. However, the average rate for this
reason (2.25) shows that overall respondents disagree with this reason.
Lastly, 21.4% of respondents strongly disagree with the reason “Lack of Agile skills
to follow the practice”. Same rate of respondents are also disagree with this reason.

The other reasons specified by respondents are following:
1. Blindly following the current standard practices was resulted in failure in previous
projects.
2. The company-mandated practices are generally less Agile than the commonly
accepted Agile practices as described in the books.
3. Team does not have experience and is very resistant.
4. Scrum Master who is responsible for the guiding the team and 'enforcing' the
practices do not work exclusively in being Agile Coaches. So the responsibility ends
up in the hands of seniors or more experienced Agile team members of which the
team tends to follow more than the company guidelines.
5. Agile is about adaption and using best techniques for the job. So the team does not
need to follow a company guideline if it is not the best techniques.
6. In most cases teams follow their brand or definition of Scrum because the
organization decided that training the staff was more important than training the
people on the teams. The strict budget does not allow for additional training or hire
real Agile coaches to come in and work with the teams.
7. Resistance to change for organization resources.
8. Company does not really do Scrum as claimed while the development team is
stricter.
9. Process is more "upward" focus (towards management and regulated customers) than
"downward" focus (towards product and value).
10. Agile is not silver bullet. It might work for one team, but not for another team
working on a different project with different customers.
11. No guidelines set by company for following Agile process.
12. Team make changes to their own process based on their own experience and what
they think will work. They do not make changes permanent until they have tried
them out in small scale and have their own first hand experience. They try to make
sure before they make that decision, including doing root cause analysis when there
are problems. Accordingly, they do not discard changes based on 'symptoms'.
13. Guidelines/instructions as defined by the company are not always reliable as
trustworthy sources of what actually work.
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14. No direct leader.
Above findings regarding respondents‟ adherence to the Agile instruction/guidelines
indicate the need to improve quality of Agile instructions/guidelines and Agile leadership
and enforce the implementation of instructions/guidelines as well.

6.4 Summary
There are various degrees of Agile practices adaptation that can be concluded from
the survey result. For Scrum practices, most of the practitioners apply the practices without
adaptation. Several survey respondents emphasized that all the Scrum practices must be
considered as critical. That is to say, all listed Scrum practices need to be done to make
Scrum work. On the other hand, most of XP practices are adapted either with slightly or
significantly change. It would be interesting to find out the reason why XP practices need
more adaptation than Scrum practices. In our opinion, this might be because technical
approach like XP has more variations and flexible options than Scrum which is more
homogeneous and rigid project management approach. Furthermore, some XP practices are
not used because they are difficult to understand, inefficient or company lacks of resources to
implement it. Most of Lean practices are either used without adaptation or used in slightly
adapted fashion. There are also various types of mixed Agile approaches with different usage
scale as specified by survey respondents.
Regarding practice importance, most of survey‟s respondents consider that Agile
practices are important or very important. XP respondents believe that continuous integration
is the most important practice in XP, followed by TDD/unit testing, collective code
ownership and small releases. Sprint is considered as the most important practice in Scrum,
followed by product owner, Sprint planning meeting, daily Scrum meeting and product
backlog. Some practices are assumed as not important, such as Metaphor. Three of the most
important Lean practices according to the respondents are “Empower the team”, “Eliminate
waste” and “Deliver as late as possible”.
Various adaptation practices are found in the survey responses. The details of
practice adaptation for each Agile approach are presented in section 6.2.3. Most of the
described adaptation practices are specific to each company which depends to their context
(development location, team size, project/application type, team experience, etc).
Survey result also shows that the Agile practice instructions/guidelines are defined from
various sources. Mostly, they are defined by the authority in the company, especially the
management role. The other sources include Agile coach, Agile books and the team itself. It
is also identified that several companies use a mix of multiple sources such as Agile books
and team, Agile books and experiences or even all sources. Surprisingly, a significant
number of respondents reveal that there is no explicit instructions/guidelines for Agile
practice implementation in their company. For the others who have, half of them adhere to
the Agile instructions/guidelines and only small number of respondents who do not do so.
Many reasons are found why the practitioners do not follow the instructions/guidelines. The
main reasons are because they believe that their productivity is better when deviating from
the defined practices and there is no enforcement to follow the defined Agile practices.
Accordingly, there is a need to improve quality of Agile instructions/guidelines and Agile
leadership and enforce the implementation of instructions/guidelines as well.
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7

VALIDITY THREATS

In this section some validity threats regarding our systematic review and survey are
presented. Validity threats in the systematic review are following:
● External validity
This validity threat refers to the generalization of findings of the study outside the
scope of the study [54]. It concerns with the reliability of the systematic review. To
address this risk two researchers were involved and the research protocol was piloted
and evaluated. In addition, intense consultations with experienced researchers in the
Agile field were also conducted.
● Construct validity
This validity threat concerns whether the employed measures appropriately reflect
the constructs they represent [54]. There is possibility that some terms in the
reviewed studies do not refer to the same construct as reviewer might interpret,
though they use the same term. For example, the reviewer might misinterpret the
term used in the reviewed studies. To minimize this threat, the context was
considered in every review to ensure that the term in reviewed studies has the same
construct as the reviewer‟s interpretation.
● Conclusion Validity
This validity threat concerns with whether a correct conclusion can be drawn from
the research [54] . In our systematic review, there is a threat that not all the relevant
research papers are covered so that the conclusion would not be accurate. To
overcome this, we performed as exhaustive as searches to collect as many papers as
possible from various sources such as IEEE, ACM, Compendex, Inspec Scopus, ISI
Web Science, Science Direct and Springer Link. Moreover, the key search terms and
the selection criteria were assessed and checked for completeness during the pilot
study to make sure they can detect the most complete and relevant papers. In
addition, grey literature was also scanned to reduce the publication bias issue.
Furthermore we also found the following validity threats in the survey:
● Low response rate of survey
It is quite impossible to have response from all invited survey participants. The low
response rate is a possible source of bias as they are only from representative of
those who replied. To ensure a sufficient number of responses, some techniques
were used to increase the response rates. For example, we created easy-to-understand
and as concise as possible survey questions and also sent out reminders to the invited
participants.
 Selection bias
Selection bias means that particular individuals or groups have more chance to
participate in the survey than others, resulting in biased samples. As our survey
target population is from Agile practitioners, we invited numerous Agile group
communities, which were randomly searched from the Internet. By using this
technique, every Agile group would have equal chance to participate in the survey.
In other words, the individual within the groups would have equal chance to be
selected [41].
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Unclear survey questions/instructions
Since there is no direct involvement of the researchers when the respondents taking
the survey, unclear survey questions could not be easily clarified and the respondents
might not follow the instructions [55]. To alleviate this threat, we provided our email
addresses as contact information in the survey introduction in case there was any
question from the respondents. Clear definition of Agile practices was also provided
as a PDF file that could be downloaded and printed. We also provided comment
fields that enable the respondents to fill free text response.
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8

CONCLUSIONS

In this section we summarize all works performed in this thesis by revisiting each of
research question and its answer. In addition, the research outcomes and possible future
works are also presented.

8.1 Research Questions Revisited
The main contribution of our research is to identify how companies adapt their
software development practices when applying Agile to improve software development
productivity. The methodologies used in this research are systematic literature review and
survey. The following section summarizes the findings for each research question.
RQ1: Which practices do companies follow when they claim to follow Agile development
processes?
RQ1.1: Which Agile practices are considered most important?
Although relatively not much information can be found in systematic review
regarding the importance of Agile practices, XP practices like unit testing/TDD and
continuous integration were identified as the most important practices due to their
improvement of code quality. Developers considered coding standards, pair programming,
collective code ownership and refactoring to be other important practices since they
improved productivity and quality. Our survey results offered a more comprehensive picture
of development practices. The survey results showed that with an XP approach, the most
important practice according to developers is continuous integration, followed by TDD/unit
testing, collective code ownership and small releases. With a Scrum approach, the most
important practice is the Sprint, followed by product owner, Sprint planning meeting, daily
Scrum meeting, and product backlog. “Empower the team” is the most important Lean
practice, followed by the “Eliminate waste” practice. We could not identify the most
important practice of other Agile approaches due to insufficient data from the systematic
review and a small sample size in the survey.
The systematic review and survey results indicate that some Agile practices are not
applied because companies consider the practice not to be a useful practice for them. Some
companies find that some practices cannot be applied in their software development setting
because of a lack of resources. For example, some companies do not apply pair programming
all the time, or may not apply it at all, because they find it too expensive and inefficient.
Others only use pair programming for simple code or bug fixing. In addition, some practices
like having the customer on-site are not applied due to resource availability whereas practice
like Metaphor is not applied because companies do not sufficiently understand the concept.
RQ1.2: In which way are the Agile practices adapted?
Our systematic review shows that some companies used Agile practices in literature
with various degrees of adaptation. Several companies creatively use a hybrid of Agile
practices from different Agile approaches. XP-Scrum is currently the most used Agile hybrid
approach. In addition, we found that most of the Agile practices, especially in the XP
approach, have to be adapted appropriately according to company software development
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context. Surprisingly, survey results show that most of the Scrum practitioners apply Scrum
practices without adaptation. There are many reasons why companies need to adapt Agile
practices. They may adapt practices to increase effectiveness, decrease inconveniences
associated with the practices, promote developers‟ use of Agile practices, or match available
resources (either project resources, customer availability, or other contextual requirements for
the project/company). Moreover, currently there is no standard Agile practice in the Agile
community, so the application of Agile can be interpreted and adapted differently in each
company and project. Apparently, there is no single best practice that can be a silver bullet
for every software project. Hayes [S64] directs us to consider this exact issue: “It can be
daunting for organizations to select the most appropriate Agile methodologies for them. This
is something that should be looked into and given careful consideration as the type of project,
the location, size and dynamics of team can all determine the success these processes will
bring to the organization.”
RQ1.3.1: Who defines the instructions/ guidelines for Agile practices?
According to the survey results, Agile practice instructions/guidelines are defined by
various sources. They are primarily set by some authority in the company (33.53%),
particularly those with a management role. The other key sources are Agile coach, Agile
books and the team itself. It is also found that several companies use a mix of sources such
as Agile books and team, Agile books and experiences or even all sources. However, a
significant number of respondents (22.22%) revealed that there is no explicit
instructions/guidelines for Agile practice implementation.
RQ1.3.2: Are Agile practitioners following the instructions/guidelines?
Most Agile practitioners revealed in the survey that they adhere to the Agile
instructions/guidelines that they have. Surprisingly, almost half of the respondents reported
that they do not have explicit guidelines. There are only a small number of respondents who
do not follow the guidelines/instructions when they have them. The key reason that the Agile
practitioners do not follow the guidelines is because they think that their productivity is
better when deviating from the defined practices. They are also not forced to follow the
Agile instructions/guidelines
RQ1.4: What challenges are faced when Agile practices are adapted?
Systematic review results identified several challenges when applying Agile practice
adaptation. In general, these challenges can be categorized into two dimensions, namely by
phase and by challenge characteristic dimension. Challenges by characteristic can be
grouped into practice characteristic-related, people-related, and process and tools-related
challenges. Some solutions have been recommended by Agile practitioners to address certain
challenges.

8.2 Research Outcomes
The following section presents the outcomes of this thesis research, which are based on
the systematic review and the survey results analysis.
1.

A list of major adaptations in the software development practices when company
adopts Agile in various contexts.
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Some major Agile practices adaptations were identified in systematic literature review
and survey. The practices could be interpreted and adapted differently in each company
or even in each project. Although most practices were implemented as defined within
the notable references with some adjustment, there are additional practices and practices
that were unused. Section 5.2 shows a list of adaptations that were found in the
systematic review and classifies them into each phase of software development,
organizational-related practices, and process-related practices. Section 6.2.3 shows
survey findings about practices adaptation that are categorized into each Agile
approach.
2. A list of Agile practices that are considered most important.
 For XP practitioners, unit testing/TDD and continuous integration are identified as
the most important XP practices.
 For Scrum practitioners, the most important practices are product/feature backlog
and Sprint.
 For Lean practitioners, “Empower the team” is the most important practice.
 For other Agile approaches we cannot draw conclusions about their most important
practice due to insufficient data in the systematic review and the small number of
survey responses using these approaches.
3. Guidelines for Agile practices adaptation to help company prepare themselves for the
upcoming changes and be able to provide potential strategy to cope with challenges
that could occur when applying Agile.
 As starting point, a company who wants to adopt Agile can choose Agile practices
according to the reference literature that suits their development team and follow the
practices closely. The practices can then be modified, either slightly or significantly,
to fit the needs of the software development project. The adaptation depends on the
aspects of the company‟s software development context, such as the type of project,
team location (co-located or distributed), application complexity/criticality, team
size, team Agile experience and domain experience, etc. See section 5.2 and section
6.2.3 for examples of Agile practices adaptation. Literature in Table 59 is
recommended for interested readers who want to learn about other Agile
practitioners‟ experiences, which may be similar to their own context. This table is
compiled based on the context found in the data extraction process which can be
found more completely in the data extraction form results. If possible, practitioners
can also adapt the context to suit the practice [S18]. For example, to promote pair
programming in an environment with scarce resources, new programmers can be
hired. Teams can give more focus to the most important practices such as continuous
integration, unit testing/TDD, product/feature backlog, etc. (see section 5.5 and 6.2.2
for more practice importance details). Teams should review the practice adaptation
results (for example, by doing a retrospective meeting after the end of iteration) and
make appropriate improvements for the next iteration/project [S18] [S53] [S64].
 Proper Agile training is needed in the beginning if the team has not used Agile
before. Besides internal training, an outside Agile coach could help the team to apply
Agile practices during the first iteration. It is not enough to just send material about
Agile to the team [S55] [S64]. Ideally, the team should be familiar with a range of
Agile methods and fragments to allow effective tailoring and substitution of
fragments [S1].
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Context

Type

Recommended Literature

Small (up to 10
people)
Team Size

Medium (11-20
people)
Large (>20
people)

Co-located
Location
Distributed

Agile
experience

Application
Complexity

New (up to 1
year)
>1 years
Low
Medium
High

[S2] [S3] [S4] [S5] [S8] [S9] [S10] [S11] [S12] [S13]
[S17] [S19] [S21] [S22] [S25] [S27] [S28] [S29] [S30]
[S32] [S35] [S38] [S40] [S44] [S47] [S48] [S53] [S54]
[S55] [S57] [S58] [S59] [S60] [S61] [S62] [S65] [S67]
[S68] [S70] [S71] [S72] [S73] [S75] [S77] [S78]
[S6] [S13] [S16] [S18] [S20] [S23] [S24] [S26] [S33]
[S34] [S47] [S51] [S54] [S57] [S64] [S65] [S69] [S73]
[S74] [S76] [S79]
[S6] [S7] [S10] [S14] [S36] [S37] [S39] [S43] [S45]
[S49] [S56] [S62] [S66] [S73] [S74] [S77]
[S2] [S3] [S4] [S6] [S9] [S11] [S12] [S13] [S17] [S18]
[S19] [S21] [S23] [S25] [S26] [S30][S35] [S36] [S37]
[S38] [S40] [S41] [S42] [S44] [S45] [S49] [S50] [S51]
[S52] [S53] [S59] [S67] [S64] [S65] [S68] [S71] [S73]
[S75]
[S7] [S8] [S11] [S13] [S20] [S22] [S24] [S27] [S28]
[S29] [S32] [S33] [S34] [S46] [S55] [S58] [S65] [S66]
[S69] [S70] [S79]
[S40] [S41] [S44] [S45] [S52] [S53] [S61] [S58] [S59]
[S64] [S67] [S77]
[S14] [S18] [S20] [S24] [S28] [S46] [S49] [S51] [S55]
[S56] [S60] [S73]
[S13] [S38] [S45] [S58] [S61] [S73]
[S4] [S12] [S26] [S47] [S48] [S59] [S65] [S73] [S78]
[S2] [S6] [S8] [S9] [S16] [S22] [S23] [S24] [S25] [S32]
[S34] [S37] [S41] [S44] [S47] [S48] [S49] [S50] [S53]
[S67] [S73] [S76] [S77]

Table 59. Recommended literature for various software development contexts






Agile adaptation requires employees' cooperation and willingness to change. In
addition to having allies at the project and department level, it is also important to
have support from middle management and upper management when Agile is
introduced. Ensure that management understands that positive results do not appear
instantly [S36] [S41] [S53].
It is usual that Agile practitioners will face some challenges when adapting Agile
practices. Many examples of Agile practices adaptation challenges and
recommended solutions can be found in section 5.6.
The Agile approach is based on direct, frequent and open communication amongst
developers, management, and users/customers. Good communication is a must to
effectively and successfully introduce Agile approaches, otherwise the full benefits
of Agile cannot be realized. Daily stand-up or Scrum meetings are recommended to
foster good communication. For distributed projects, multiple communication modes
should be adopted, and distributed Agile meetings absolutely require high-quality
tool support. Moreover, team leaders should have communication skills, leadership,
expertise and time to facilitate the communication process in and between team [S3]
[S12] [S55] [S70].
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4.

A list of challenges that are faced when adapting Agile practices and corresponding
solutions.
Challenges for Agile practices adaptation can be categorized into two dimensions. The
first dimension is by each of development phase, organizational-related challenges, and
process-related challenges. The second dimension is by challenge characteristic, which
includes practice characteristic, people, and process and tools for practice
implementation. The list of more detailed challenges and its solutions can be found in
section 5.6.

8.3 Future Work
●

Investigate the correlation between Agile practice adaptation and project
success
There was not much information found in the systematic review about the
correlation between practice adaptation and the successful application of Agile in
software project. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate this correlation in
order to improve the success rate of Agile software development projects.

●

Validation of research findings in industry setting
Due to a limited research timeframe we have not validated our research findings in
an industry setting. Validation of research findings in an industry setting or live
Agile projects is needed to check the validity of the findings and to improve them.

●

Investigate the impact of Agile practitioners’ adherence to Agile
guidelines/instructions on their productivity
From the results of the survey it is found that many companies still do not have
explicit Agile guidelines/instructions. On the other hand, a number of Agile
practitioners do not adhere to Agile guidelines/instruction defined by their company.
Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate further these issues to improve Agile
software professionals‟ productivity.

●

Research Agile adaptation practices in the Global Software Engineering context
Currently there is a growing application of Agile practices in the Global Software
Engineering context, so possible future work could involve more thorough research
about adapting Agile practices in this context. In addition, since Scrum has gained
more influence in recent years and there are still few research papers about Scrum,
future Agile practice adaptation research might focus on the Scrum approach.
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APPENDIX B. Data Extraction Form
Data Extraction form consists of four parts:
3.1. Basic review information
Name
Data extractor:

Date
Extraction date:

3.2. Paper description
Item

Value

1. Paper identifier
2. Title
3. Bibliographic reference
Author
Year
Title
4. Type of Article
(Journal/conference/experience
report/workshop/book/book
section/magazine/unclear)
5. Study aims
6. Methodology of study
(experiment/survey/case
study/action research/grounded
theory/ethnography/unclear)
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3.3. Context
Item

Value

Agile approach
used

XP/Scrum/XP-Scrum/Crystal/FDD/DSDM/Lean/Other/Unclear

Agile practice
used

Pair programming/TDD/Unit testing/On-site customer/Refactoring/Planning
Game/Small releases/Metaphor/Simple design/Collective Ownership/ Continuous
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Project
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Project/Team
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Developer /
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Development
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3.4. Study findings
Related Research Question (RQ)

Findings

RQ1: Which practices do companies follow
when they claim to follow Agile development
processes?
RQ1.1: Which Agile practices are considered
most important?
RQ1.2: In which way are the Agile practices
adapted?
RQ1.4: What challenges are faced when Agile
practices are adapted?
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APPENDIX C. Online Survey Questions
Adaptation of Agile Practices Survey
I. Basic Information
This survey aims to study how and why software professionals adapt Agile software
development practices. By completing this survey, you are helping to develop knowledge
that can be used to improve software development productivity and project success. Thus, we
also encourage you to invite your colleagues to participate in this survey by sending them
this survey link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/6K2X9RV. The questionnaire has 10
questions in total and takes about 10 minutes of your time. Please complete your survey until
July 11th. You may interrupt at any time when answering the questions: your answers up to
this point will be saved, and you may continue later by clicking the survey link in the email.
All participants who complete the survey will be entered into a raffle to win the book
"Practices of an Agile Developer: Working in the Real World" (click here for details on the
book).
All data entered is kept confidential. Only the researchers have access to the raw data which
will not be shared or distributed. The results of the survey will be published in summarized
form only. If you choose to enter your name and email, this will only be used in the way
indicated by you (i.e. for the raffle, a possible follow up interview, or to send you the result
summary).
If you have any questions regarding this survey, please do not hesitate to contact us via
email. Thank you in advance for your time and participation in this survey.
Kind regards,
Budsadee Kongyai and Edi Lai (Masters students), Jürgen Börstler (supervisor)
Software Engineering Research Lab
Blekinge Institute of Technology Sweden (BTH)
Email: buka10@student.bth.se, eded10@student.bth.se, jubo@bth.se
II. The following questions capture the context of software development in
your organization
1. Your role in the company (you can choose more than 1 role):
● Business Analyst
● Programmer
● Project Manager
● Quality Assurance (Tester)
● Researcher
● System Analyst
● System Designer
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●

Other (please specify):

2. What type of software application does your software development team develop?
(you can choose more than 1 type):
● Defense (military)
● Embedded System
● ERP
● Finance
● Games & Entertainment
● Healthcare
● Mobile
● Telecommunication
● Web
● Other (please specify):
3. Work Experience:
● Number of years of your experience in Agile Software Development (including
management):
● Number of years of your experience in Software Development (including
management):
4. Please specify the dominant Agile approach that your project use
● XP (Extreme Programming)
● Scrum
● XP-Scrum
● DSDM (Dynamic Systems Development Method)
● Crystal Clear
● FDD (Feature Driven Development)
● Lean
● Mixed/Other (please specify):
III. The following questions relate to the application of Agile practices in your
organization.
XP Practice Application
5. Please identify Agile practices that are being used in your project, their usage scale
and their importance in your opinion (you can choose more than 1 answer)
(Note for usage scale definition:
● used without adaptation: the practice is applied as described in the literature
● used in slightly adapted fashion: the practice was modified a little bit to fit our needs
● used in significantly adapted fashion: the practice was modified significantly
Please click here if you want to see Agile practice definition in literature)
usage scale (*)
●
●
●

importance (**)

Planning Game
Small Releases
Metaphor
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Simple Design
Test Driven Development/Unit Testing
Refactoring
Pair Programming
Collective Code Ownership
Continuous Integration
40-Hour Week
Onsite Customer
Coding Standards
Other (please specify the practice, its usage scale and importance):

Note:
(*) Usage scale options:
● Used without adaptation
● Used in slightly adapted fashion
● Used in significantly adapted fashion
● Not used
● Don‟t know
(**) Importance options:
● Not important at all
● Not important
● Neutral
● Important
● Very important
● Don‟t know
6. For the practices marked as being applied in slightly or significantly adapted fashion,
please state how they have been adapted in your daily work situation.
(Feel free to use your own words. Below are just some examples of answer:
● “We only use pair programming for critical code”
● “We do not use collective code ownership for safety critical code”
● “We use business analyst as substitutes for onsite customers who are in contact with
offsite clients”)
Scrum Practice Application
5. Please identify Agile practices that are being used in your project, their usage scale and
their importance in your opinion (you can choose more than 1 answer)
(Note for usage scale definition:
● used without adaptation: the practice is applied as described in the literature
● used in slightly adapted fashion: the practice was modified a little bit to fit our needs
● used in significantly adapted fashion: the practice was modified significantly
Please click here if you want to see Agile practice definition in literature)
usage scale
●
●

importance

Sprint
Product owner
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Scrum master
Cross functional team
Sprint Planning Meeting
Daily Scrum Meeting
Sprint Review
Sprint Retrospective
Sprint Burn Down Chart
Product backlog
Sprint backlog
Other (please specify the practice, its usage scale and importance):

6. For the practices marked as being applied in slightly or significantly adapted fashion,
please state how they have been adapted in your daily work situation.
(Feel free to use your own words. Below are just some examples of answer:
● “We only use daily Scrum meeting two times a week”
● “We do not use Sprint Retrospective for simple and easy project”)

XP-Scrum Practice Application
5. Please identify Agile practices that are being used in your project, their usage scale and
their importance in your opinion (you can choose more than 1 answer)
(Note for usage scale definition:
● used without adaptation: the practice is applied as described in the literature
● used in slightly adapted fashion: the practice was modified a little bit to fit our needs
● used in significantly adapted fashion: the practice was modified significantly
Please click here if you want to see Agile practice definition in literature)
usage scale
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

importance

Planning Game
Small Releases
Metaphor
Simple Design
Test Driven Development/Unit Testing
Refactoring
Pair Programming
Collective Code Ownership
Continuous Integration
40-Hour Week
Onsite Customer
Coding Standards
Sprint
Product owner
Scrum master
Cross functional team
Sprint Planning Meeting
Daily Scrum Meeting
Sprint Review
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●
●
●
●
●

Sprint Retrospective
Sprint Burn Down Chart
Product backlog
Sprint backlog
Other (please specify the practice, its usage scale and importance):

6. For the practices marked as being applied in slightly or significantly adapted fashion,
please state how they have been adapted in your daily work situation.
(Feel free to use your own words. Below are just some examples of answer:
● “We only use pair programming for critical code”
● “We do not use collective code ownership for safety critical code”
● “We only use daily Scrum meeting two times a week”
● “We do not use Sprint Retrospective for simple and easy project”)
DSDM Practice Application
5. Please identify Agile practices that are being used in your project, their usage scale and
their importance in your opinion (you can choose more than 1 answer)
(Note for usage scale definition:
● used without adaptation: the practice is applied as described in the literature
● used in slightly adapted fashion: the practice was modified a little bit to fit our needs
● used in significantly adapted fashion: the practice was modified significantly
Please click here if you want to see Agile practice definition in literature)
usage scale
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

importance

Active user involvement is imperative
DSDM teams must be empowered to make decisions
The focus is on frequent delivery of products.
Fitness for business purpose is the essential criterion for
acceptance of deliverables.
Iterative and incremental development is necessary to
converge on an accurate business solution
All changes during development are reversible.
Requirements are baselined at a high level.
Testing is integrated throughout the life cycle
A collaborative and cooperative approach between all
stakeholders is essential.
Other (please specify the practice, its usage scale and importance):

6. For the practices marked as being applied in slightly or significantly adapted fashion,
please state how they have been adapted in your daily work situation.
(Feel free to use your own words. Below are just some examples of answer:
● “We fixed requirements at low level rather than high level when there are
compatibility needs to the legacy system"
● "Testers active in our project to represent user interests because real users are not all
time available"
● "We do not apply MosCoW technique to prioritize requirements that are almost
clear, stable, and hardly possible to prioritize")
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Crystal Clear Practice Application
5. Please identify Agile practices that are being used in your project, their usage scale and
their importance in your opinion (you can choose more than 1 answer)
(Note for usage scale definition:
● used without adaptation: the practice is applied as described in the literature
● used in slightly adapted fashion: the practice was modified a little bit to fit our needs
● used in significantly adapted fashion: the practice was modified significantly
Please click here if you want to see Agile practice definition in literature)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

usage scale
Frequent Deliveries
Reflective Improvement (Reflection Workshop)
Close Communication (Osmotic Communication)
Personal safety
Focus
Easy access to expert users
Technical environment
Methodology Shaping
Delphi Estimation
Side by Side Programming
Other (please specify the practice, its usage scale and importance)

importance

6. For the practices marked as being applied in slightly or significantly adapted fashion,
please state how they have been adapted in your daily work situation.
(Feel free to use your own words. Below are just some examples of answer:
● "We send the developers to become trainee users for a period as a way to access
expert users"
● "Osmotic communication is hardly done in our project as team members were not in
the same location")
FDD Practice Application
5. Please identify Agile practices that are being used in your project, their usage scale and
their importance in your opinion (you can choose more than 1 answer)
(Note for usage scale definition:
● used without adaptation: the practice is applied as described in the literature
● used in slightly adapted fashion: the practice was modified a little bit to fit our needs
● used in significantly adapted fashion: the practice was modified significantly
Please click here if you want to see Agile practice definition in literature)
usage scale
●
●
●
●
●

importance

Domain Object Modeling
Developing by Feature
Class (Code) Ownership
Feature Teams
Inspections
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●
●
●
●

Regular Build Schedule
Configuration Management
Reporting/Visibility of Results
Other (please specify the practice, its usage scale and importance)

6. For the practices marked as being applied in slightly or significantly adapted fashion,
please state how they have been adapted in your daily work situation.
(Feel free to use your own words. Below are just some examples of answer:
● “We use daily regular build schedule as our system can take eight hours to build”
● “Sometimes individual code ownership can't be applied as the code owner was in
holiday or in sick leave”)
Lean Practice Application
5. Please identify Agile practices that are being used in your project, their usage scale and
their importance in your opinion (you can choose more than 1 answer)
(Note for usage scale definition:
● used without adaptation: the practice is applied as described in the literature
● used in slightly adapted fashion: the practice was modified a little bit to fit our needs
● used in significantly adapted fashion: the practice was modified significantly
Please click here if you want to see Agile practice definition in literature)
usage scale
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

importance

Eliminate Waste
Amplify learning
Decide as late as possible
Deliver as fast as possible
Empower the team
Build Integrity In
See the Whole
Other (please specify the practice, its usage scale and importance)

18. For the practices marked as being applied in slightly or significantly adapted fashion,
please state how they have been adapted in your daily work situation.
(Feel free to use your own words. Below are just some examples of answer:
● “We avoid any unnecessary paperwork to eliminate extra process (waste)”
● “To build integrity in we use code refactoring technique”)
Mixed/Other Agile Practice Application
5. Please identify Agile practices that are being used in your project, their usage scale and
their importance in your opinion as the following format: Practice name(choice of usage,
choice of importance)
Usage scale and its definition choice (pick one):
(a).Used without adaptation: the practice is applied as described in the literature
(b).Used in slightly adapted fashion: the practice was modified a little bit to fit our needs
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(c).Used in significantly adapted fashion: the practice was modified significantly
(d).Not used
(e).Don‟t know
Please click here if you want to see Agile practice definition in literature
Importance scale choice (pick one):
(1).Not important at all
(2).Not important
(3).Neutral
(4).Important
(5).Very important
(6).Don‟t know
Example of an answer: Pair programming(a, 4)
6. For the practices marked as being applied in slightly or significantly adapted fashion,
please state how they have been adapted in your daily work situation.
(Feel free to use your own words. Below are just some examples of answer:
● “We use combination of DSDM (fix the requirements at the low level) and Scrum
practices (daily Scrum)")
● “We use side by side programming (Crystal Clear) and Sprint Burn Down Chart
(Scrum)")
IV. The following questions relate to the Agile practices instruction/guidelines in your
organization.
Agile practices instruction/guidelines
7. Who defines the instructions/guidelines for the Agile practices used in your company?
● none (we don‟t have explicit instructions/guidelines for Agile practice
implementation)
● authority in our company (e.g. software process group, Chief Information Officer, IT
Director)
● Agile coach
● the instructions/guidelines are taken directly from Agile books
● Other (please specify)
Agile practice adherence
8. When applying Agile practices in your daily work do you generally follow the
guidelines/instructions defined by your company?
● Yes
● No
● We don‟t have explicit instructions/guidelines
9. Why are you not following the guidelines/instructions defined by your company?
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1-Strongly disagree 2-Disagree 3-Neutral4-Agree 5-Strongly agree 6-Don‟t know

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Practices are too difficult to understand
Lack of resources
Lack of skills to follow the practice
No real benefit / reward if practice(s) are used
Better productivity when deviating from practice(s)
Following practice(s) is not enforced
Other (please specify):

10. Profile Information (Optional)
(Name and email address are optional fields to fill and will only be used for validation or
raffle purpose. Please leave it empty if you want to be anonymous)
● Name:
● Email Address:
11. Please check below box if you want to (don't forget to provide your email address)
● I want to receive anonymous result summary of this survey
● I might be available for a follow up interview

APPENDIX D. Survey Invitation
Dear Sir/Madam,
We are Software Engineering master students from BTH (Blekinge Institute of Technology),
Sweden would like to invite you to participate in our web survey about adaptation of Agile
practice which is part of our master thesis research. As we study your published paper about
Agile we found out that you know much about Agile adaptation in the company and we think
you or your colleagues might be interested to share your thoughts in our survey.
Our survey aims to study how and why software professionals adapt Agile software
development practices. The survey will take about 10 minutes to complete. All data entered
will be kept confidential, strictly protected and only be used for this research. All survey
respondents can choose to be anonymous and all results will be kept strictly anonymous as
well. In case you wish to get the result summary of this survey we would be pleased to send
you.
To participate in the survey please visit https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/6K2X9RV
Please feel free to share above link to your colleagues in your company.
If you have any further questions about the survey or the thesis, please do not hesitate to
contact us via email. Thank you in advance for your time and contribution.
Kind regards,
Budsadee Kongyai and Edi Lai (Masters students), Jürgen Börstler (supervisor)
Software Engineering Research Lab
Blekinge Institute of Technology Sweden
Email: buka10@student.bth.se, eded10@student.bth.se, jubo@bth.se
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